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PREFACE 
Research into the adult educational needs of Aborigines in an 
urbanizing situation involved carrying out an investigation in a rural 
setting in Southwest Queensland.The Aboriginal population consisted of one 
hundred and eighty-five men,women and children. 
The basic data were obtained by carrying out fieldwork in 
Gharleville.Information was obtained from Aborigines by means of the 
questionnaire and by informal discusision with both individuals and small 
groups.Initial obstacles in eliciting information about their education 
wants and needs were: 
(i) the fact that the majority did not at first really consider them-
selves fit subjects for education,preferring to talk about 
their children's education,and 
(ii)an almost complete ignorance of present opportunities and 
possibilities. 
However,once the possibilities were opened up to them some 
expressed desire for instruction in particular fields.The women tended 
to show more interest than the men and their choices favoured the home-
crafts, primarily because they see their most important roles based in 
the home. 
Two main aspects of the research have been : 
(a) assessRient of adult education nseds In light of people's 
total soc1o-ecoROfi5lc environment, md 
{h} registration of people's own expressions of adult 
education needs and wants. 
Sllth respect to the foniser. Aborigines' needs, education-wise,, have 
been considered both from the viewpoint of his employment prospects and of 
his hyean or personal developiraent. Including "^education for living -
a general education enabling the Individual to cope sjore efficiently with 
everyday life and Its probleiss. In Gr^r to detersjlne the present ei^loy-
Etent structure In the different situations and to be able to make 
predictions of future ^loyiiefit needs and possibilities In local enter-
prise, a study was m&dt of the economic deve1o|»f^nt and contingent 
^U»or1g1nal education needs. 
In assessing Aborigines* needs In the local context, opinions and 
Infonnatlon were also obtained from a variety of persons Involved with 
Aborigines In one wa^y or another. These Included landlords, ^ ^ e r s of 
OPAl (Aboriginal and Euro-Australian), CoiBBioiii^ alth Efpploysent Officers, 
shopk^ptrs, priraary and secondary school teachers, nurses, jf?lRlsters of 
religion, C.P.S. officers, police, and esiployees of the Departisent of 
Aboriginal and Island Affairs. 
Perhaps a few v/oi*ds would be In order here with regard to definition 
of t t r s s . I follow general practice In categorizing as Aboriginal those 
Individuals who have soRie (hqret of Aboriginal ancestry and who Identify 
iii 
as Aborigines. "Adult" in the context of adult education may apply to a 
person as young as 15 (the legal school-leaving age in Queensland) 
who has left school.Sometimes young Aborigines of this age and even 
those in their late teens who left school at,say,between grades seven 
and nine (see footnotei00»P«80 )would like to return to school but are 
prevented from doing so by the feeling that they would be ridiculed by 
their younger classmates.Special facili^ bies for such people are absent 
in most areas and there are a variety of problems associated with this 
type of education even in the metropolitan area.This is an area requiring 
urgent attention particularly in view of the increasingly large numbers 
of young people falling into this category. 
1. 
1 . INTRODUaiON 
This paper Is concerned with Adult EduGation for /Aborigines In the 
town of Charlcvllle In ?%in»eh Shire, Southwest Queensland. Charlevllle has 
a population of 3,939, nearly two-thirds of the toUl shire population of 
0,004.(1) tiurweh Shire covers an area of 16,952 square miles and 1$ 
predoislnantly a wool-growln*! area. 
The ^aoer will f irst Otftllne the B«1n evidence of ecoiiomic decline. 
These daU will be linked with the g^ertl trwid In migration, e^loyaent, 
and h<HK€ construction to h1§hl1#it the significant «s|iects of structural 
change In Hun®h Shire and pertlcoUrly Charlevllle. 
Particular attention Is given to the Is^ pact of these chants on the 
stafidard of Hvlnf of the Ahorlflnal population - reoulrlng analysis of 
housing staiHiards, job <H^rt^lt1es, and educatloMl opporttaltles. The 
crucial role of education in breaking out of the "vicious circle" of 
povtr^ Is stressed and Asflcl^cles In the present syst^ are underlli^d, 
Pol1c;y reco^^ndatlons are advai^ ed alssed at pitching M^orlgloal educat-
ional assistance In a aramner ^a t will be raore advantageous ^ Aborlcflnes, 
as well as profjosln^ substantial chaii^ In the nature of t!^ educational 
^ x offered to Aborigines In rural areas. 
The approach fs Interdisciplinary cutting across the fields of ant i^ro-
pology, sociology* afrlcwltare, tconotitlcs, educAtlon, and the synthetic 
studies r«3lonal science aiMl co^unlty develoi»Ptt, and Is actlon-orlentod. 
I . %wrsiu of Census and Statistics, Cmtmm 1071, 
Because of the BHiltlpllclty of problems associated both directly and 
Indirectly with education. It was felt that a pleceifieal approach would 
be totally Inadequate. Thus constraints v«juld have been imposed If the 
knowledge gained throughout the research period had been organized In 
only tt» trtdltlonal classlflcatory form of an acadesilc discipline rather 
than operationally around the real l i fe problei!5-constenat1on.(2) In the 
s^se vein, Gunnar Hyrdal provides a justification for the mre coB^rehenslve 
api^ roach: 
"There Is no distinction betw^n facts corresponding to our traditional 
scholastic division of social science into separate disciplines. A 
realistic «ialysis of problems can mv^r stop at siK:h lines of division. 
The distinction befepeen factors that are 'economic' and ^ose that are 
*Be«-econoB!ic* 1$, Indeed, a useless and nonsensical device fros the 
point of view of logic, and should be replaced by a distinction between 
* relevant* and 'irrelevant* factors, or *isore relevant* and 'less 
relevant*. And this latter divldino line should not be exf^cted to be 
the smrn for differwt problei^.''(35 
Ti«5 concern with finding a practical strategy fOr achieving advance-
Bient, education, and participation has led r«, as It has others, to a full 
acceptance of the idea of coi^ Kunity devel^^ient - "of helping their own 
existing i r o i ^ to fifftetion better, and to bring about change In themselves 
In such a way and at such a speed as is acceptable to all•'.(4) CoRfnltP^ nt 
to the idea of ccwmmity develofsisent Involves rejecting ^e formal academic 
approadi to real l i fe probleis-solvlng areas in favour of a c^abined forml 
academic and professional approach In which a balanced functional Integrat-
ion of traditional and evolving insights could be mtth, 
2. E.A.Iceton, "Vm Concept of a Profession of Catalyst in Adaptive Social 
Chwge" (Paper prepared for s^lnar iw^ ld at the Centre for Continuing 
Education, A.N.U., April, 1971), pA. 
3. S.%r«Mil, Eooncmio ftm<fxy And lkidmpde9»l&B*d JRmdone (loncten: Hethuen, 
1963) p.lO. ^ 
4. Iceton, •'Aboriginal Participation In COTPunity Life" (Paper prepared 
for Fifth Hational Conference of the Australian Council of Social 
Service, held at IMiversity of QiMsensland 19 ~ 24th *?ay,ig6S), p.U. 
3. 
The logical outcoisie would then sees^  to be a progranse of action 
research. The social scientist or educationist involved In such a 
prograiane would need to be In close contact with all the B>epfeers of the 
group, be accepted by thera, and be }remT«^ to give advice and help when 
called upon. At the saise ti8»e lie would be opening up knowlec^e to them 
and bringing them to a recognition of their own potential. TquippGd with 
his acaderJc training stnd l ife experience, and In close interaction with 
the Aboriginal group, this resource person would be In tte best position 
to assess the social progress of the group, their further needs, and to 
plan action strategies with the aid md at the request of the group. Dr. 
Haines (5) thinks that, ^iier^ ec^ioiaic and technological change has threat-
ened the very existence of a local coRiEunity, a skilled educator pight do 
siore than refer the '^ p^rofelews" to appropriate academic departusents -
he might hisiself bring lae^iers of the coeiamlty together to exaialne their 
troubles and work out their own solutions In consultation with eac^ o;ther. 
The assi^tion is of course that the entire local Aboriginal con^ raunity 
mst be ^ e target - not just the Individual or even the family group; 
these can be tackled by other contenRlnous strategies, Ni^ ierous researchers 
(for exa^le Tat2, It^ton, Soper, Srey) have concluded that the only really 
effective way to advance tf^ te Aboriglms is to advance the entire Aboriginal 
co i^BUfiity. Ideally then an Initial step in a co»prehens1v€ education plan 
for sioh grottps as the ei^ at present un<ter review would be the raising of 
the group to a mini@um standard, at which point the group conc^med could 
begin to take a realistic part In declsion-iaklng and In plarmlng progratn e^s 
and strategies for its future progress, as has occurred awong the Havajo 
Indians in Arizona.(6) 
5. M.Haines, "Contiiwing Education - flew Perspectives," Edu&atim Wmm» v.13, 
no.3 i<3une 1971), p.6, 
6, See f^ oul Ti»iley,*SB0Oth Path At Rough Rock" ,.4w«H«m Muoati<m (Harch»l§71). 
2. OBJECTIVES 
The broad objectives of thisrtudy are twofold: 
(a) to ascertain, frm-> a Euro-Australian vie*-.-point, 
the adult educational needs of those who Identify 
as Aborigines, and 
(b) to obtain an Aboriginal view-point on the adeguacy 
of the present educational mix available and their 
evaluation of their own needs within the particular 
context in which they are situated. 
However additional aspects are also taken into account: 
(c) to articulate the soclo-econoisic fransework in which 
these Aborigines live, and 
(d) to analyse their economic and social roles within 
the ccwaminlty. 
(This lat ter objective will focus on: 
(I) job opportunities 
(II) availability of housing 
(111)educational achievefnents.) 
(e) to present a critique of current educational 
opportunities available to /'boriglnes 
(f) to recofijwend a strategy for more effective educational 
programmes with emphasis upon short-run and long-run 
social and economic needs. 
J < III • ! \m ,n, mmt»< imt mm«. 
As the Aboriginal population consisted of 185 persons cwnprlsinc? 
27 fawilies, no sas^ling technigues were called for as the entire 
population of fanilies was Involved. 
For the following reasons t^e orthodox guest1onnair« approach was 
not used : 
(a) due to the "officlaV^aafe" that i t conveys i t establishes a 
barrier to productive cossainication 
(b) Ahor1(i1nes in the area have a particular dislike for "welfare 
people" wh«» they associate with barrages of very personal 
questions, the ref?oval of cJilldren fr«»i the family unit, and 
the policing of welfare payesents - their ^ in source of IncoRs; 
(c) t ^ presents of different attitudes towartts res|]©nd1ng to a 
forEial questionnaire, three at least of ^hich anet identifiable : 
the co-operative respondent v**t!o, desirous of pleasing, 
though perhaps not fully understanding the different 
shades of iseanln*] In responses, will tr7 to select the 
one that he considers rsost pleasing to the giiestioner 
(11) the co-operative respon<fent who will select the answer 
that is judged to be siost beneficial to his own Interests 
( i l l ) the unenthusiastic respondent who ctellberately evades 
giving a seHous response to l^ost questions. 
On consideration of the above i t was felt that the foriial goestlcnn-
aire is of dubiotis value In data ga^erlng In this context. Instead, an 
inforpjal approach was adopted the essence of which are : 
(1) introductions were gained via aoiuaintances belonging to the groop 
rather tlvan *'door knockiag". 
0. 
(11) No paper, pencils, or other paraphernalia were used on the spot. 
( i l l ) General conversation was "steered onto" areas of Interest I f these 
were not raised spontaneously. 
(iv) Responses and attitudes were noted mentally and recorcfed 
iiEwedlatcly afterwards. 
This approach gets over the probleRS noted above. The Aborigines, 
though initially hesitant, are usually keen to give opinions in an Infonnal 
and more relaxed atrosphere. Soae spokesinen stand out above others many 
of whoei have no opinions, i f these latter were to f i l l In a gi^stionna1r« 
any infona^tion in i t would be grossly misleading. Usually I f a response 
tP a certain iB9>ortant question was absent, the social contact made 
initially permitted the gap to be filled by another social cal l . Occasion-
ally several calls would be required to obtain all the Inforssatien needed. 
This ^thod is obviously more tl^-consumlng than the orthodox 
questionnaire approach but its superiority In tenns of acceptance and frm 
discussion is beyond doubt. The esethod may be lacking in sophistication, 
but wlsat i t loses there Is gained in relevance and validity. 
I t is anticipated that this approach will jar those who have been 
lulled into an unquestioning acceptance of quantitative analysis purely 
for the sake of objectivity. Putting aside the controversial question of 
whether the scientific ©ethod is applicable to the behavioural sciences 
I t is now beyond doubt that the wethod is not value fme» as for Instance 
the very nature of the problsn ctwsen for study requires prior subjective 
assessiRent and the assuiiptions not laade require qualitative selectivity. 
Is there any merit in being value free where values are the essence of 
7. 
the problem? Is there any merit in maintaining a facade of spurious 
objedtivity by means of a methodology that can be manipulated in 
numerous ways to agree with predilections? Is a good correlation 
coefficient more important than improving thf qualitative outlook of a 
human being? 
Shibboleths aside,the social scientist has an obligation to make 
value judgements,particularly in an area where a tradition of 
stagnation and apathy has become entrenched in the entire culture. 
Evidence of the latent or overt value judgements of the European l^e 
society are found in traditional attitudes towards the Aborigine.(7)He 
is judged not in terms of his own environment but placed across a 
scale of an ethnocentric value system which naturally shows his most 
cherished attributes as negative.According to Hausfeld,if we wish to 
arrive at an understanding of policy formulations we need to know 
something about the values and attitudes of the people involved,that is, 
of both Aboriginal and Euro-Australians.(8) 
7. As one taxi driver said,"There's three types of boongs;them are the 
best that work way out on the big cattle stations and don't have 
nothing much to do with whites;then there's the town ones that cadge 
around and get along somehow;but the worst bastards of the lot are 
the mission-bred boongs - they're complete bloody bludgers.But the 
lowest type of human being is the white trash who knocks about with 
any of 'em." 
Also see: J.S.Western,"The Attitudes of White Australians To 
Australian Aborigines - Some Survey Results" in Aboriginal Identity 
In Contemporary Australian Society,ed.D. J.Tu§"By(Bris.: Jacaranda 
PreBS,1973,P»55i Western,"The Australian Aboriginal:VJhat White 
Australians Know and Think About Him - A Preliminary Survey", 
RACE, 10 (l969),p.^11;H.Taft,Dawson,J. and Beasley,P., 
Attitudes and Social Conditions,(Canberra:A,N.U.,1970). 
8. R.G.Hausfeld, "Hypothetical Futures and Goal Achievement", 
Australian School of Pacific Administration,p.2. 
8. 
It should be clear from the above that the wider-ranging more 
informal approach adopted in this study can yield the vital information 
that Aborigines,in this predicament,are ii;iadequately equipped to fully 
assess their own educational needs.Thus the basis upon which a formal 
questionnaire would be based,is removed. 
Formal fieldwork was carried out over a total of nine weeks 
comprising four phases.It is important to note at this point however 
that I did not begin from a position of non-acquaintance with the 
Aboriginal community.lt was a decided advantage having grown up in the 
area - for it meant that I was already familiar with the lifestyle of 
this particular group and,most importantly,some of the people were 
known to ipe from earlier years.The first phase of fieldwork was of three 
weeks duration and was succeeded by three follow-up periods of two 
weeks each.The rationale behind this structuring of the fieldwork was 
that following the initial period of three weeks - during which 
relationships were established and basic information obtained - there 
could be an incubation period during which people could think more 
about what they had been asked and have the opportunity to proffer an 
opinion perhaps different from what they had at first offered.The 
second and third periods provided ample opportunity for people to 
discuss their needs and desires in the area of adult education.The 
final period was designed mainly to fill in the gaps left by the 
earlier visits and also provided a final opportunity for people to 
give further opinions. 
Because of "good contacts" it was possible to avoid the "door-
knocking" approach with all its hazards in favour of the social net-
work method by which one enters each new situation as an acquaintance 
of a friend,relative or neighbour - thus facilitating the formation 
of relationships.By this means one is already "half-way there'. 
The initial contact was used mainly to get acquainted and to 
apprise people of my purpose in being there.Care was taken at this 
stage to inquire whether future visits could be made.The education 
topic was usually broached by firstly talking about the children in 
the family and how they were getting on at school.From here the 
conversation was directed at adults' own experience of education and 
their feelings about it - whether they felt present arrangements 
adequate or otherwise,and so forth.Viewpoints could then he elicited 
on what they felt ought to be and what they thought were the educational 
needs of their people. 
i* STmicTURAi Mm ECONOMIC Bmmmim 
4.1 latroductlon 
Traditionally th@ reflen has bmn a predofsilnantly 't^ ool-producinf tret . 
Ho4^ yer recent data shoi* a gradual intrmm in cattle*ra1sf?>f4 such a 
legion Is normally chartcteriied by a hl§h defree of 1nttrrtlatedf»ss 
l:^ fe«een soclo-econoiiic troufjs. Intuitively ont expe;cts ^lat the <lec11ne 
of the staple Industry will have wide-sprtad repercussions throughout the 
entir® socio-e€®n<»ie hiertrchlts of the region, ifeere ^ere are ethpic 
differen^s. the dlfferentWail iipact m different ethnic groups Is of 
particular Interest froi? the tquity vfew-point. 
Though stibsldits an<l droitfht-relief Mm been given mi^ political 
emphasis over the past itecado, this assistance Has been dir^ted wainly 
towards producers. As there are no sai^uine exfMctatiom of a resurgence 
of lonf-run prosperity in the \m&l indtstry due to drtstlctlly low M&r\i 
l^rices for mQlt these subsidies ^r^ Justified p^inly on equity frotinds 
b-ut are directly concenied &n1y with the ©conoiiic plight of wool-producers, 
l i t t l e or » concer?* is sho^ for the Biddle a«d Immr socio-econoiiic 
strata. 
Any ^l icy of «^rtl rtcosstrwction-* tw^^wr* isust mmum i ts perfora-
ance in t^fm ©f m4mtim of Kl$ration a^ an^ploysent and ftr^ral 
raisiwf of livfftf standards thro^oat tk% entire mmmnity. 
^' " „ " .Hit. " 
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tere was aii'TtJief clrasSc drop wimn fiaun ,>*£; ^^^'-. -^^ a- s roos ^>W * 
in 1371 tfte figures IN^ Y^'^  lower s t i l l y r^taoijimf th^ e lo^ i^Est liumf>(^ r rtcorde^l 
••^ 
'fw sheep sinc^ I D C Ifm cteclini In ,$1iBep numbers 1 '<-••» v ^ dua miirili^ to the 
•^ 
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effect 0f dfott^ht, though falling wool prices is also a major factor 
resultirif In the sufostitution of cattle-raising for wool-growing In 
&om areas. 
4.3 Cattle 
Table 2. 
1945 
1955 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
196S 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
B^f Cattle ny»bers 1945 - 71 
77.916 
115,153 
79,772 
74,56F 
82,509 
80,152 
91,158 
92.872 
71,987 
75,469 
SI,470 
101,609 
101.610 
107,069 
(10) 
Bet{<^ een 1945 and 195S the cattle population Increased fro^ 77,916 
to 115,153. In 1960 figures wen* back almost to the 1945 level. Since 
then there has been a si as recovery i^ iottgh there was a nmjor setback in 
1966-67. The present (1971) figure stands at ]07,069 ~ approxinsately 
8,000 short of the record 1955 figure. This 1s evidence of the gradual 
diversification and faoveP»nt away fro, thr; def^ fwiience on wool. This Is 
significant fro® an eejployRient view-point since cattle-raising Is less 
la&oyr intensive than vifool-growing. 
10. Ibid. 
The rise In mmters of both sheep and cattle tov^ards the end of 
the five-year period, 1960-65, was due to an exceptionally oood season 
(1964-65) brought about by flood rains. The overall Increase in the 
cattle population 1960-70 can be partially explained by graziers* increased 
Interest In running cattle owing to the falling off In mol prices and 
the Increfislngly higf; costs Involved In the production of siutton and wool, 
4.4 iialry and Pigs 
i 
K 
fJelther di^'lng nor p1<~-ra1sino has been a si^^^nifleant industry at 
any stage but they are stgnificisnt for the lower Incoc^ groups. 
Table 3. 
1945 
1955 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
Dairy Cattle and Pi 
Dairy 
1.S24 
1,666 
662 
502 
679 
534 
700 
914 
543 
o4C 
610 
614 
511 
394 
fg nu^er 1945 - 71 
Pi^s 
54 
80 
74 
72 
85 
90 
99 
51 
ISl 
351 
460 
532 
489 
368 
(11) 
Dairy cattle were relatively stable betfc'een 1945 and 1955, with a 
11. Ibid. 
slight increase. In the five-year period to 1960 there was a drastic 
redactimi from 1,658 to 662, The nwabers rose to reach 914 In 1965, 
Owing to a particularly bad season 1965-66 numbers dropped attain to reach 
543. FrwB then on there vtas a steady decline until In 1971 the figures 
stood at 394. Pigs on the other hand SITOW the revf^rse trend to 1969. 
Pig production did not pass 100 until 1966 and had increased to 532 by 
1969. Since then there has been a significant decline with the 1971 
figure standing at 368. 
The variability of incdsje due to recurring drouqHt reflects Itself 
In fam ©iployisent 8,nd general busijie&s activity In the area. The 
adverse effects of such cyclical variations tend to improve the position 
of tiie Aborigine relative to the rest of the population, Tfiis Is because, 
being sainly depentfent on a fij^d Incom (social services), his standard 
of living is inversely related to general prosperity; not havlno been 
eeipleyed in the prosperity phase, t^ ie iU;»or1g1ne does not have to accc i^mj-
dtte a sudden drop in incogs. For the few vfho are es^loyed in ti*?^s of 
prosperity the job ©pportinity position Is not likely to improve in the 
future. Where wool prices have. In general, fallen t^ ie price of beef has 
contlnwBd to rise. Beef-raising has lower unit costs tf»an wo0l-gTOw1n<i 
caainly because i t Is less labour 1nterjs1ve.(12) A continuance of the 
present trend then offers t wre dlssial picture of the Aboricflne In the 
prosperity phases while his relative gain In periods ©f economic decline 
1$ a rather unique phem«isenon. 
In sufiKiary, the imftact ©f drought on the grazing Industries is evident -
12. N.F.f^ug and a.J.Hoy, "The Econopiics 4 Financial Position of Graziers 
in Arid South-Hest Queensland,' Qm£Pt&:ply .levisw of AaHoultus^al 
Eeonmica, 23, no.4 (1970), pp.222-43. 
part icular ly on v#ool-production which was the t radi t ional staple industry 
of the area. The data clearly i n f l ec t the increasing emphasis on ca t t l e -
raisisg despite the impact of drought conditions. The gradual death of 
dairying in the shire is clearly shown, while p1g-prodt«t1on, though i t 
has not attained econorfc proportions, appears to be on the -^rfiole gaining 
ground. Hov*ever, this w i l l have very l i t t l e ef fect I f any on the enaploy-
raent s i tuat ion since pig-production l i ke cat t le-ra is ing Is rwt labour 
intensive, 
4.5 Tte Retailing Trade and Other Business Act iv i t ies 
Econcmic decline in the area has also been reflected in otJier 
ac t i v i t i es , fo r exaiaple. In town businesses. As Blight be expected 
business ac t i v i t y In the town ref lects the econoRtic s t ra i ts of the 
surrounding pastoral Industries, Though nmv business have frorn tlnie to 
tirae begun operations tiiere has bmn rso overall Increase since the niwt>er 
of those opening has not kept pace with those closing down. The foUovd-
ing l i s t (not eidiaustive) of closed establishBtents gives sorie Idea of 
the range of businesses so far affected: one hote l , three garages, t^ ?o 
radio and e lect r ica l centres, a rr^n's o u t f i t t e r , a frock shop, two so l i c i -
to rs , a barber, a sports store, three caf^s, a furni ture ^ k e r ' s , a 
photographic studio, a grocery store, and a plant nursery. Nevertheless 
tf^e tnajority of the old established businesses h^vB rersaiwd viable. 
Hcftiever, rnny have found I t necessary to put o f f ersployees In order to 
reaain in business. One finds that i t is miia a comon pattern for 
businesses to be run by family groups. In periods of prosperity, vrith 
hifjli aBployment, Aborigints gain casual jobs, inainly as domestics.(13) 
tAi«i retrtnchiRent cosies the Aborigines are usually first to be released. 
Tlia fall-off in business activity, to the point where severe retrenchn^nts 
of staff are necessitated, highlights further the profile of econoEiic 
decline in the area. 
4.6 Moiginq Construction 
The number of newly const|»cted dwellings in an area fmy be taken 
as an indication of growth. Table 4 shows growth between 1955 and 1958 
vdth gra i^al decline after 1958 until 1967 when there was a sharp decline 
with the number of completed d^llings standing at 3 in 1971. This figure 
stands in great contrast with the 1955 figure of 34. 
13. The situation is as i t was in HetM South Vlales in the 1950's when 
Calley wrote: "A wotaan's econc^c contribution was probably as grtat 
as a mn*s m^r the Old Rule. There is now practically no emplo^ fflent 
for v« e^n in this district, so isost of them take no economic contri-
bution whatsoever and are econesdcally dependent on their isenfolk. 
I^ Rien are economic liabilities, not assets." 
H«4l.C.Calley "Pentecostaliss; Among the Bandlalong" in Abm'igifws Nms^ 
ed. H.Rcay,(Sydney : Angus and Robertson, 1964), p.55. 
Tablt 4. Building Construction 1955 - 71, (14) 
Ytar Co^iaenc^ Cocipleted Under Construction 
Bouses Flats M^^^^ H. F. 
-OSieTTTng irr^—a-
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1%9 
1970 
1971 
55 
27 
31 
35 
41 
26 
31 
22 
20 
20 
26 
25 
10 
8 
9 
2 
2 
0.0.t^ H. F. O.D.U. 
I 34 - - . 3 0 - 1 
41 3 1 16 - — 
— 31 — — 16 --
1 25 - - . 18 ~- 1 
1 3 3 - 2 11 - -
*•» 3 / •*'•*• •*•*• s •••* '*"• 
21 . , . - 6 - . , . 
If .» - 7 - «-
21 . . - 6 — -., 
I 28 - - 4 - 1 
2 5 - 1 4 — -
11 2 - 3 - --" > 
9 - -» 2 — -
,.« g „„ „ 2 — -~ 
3 - - 1 - -
3 - - - - -
These various indices readily show up the extent of the deterioration 
whidi has occurred in the econoiRic sphere. There Is one factor hos^ver 
whi«* Has Blade the situation less grave than that in other southwestern 
towns. This is the stationing of comparatively large nuwbers of public 
14. Bureau of Census and Statistics, feax^ly BulUtim 
servants in the town entai l ing a substantial inflow of rioney in the form 
of salaries. Though the majority of recipients of these salaries are 
not locals, the town benefits from spending on everyday 1te»is. The 
public servants - teachers, postal workers, court house employees, pol ice, 
eiRployees of the Department of Civ i l Aviation and the Departsent of 
PriBiary Industries, for example, are among tl>€ few who have security of 
efsployaent. Needless to say, only one Aborigine fa l l s within th is 
category - a clerk In the post o f f i ce . Aborigines employed by the Rai l -
way ifepartraent f a l l witt i ln the labouring category. 
5.1 Causes of Decline In Total Ejnployment 
The figures In tables 5 and C sho*^  significant changes, though those 
for uneroployirjent and Australian Workers* Union (15) raefc't;ersh1p are copspounded 
by the fact that subdivision of properties has been taking place over a 
considerable period. For exa»iple, a fall-off in the nua^rs of A.W.'*. 
Rentiers cannot be blaiaed entirely on the effects of drought conditions.(16) 
Table 5. Coptnonwealth Employinent Service Statistics 
Charlevllle Emplo^ ygient District (17) 
Year Unen l^oyed Unfilled Vacancies tnemploycsent lonefit Recipients 
368 
469 
wm 
274 
773 306 
624 364 
587 298 
431 253 
318 305 
189 445 
86 1,008 
1955 
1958 
1960 
1962 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
116 
729 
585 
1.092 
1.028 
1,138 
894 
764 
676 
1.021 
1,788 
15. The A.y.U. is the largest es^loyees' union in the area with an 
estissated 95% of all workers registered. Union officials estlsiate 
that the greatest drop in ei^^ership has occurred aniong pastoral workers, 
16. The drought began In 1956. 
17. Figures obtained from head office Department of Labour and National 
Service. 
Table 6. Membership of A.W.U. for S.W.Queensland. (18) 
Year A.W.U. Membership 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
5,223 
5,389 
5,467 
5.690 
5,066 
4,627 
4,259 
3.973 
3,770 
3,333 
Figures are not available for the years prior to 1962, but i t is 
estimated that prior to that year and for s&m years, A.k'.U. eie^bershlp 
figures would have been relatively sctall and at possibly the same level 
to 1962 wito yery l i t t le fluctuation. But they had cteclii^d from a 
previous raerabershlp of 6,000 during the t i ^ s of the larger station prop-
erties. A major reason for the fall-away of E«»i>ership was through closer 
settl^aent - that is, ssialler units, faimily isanag^sent, and work on the 
properties, yell shot Station, for exassple, once employed one hundred 
station hands. How the whole of the closer settlerrsent areas, cut Into 
approximately 25,(K}0 to 30,000 acre blocks, in good seasons would have 
employed possibly at the Biost, a dozen station hands in approxintately the 
s«ne area of country. This process of breaking ^mn large properties 
18, Fl^ires obtained from files in Charlevllle brands office of the 
Australian Workers' Union. 
into several blocks Is continuing. 
At the saiPR tim occupations such as droving and fencing have 
provided less efsployroent owing to the Introduction of transports and 
Increased mechanization, 
Unernploywent figures for the years 1955 to 1971 are also highly 
significant. Figures rose from 116 In 1955 to 1.788 in 1971, and over 
the sdEje period the nuraber of unfilled vacancies fell fr<^ ^ 8 to 86. 
The number of un@(»^ loyBient benefit recipients rose steeply in the seven-
year period 1965 to 1971 rocketing froia 306 to 1,008. It tsmt be pointed 
out that at the sasie ti^je there was a steady decline in population (see 
population figu»«s In tables 7 and 8 on pages 26,27. So in actual fact 
the deterioration In employsient conditions was even more serious than the 
bare un^iploynient figures indicate. 
5.2 lapact on the Aborigine 
Within this context what Is the position of the Aborigine? 
Unfortunately, i t was not possible to obtain a breakdown of figures into 
Aboriginal and European.(19) However, on the basis of interviews with 
both CoMROOiiealth Es^loyiaent Service officers and Aborigines, I would 
estimate that the incidence of unesiployiBent aaiong the Aboriginal population 
i s , and has been, much fsore acute than arnong the European. There would 
see# to be several reasons for this including the fact that the Aboriginal 
group as such is saich more than usually ttependent upon the unskilled labour 
market and invariably the AboriglM misses out when a European contends for 
19. The CosRJonwealth Esjployi^nt Service does not keep separate figures. 
the sawe job. Stetistlcs from the 1966 Census (20) show that two-thirds 
of Aboriginal ml& workers are concentrated In farm and manual labour -
categories which Include only one-seventh of white workers. 
The higher incidence of uneii^loyment ajTiong Aborigines is the case 
also on a national level. General findings in this area come fro» an 
Ats»tralla-wide survey of Aboriginal eirjployment by the Departaient of 
Labour and f^ational Service,(21) As at May 1969, there was a relatively 
higher proportion of Aborigines than non-Aborigines seeking ei!:^loyE«nt. 
hiost of the Aborigines registered were located In country areas; only 
14.3X were in loetropolltan areas despite the drift froi?i the country into 
capital cities which C.E.S. officers have reported In recent years. 
An occupational analysis of Aborigines registered for employiaent 
showed that the inajority fall inte three lisiain categories: rural, 
unskilled utanual, and private doa^estlc service. Exairinatlon of the 
educational background of those surveyed showed that 621 of the tetal 
had had fro^ five to ei#it years schooling. It Is made explicit in this 
bulletin that Aboriginal une^loyt^nt is predominantly a problesn of the 
cotmtry areas. 
The foregoing has shown that the eiiploysent prosj^cts for Aborigines 
In this area are poor. The Charlevllle situation could well be typical 
of any twnshlp similarly dependent upon a pr1g?ary industry. 
20. Quoted in L.SrooR, "Workforce and (kcupational Stetistlcs of Aborigines" 
Auetraticm ccnd New Zealand Jawmat of Socdology, 7(1971), p.23, 
21. Oe(»art»ent of Labour and National Service, Labma* Nkxrket BtudUs 
Nc» 2 : Aiforigima, (Hay 1969). pp. 5-7. 
I t is interesting te note l^at a number of rale Aborigines have 
fbund pennanent jobs as labourers with the Railway Oeparteent, making 
i t the largest efuployer of Aboriginal labour in the area. This departinent 
is popular with Aborigines because i t readily re-eirf»loys Rien who had left 
to go on a binge or to go visiting relatives. The official responsible 
for engaging mn said that Aborigines stetioned within or near to the 
tfflsin were quite steble since they could see their people and enjoy visits 
to the p^. Unrest rra^tly occurred when pisn were sent to v«rk for a 
relatively long period sofiiewhere "al(»ig tim line , 
Tm Main Roads C^partBisBnt, once a large etrployer of labourers, has 
few labouring positions since ??!ore advanced technology has gradually 
displaced gan|K»wer. The ?Hirweh Shire Council Roadworks Section esiployed 
eighty workers as at January 1971 - most of these being appliance operators. 
Only 10$ of tJtie workforce were labourers, and only three of the eighty were 
of Aboriginal descent. 
Applicants for jobs are now required to have had experience in the 
use of equipment. The Aborigine rarely has this expertise. 
The s te te^nt that 62f of Aborigines in the aboveeientiotied survey 
bad only frc«i five to eight years schooling is generally true of Aborigines 
in Charlevllle vdth an even lower average level of education asiong the 
older age groups. In a situation where i-conossic conditions becosie such 
that severe retrenchifients of steff are necessiteted i t Is the individual 
with l i t t l e education and without training in sosn© field K*VO suffers mst. 
In this case i t is the Aborigine who is niost vulnerable for, with his 
t radi t ional ocoupation of stockR?an and drover altiiost closed to h1n\ the 
shearing Industry dominated by the Furo-Austrailan, and without the 
education or t ra ining to turn to some less expendable occupation, he is 
subject to a l l the vagaries of the unskilled sections of the labour 
warket. I t is as Broom (22) says, "Aborigines are not only highly concen-
trated in the poorest paid jobs. In sofJie areas they nonopoHse them. 
Consequently, large segments of the Aboriginal population are vulnerable 
to the sapie econc^ic forces and usarket r isks: to technolooically Induced 
unemployment, to price f luctuat ions, to resouree depletion or environ-
Bsental episodes, to industry - specif ic recessions. Thus risks are 
concentrated, not spread, and because kinfolk work in the sarw jobs the 
severity of an economic event rfiinlmises the poss ib i l i ty of cotr^iunal sel f -
help." 
I f the Aborigine Is to have any reasonable degree of eaterial securi ty, 
then i t seeras essential that he be assisted to at tain imich greater educat-
ional heights than previously. In a technologically advanced society the 
Aboriginal group Is already badly handicapped. At the present rate of 
progress the Aborigine w i l l be even more disadvanteged unless radical 
steps are token to reverse the trend, Hore and better education w i l l 
enable the Aborigine to have a greater choice of occupation and l i f e - s t y l e , 
thus giving hitB far greater control over his own destiny. 
Another problem associated with lack of education is the poss ib i l i ty 
of explo i te t ion. Exploitation can occur in a number of ways but I think 
22. Broom, '•Workforce and Occupational Statuses,'* p.32, 
i t w i l l suff ice to give one example of a part icular ly cniel incident. 
An Aborigine - fat l ier of a family of six - had talent as an entertainer 
(guiter-playing and singing) which v/as recognized by prcM?ioters, He was 
token on an overseas tour, having been profnised a lianp s\m on his return 
to Austral ia, Whilst on tour in Europe his expenses were paid and he 
received pocket moi^y. Hctt^ ever, on returning to Australia the "lurip s i ^ " 
was not forthcoming and he was forced to wire his niother in Charlevl l le 
to send him his fare from Sydney. The fnan Is i l l i t e r a t e . 
5,3 Aboriginal Ert^loyment Constraints 
In general I have indicated the types of ew^loyment which Aborigines 
f ind in th is area. I f we refer to tlie unfilled-vacancies section of table 
5 we f ind that for roost of the period 1955 to 1971 recorded unf i l led 
vacancies are guite substentlal . T>»ough eighty-six for 1971 is only 10% of 
the 1955 f igure a n»n1festet1on of the general trend is evident and there 
is considerable cycl ical variat ion within th is period. This suggests that 
creating job opportunities Is useless per se. I t nnist be the type of jobs 
toat Aborigines can avail of ncm and w i l l 1^ able to avail of progressively 
in the future with the adoption of a luanpower planning type of education 
programme,(23) Presently the sk i l l s and expertise demanded in these vacancies 
cannot be inatched by the Aboriginal labour supply. The Aborigines are ef fect -
ively removed from this market.(24) The Charlevl l le Aborigines then who 
23. See section 11.3 of th is report. 
24. A mediocre Junior pass (normally af ter three years' high school,(see 
footoote/^o, p,^o) allows a y o u ^ from Brisbane to get a job as a junior 
clerk in a Charlevl l le bank. ^ Aborigine, apart from the postal c lerk , 
holds ar^ y such position in the town though some have passed Junior. 
This raises the question as to whether the same job Is open to the Abor-
i f i n a l boy. And I f not, why not? I t is almost certelnly a misteke to put 
the emphasis on academic education at the present time. The " a l l eggs 
in one basket" approach in academic education would seem to be 
inappropriate in meeting Aboriginal needs in this area. 
26, 
gain employment rarely if ever escape from the lowest employment category 
of unskilled workers - lahourers and domestics, (25) 
5,4 Factor Mobility 
Prescriptions concerned with the eradication or alleviation of 
regional lanemployment inevitably lead to the controversy as to whether 
the jobs should be taken to the people (i,e, create employment opportxm-
ities in the depressed region) or move the people to other areas where 
job opportunities are more abundant, 
P\irely on sociological grounds the Aborigine with closer kin ties is 
less mobile than the European, The adoption of a policy to transplant 
Aborigines from rural to urbsm centres, assvmiing "suitable" jobs are to 
be provided in the latter, would probably create more problems than it 
would solve. In the first place iirban Aboriginal communities cannot be 
described as healthy. Secondly, it does not seem sensible to transplant 
Aborigines - the least sophisticated group in the rural setting - into the 
most advanced social complex in modem society - the metropolis. (26) The 
disruptive effects of this kind of shock transplant can produce disilliision-
ment among any group subject to the travima of this kind of upheaval. 
Though individual or group transplant from a low productivity area to one 
of higher productivity may be justified by the narrow efficien y criteria 
25, Roper has also recognized this problems 
",,,there is little value in working hard at school when good jobs 
are just not locally available in so many country towns". T. Eoper, 
The Myth of Equality (Melbourne j National Union of Australian 
University Students, 1971)» P»57» 
26, The situation of the urban dwelling Aborigine is described in 
J, Brown, et,al. Aboriginals and Islanders in Brisbane, 
Australian Govt, Publishing Service, Canberra, 1974« 
of econonics - estimations of the sociological costs of such transplants 
are dubious. The transplanting of Aborigines into a location volunterily 
chosen, within the framework of constraints Imposed by values of the 
broader community, requires close analysis of the purely subjective aspects. 
Meither is the other extreme policy restricting mobility and confining 
Aborigines within particular specified aress acceptable. 
I t is alreadly well esteblished that geographic mobility increases with 
education.(27) Greater awareness of job opportonities in other areas will 
Influence migration at the margin but will not produce lar|e en bloc 
population shifts. On^ can expect then, that a sti^tegy to increase the 
economic potential of Aborigines via a viable education policy will lead 
to greater geographical mobility. But such migration will be voluntary 
and better Informed and more conducive to Increasing the welfare of those 
who migrate, than wuld distasteful "take i t or leave It** coercive measures. 
The approach adopted in this paper is based on coiaminity <tevelopment. 
Higratim) between viable Aboriginal c^iisunlties is bound to occur. But a 
strategy of himan resource and ccmsminity develope»nt is not oriented solely 
towards iB9)rov1ng Aboriginal welfare - i t is beneficial to the society as 
a whole, as will be esteblished in the section on human resource development, 
27. BrooB. ''itorkforce and Occupational Steltises," pp.2S-26. 
6. POPULATION 
Changes in the economic and ei^loyment structures brought about 
alteration in the population. The ^neral population declined markedly 
between 1955 and 1971, as tebles 7 and 8 sh<»^  : 
(28) Table 7 
1947 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
• 
Census 
It 
Estimate 
H 
n 
il 
H 
t i 
Census 
Estimate 
« 
# 
m 
Census 
Estimate 
n 
M 
'» 
Census 
Populatii on, Hurweh Shire 1947-71 
5 , 9 ^ 
7.532 
7,692 
7.804 
7.865 
7,847 
7,808 
7,353 
7,845 
7,759 
7.672 
7,615 
7,557 
7,483 
7,400 
7,330 
7,280 
7,150 
6,0C5 
28. frtm Bureau of Census and Statistics, Camus and EstimatM of Papulation. 
Table 8. Population. Urban Charlevllle 1947-71 (29) 
3,460 
4.517 
5.154 
4.871 
3.939 
1947 
1954 
19SS 
1966 
1971 
Census 
H 
I! 
a 
It 
In Hurweh Shire the population fell from 7.692 to 6,005 and In urban 
Charlevllle from 4,517 to 3,939. However, I t must be pointed out that 
the drain-off of population frcw Charlevllle and from the shire in general 
is offset to a degree fey entry into this shire of persons abandoninr the 
imicb smaller towns of toe surrounding shires. As the largest centre in 
the region. Charlevllle has a slightly better chance of offering employment 
opportunities, has more amenities and better educational faci l i t ies , and 
with i ts Cut Price Stores, cost of living is Ic^'er than in the smaller 
centres. 
ffevertheless, population loss in Charlevllle has been cons 1 Arable. 
Beoiuse of toe deterioration in the employs^nt situation there has been 
a steady flow to the coastel belt, mainly of Europeans, This mov^^ent 
has been part of a general trend. As steted by toe Bureau of Census and 
Stetistlcs (30) the average rat^ of growto in the larger urban areas during 
the intercensual period 1961-66 was four times toat of the rest of the 
stete. Migration to the larger urban centres would appear to be 
necessiteted by poor economic conditions elsewhere. The bureau further 
29. From Bitreau of Census and Stet is t lcs , Cmmus, 
30. Bureau of Census and Stetist lcs, Bulletin No. 18 of 18$8, pp. 1-2. 
3P 
states that the far-western divisions lost most heavily as might be 
expected in view of the severe drought conditions over an extended 
period. 
This trend is partly explained by the well-documented rural-urban 
drift - a phenomenon that is part of the industrialization process. 
However the drift from regional centres to metropolitan centres is 
surprising considering that an active policy of rural reconstruction 
and decentralization is being implemented. 
It is clear that irrespective of the vicissitudes of climate and 
its impact on economic and demographic factors - the role of the 
Aborigine in this society is one of little significance,Is it surprising 
that he should occupy a parasitic role in a competitive environment where 
he is socially ignored if not maligned and economically useless in the 
productivity sense.Social isolation was observable in that Aborigines 
sat in isolated clusters in the cinema and kept to themselves in the 
street and in other gathering places.An exception to this occurred in 
hotel bars where workmates would often drink together.However,outside 
the hotel barriers between European and Aborigine would again be 
erected.In other words,this kind of socialising did not extenrl to the 
home level.Few people had European callers to the house on a social 
basis and Aboriginal mothers tended to be left out when school tuck-
shops and fetes were being organized.The European rationale for this 
was that if an Aboriginal mother were asked to make a contribution of 
say a pound of sugar and was unable to oblige for economic reasons, 
then she would be embarrassed.While there may be some honesty involved, 
3^. 
it is nevertheless an excellent rationalization of avoidance behaviour. 
To further illustrate the point I quote Len Vifatson - who writes: "The 
thing that causes the most mental stress to blacks is the social 
isolation where blacks are living in a white town.This happened to me, 
yet ours was the only black family in tov:n", (31 )And Beckett .speaking of 
rural Aborigines,has said:"They consciously retain no vestige of their 
tribal culture,yet they remain in some respects culturally distinct. 
They live,for the most art,on the fringe of white society,integrated 
into its economic system but in other respects separate",(32) There is 
no evidence that the Aborigine is destined to move from the lowest 
stratum of the society in the near or distant future.The paucity of 
opportunities and lack of a positive Aboriginal development strategy is 
ample evidence of societal neglect. 
Though the population in general has dwindled it is interesting to 
note that the Aboriginal population has increased.The count for the 
referendum in 196? was a total of ninety-six for urban Gharleville.My 
estimate as at January ^971 was one hundred and eighty-five - an 
increase of approximately 100%.(33)This increase was due to both natural 
increase and in-migration. 
31, Len Watson,"19^5:Enter The Black Radical",The National Times 
Magazine,Ist April,197^,p.12, 
32, J,Beckett,"Aborigines,Alcohol,end Assimilation" in Aborigines Now 
ed,M,Reay (Sydney:Angus and Robertson,196^),p,33. 
33, Estimate based on interviews with every family in the tov/n area. 
Unti l 1957 toere were no Aboriginal families l i v ing within toe 
tewnship i t s e l f . The Aboriginal group dwelt in a cluster of ^rhanties 
on toe outekirte of the town between the hospital and the cemetery. In 
1957, however, one family volur^tarlly wsade toe move into town. At toat 
t ioe accouasodati on was not easy to obtein and so untf l toe mid-1960's 
wovement of Aboriginal families Into town was slow. As housing becawe 
Bore available, par t icular ly during toe late s ix t ies , more and mare 
Aborigines availed theruselves of the opportunity to enjoy toe comforts 
of town l i v i n g . The greatest in f lux Occurred following toe shire council 's 
deewlishlng of toe shacks on the reserve and with tht greater than ever 
ava i lab i l i t y of housing owing to European Eilgration from the area, (^1s 
ecological j^enoiaenon has Interesting lEiplications. In part icular I t 
reflecte toat in a market society toe Aborigine's purchasing power is 
more efficacious in ass i ^ l a t i on toan is his social alienability or econojsic 
potent ial . ) One countervailing force has been the opposition by some 
landlords to Aborigines becominn tenants on the grounds toat Aboriginal 
tenancy would lower standards,C /) Hevertoeless, toe majority gave in 
in toe face of econoraic necessity - i t was Aborigines or no one. Though 
they generally oceifljy toe Riost in fe r io r dwellings - toe best being rented 
to p i ^ l i c servants, for example teachers and pollces^n - these are far 
superior to toe draughty, d i r t - f l oo red , kerosene-tin structures which once 
were toelr hoases. Therefore toe Aborigines are aoKing toe few who have 
prof i ted frora the econoisic decline, k'here once dwellings were d i f f i c u l t 
to obtein for rentel and at quite high rates i t i s now possible for even 
a deserted wife wito a large family, for exarnple, to rent a house and 
enjoy the amenities of toe town. 
3». See section 8. 
In addition to toose Aborigines who Boved frora toe reserve, many 
have moved in from stetions In toe surrounding districts because of toe 
retrenchfRente of steff necessitated by toe bad economic conditions. 
Otoers have cofne from even further afield: for example, from the Sulf Country, 
far west, and far southwestern areas, A few remain, while others Biove on 
after a short stay. So i t not only the town-based Aborigines who have 
taken advantege of toe new conditions but also those froni the large stations 
further cut v.to have teen accustojrsed tc living under rugged camp conditions. 
This means of course that the present group will show different decrees of 
social developi«nt. 
A o^nslderaisle aKiount of migration occurs aiacng tiie smr& permanent 
group but this is circulatory. For example. Aborigines with Charlevllle 
as toeir hos?e bas'? inay move over a very wide area, going as far afield as 
Bourke, Ipswich, and Brisbane. Generally toey stay with flHends or 
relatives for a tiwie and then move on, eventually returning to hoti?s base. 
So, whilst European migration is for the a?ost part penrsanent, oiost Aborig-
inal liigration is tesiporary only, wito toe group In a constent state of 
flux. So when we speak of a shift in /Iborlginal population v.'n raean a 
shift in the base. 
I t ^ight be asked why Aborigines, at toe bottom of toe ersploysient 
barrel, remain when so jaany Europeans have becorae sufficiently disgruntled 
wito toe situation to make a permanent raove to %^ere toey are able to find 
more e^loyi^nt. This question has already been partly answered, but there 
are inportant factors otoer toan housing. These factors are: 
Ci| Abiwigines as a group have c^per roots in toe area. 
(11) Aborigines have been accustofned to getting less and living 
under worse conditions than most European Individuals. 
( i i i ) Aborigines are less able to nsove pem^nently because they 
are less likely to be aware of job opportunities in other 
geographic areas owing to toelr lack of education, which 
also give l i t t l e option in choice of occupation and disallov/s 
diversification of employirjent. 
(iv) The attitude toward the receipt of social service benefits 
tends to be seen not so imjch as stop-gaps and supplements to 
regular inccMnes but as minii^l resources for everyday needs. (3.^ ) 
(v) The following quote frm Needleraan, though made with regard to 
any population, applies particularly well to toe Aboriginal 
group: Tor an uneBsployed nian in a depressed area to move at 
all he must have reasonable hopes of finding a job. If toe 
chances of gaining eHiployaf^ nt by moving, though greater toan 
if there were no R^ve, are s t i l l sirall, toen the worker will 
often prefer to regain vihere he is and be unemployed amom 
friends ratocr than among strangers."(Jt) 
3.^ . H.P.Schapper, "Present needs of Aborigines" In Aboriginat Vwogii>&Ba : 
A Weifj Era? ed. D.f.Hutchison (Nedlands: University of Western 
Australia Press, 1969), p,148, 
3<"^, UNeedleisan, ed,, Eegional Anatyaie (Hanaondsworto : Penguin, 1968). 
p. 14. 
7, HOUSING 
HI to the reinoval of so many Europeans to coastal areas a nuR^r of 
ileuses and flats were left vacant. These dwellings varied from toe 
ramshackle to toe first rate. The best houses tend to be taken by the more 
transitory weinbers of toe pt^lic service. Aborigines are unable to obtein 
these houses for two reasons; firstly, toey are generally unable to afford 
the hitler rentels of the better <|ual1ty houses, and secondly, owners are 
not prepared to rent their best places to Aborigines since toe latter have 
a bad reputetion for causing a rapid deterioration in tl« condition of 
houses toey occupy.(3 ') An additional factor toat may well apply here is 
toat the swvenent of Aborigines into a street is regarded by Euro-Australians 
as levaring toe generii stendard and reflecting iteelf in toe form of 
disiinished property values. This would be particularly iBportent in toe 
case of an ii^ Tending sale of a property and could induce %&m afitegonistlc 
backlash. The result is of course toat toe Aborigines are left toe residue, 
%om of which are of fairly low standard. Many places have been allowed 
by owners to fall into a stete of disrepair, i t not being deemed 
w(»^while under the prevailing bad econostlc omditlons to spend wxmey on 
paint and repairs. 
Aborigines rsnain (3 *) in tois type of house - already on toe <k)wflgrade • 
tmtil toings ^ t so bad toat i t becoines necessary to raove; usually Into yet 
3 . This shall be disclosed in section 8. 
33; There is generally a fairly high tomover rate in house occupancy, 
though four fawl lies have occupied their present dwellings for 
from two to three years. 
another low stendard dwelling. This pbenotnenon conforrns fairly accurately 
wito Hawley's socio-econocsic theory of urban developinent. 
Residential dwellings in central city areas are usually situated on 
high-valued s i tes . The rentiers have migrated to outer suburtila and recoup 
high rente wito l i t t l e running costs in the finri knowledge that rapid 
appreciation of land values for inner city business space will yield them 
handsome capital gain. The occupants are usually a captive iiiarket - lc*r 
income families who cannot afford transportation costs froni the periphery.(?*) 
Overcrowding is the Riost cornB^ n complaint of landlords v^o testify 
toat i t is common to find that a ruedli^'-slzed house iray be accotmiodatlnq 
api^thing up to twenty visitors in addition to the family of occupation. 
In tois situation a great strain Is put upon toilet facilities and complaints 
regarding hygiene are soon fortoccaning from neighbours where these are 
European. According to landlords, calls from Aboriginal tenants for 
pluE4>1nQ services are excessive. 
Though toere are occasional cotiiplaints from European residents about 
bad hygiene and the noisiness of wine parties toere have been no outstanding 
probleiiis of Aboriginal residency in toe town; there have been no concerted 
atten^ts to prevent Aborigines settling in any part of the town or to have 
toesi r^iioved toerefrora. Those who are able to overcome psychological as 
well as i^terial disadvanteges sufficiently to have confidence In toesnselves 
as neiDbers of toe wider coftraunity, and who live according to generally 
acceptable community stendards, do coRirand the respect of the rest of the 
If. H.W.Richardson, Bagicnal Eaorumtas (London : i^eidenfield and 
Nicholson, 1969), pp.123-24. 
commtnity. This does not man that they will be ostracized by the rest 
of their subgroup - toough they my be criticized. So my of l i fe , or 
life-style, seews to be the crucial factor deterprfnlng the degree of 
acceptence Into the wider coinmunity. 
There is sorse sorts of pattern in Aboriginal settlernent in toe town In 
toat an Aboriginal family ^-ill go to a house near where there are other 
Aborigines if tois is at all possible. A family already settled bui away 
froiB other Aborigines Is likely to r^ ove If a house nearer to friends or 
relatives becoeies available for rental. So toere Is a degree of clustering, 
wito Just a few streete containing cosiparatively large numbers of Aborigines. 
For ex&aple, a large proportion of the totel Aboriginal population - flfty-
toree - lives in Salatea Street. The majority of toese live In two blocks 
of flats about one street block apart and toe reminder live In three 
houses toward the otoer end of toe street. I t is interesting to note that 
toe tenant of one of toese houses less than a block from the other two 
felt lonely, maintaining toat she was too far away from "everybody". This 
person was In her tolrties, a deserted wife, and the laotoer of ten children, 
seven of vno; up to toe age of eight wei^ living wito her. Two older boys 
aged nine and ten had been sent to Brisbane having been caught stealing 
several times. As she is completely i l l i tera te she is fiiore than usually 
dependent upon the companionship of the other women. Because of h??r I l l i t -
eracy and because her IncoRie is confined to a deserted wives' pension and 
child endowiaent she is effectively cut off frmi «a>st foms of enterteire^nt 
and recreational activity. 
Other wcsaen are in a similar situation and even those wito working 
husbands find i t difficult to mke ends nieet when they have a large faisiily. 
which is invariably toe case. For these reasons, in addition to the 
a^re traditional ones, toe Aborigine tends to be more group-dependent 
and group^oriented toan toe European, Hence their desire to settle In 
close proximity with one anotoer. This bas certain advanteges: i t is 
awch easier for a waaan to find swneone free to mind her children for a 
t1e»; coBsiunication a»ong uieHriaers of the group is easier and swifter; 
lot^liness is reduced; gossiping and domestic rcws provide some enter-
tein^ent, particularly for toose who for various reasons are confined to 
the home and i t s i ^ d i a t e environs for B»st of the time; and there is a 
feeling of security en^ndered by the knowledge that people of one's own 
kind are nearby. 
8. SOCIAL DEVELOrl-lENT 
Though Aborigines in Charlevllle are in general socially isolated(W) 
they do,< not have a compensatory socially healthy Aboriginal community. 
The Aboriginal population mif^ ht be termed a malfunctioning community, 
depending of course upon the meaning one attaches to "community".In a 
narrow sense "community" may be applied to a number of people who 
primarily think of themselves as "we" over an extended period of time, 
and the rest as "they",spatial proximity not being a requirement for the 
existence of a community.Accordinly,Gharleville Aborigines comprise a 
comjnunity since they see the local society in terms of "us" - the blacks, 
"they" - the whites. 
KonigQ^) however,gives a more complex description of "community", 
saying that,"It is a sociological entity within society which plays a 
primary role in developing man's socio-cultural personality to full 
maturity.As well,it is within the network of informal relationships 
comprising this entity that the values of society arise,and these 
values are crystallised and formalised as social policy by an informal 
and changing minority,made up of opinion-leaders and social activists". 
As the community is the smallest global social unit apart from the 
nuclear family "in it social life takes on the hi best possible degree 
of tangibility,just as,in the family,social life produces the greatest 
volume of intimacy and warmth....The community becomes 'home' in the 
strictest sense because it embraces the basic and average forms of all 
social activities." 
#S. See page Sl^ a^lso paragraphs 1 and 2 page ^ . ' 
^f* R.Konig,The Community trans. E.Fitzgerald (London: Routledge and 
Kegan Paul,1968). 
If we use Konig's description of "community" as a criterion then 
possibly Gharleville's Aboriginal community is a malfunctioning one -
at least in some respects.For though it functions well in developing 
the members' socio-cultural personality - regardless cf whether this 
is the most adaptive to the overall materialistic Australian society -
in others it fails completely.For instance,there is no "crystallisation' 
and forraalisation of values as social policy" because of value conflict, 
both within the individual psyche and between individuals.Some people 
seem to take pride in their aboriginality yet at the same time appear 
to have accected,or partially accepted,some of the European stereo-
types of Aborigines and their behaviour.Those perceived as wanting to 
"get on" or as attempting to achieve a middle-class vrhite standard of 
living tend to attract a degree of scorn end derision frora other 
members of the black community.This type of ambivalence has •leE'.at that 
within the c^ oi^ P social activism has been minimal in the e-:treme. 
Fragmentation with the resultant lack of organization (see paragraphs 
2 page ^ and ^ ) has prevented the development of an Aboriginal power 
group in local society,thus robbing the i^ borigine in this situation of 
any significant de;,ree of control over his socio-cultural environment. 
And as Simpson says:".,.people have not reached their best unless,as 
members of Communities,they exercise some measure of control over 
their social environment, and"*" that as mere passive recipients of social 
ills and benefits, they ?re belittled and frustrated. "(^) 
The difficulty of course lies in stimulating these Aborigines to 
the point where they v/ill feel sufficiently motivated to taJce action 
on their own behalf.Jhen such action is taken it should be tedcen not 
according to the influence of outside persuasion but on the basis of 
knowledge and understanding opened up to them."Change must affect the 
motivational roots of a society or it isn't change at all."(A-5) In 
other words,outsiders are needed as resource people to provide the 
people v/ith knowledge and to aid them in gaining insights into their 
own problems as a group,but the people themselves must make the 
decisions. 
^H. I,A.Simpson,"Education and Community Development",Trends In 
Education,no.20(0ct.1970),p.41. 
3^« P.Slater,The Pursuit of Loneliness (Allen Lane : Penguin,1-7^^* 
It seems fairly clear then that the relationship between community 
advancement and education is a close one.For a community to advance or 
to develop,its members must undergo a qualitative change - and this will 
be accomplished by some educative process.Community advancement,there -
fore,is essentially a pcccess of group education. 
Research on environmental factors affecting ability suggests that 
in disadvantaged areas only an ameliorative action upon the v;hole 
community can make the most,educationally,of its children.(V^> I would 
go further and say that ameliorative action upon the whole group is 
needed to make the most of all its members,from preschool children to 
age-pensioners - educationally,socially.culturally,and politically.lt 
is only when the members of a disadvantaged community manifest a mtrked 
concern for the qu&.lity of life in their particular cojnmunity can it be 
said ths.t a real be/(jinning has been made in developing that community. 
I shall postpone until later in this paper discussion of the ways and 
means by which Aborigines' concern and aiijareness can be aroused,and 
proceed with a description of the Gharleville Aborigines in their 
social context. 
As I said earlier (section 6 ) members of the present Aboriginal 
group come from a variety of backgrounds and this is displayed by their 
individual life-styles.The more socially advanced,from the point of 
view of social development,take pride in their homes,maintain a high 
standard of domestic and personal cleanliness,and tend to have a good 
quality diet. 
^^., See: Education In Depressed Areas, ed.A.H.Passow (New YorkrTeachers 
College Columbia University,1963);B.Bloom,Davis and Hess,Compensatory 
Education For Cultural Deprivation (New York:Holt Rinehart V/inston, 
1965) 
C.Bereiter and S.Engelmann,Teaching Disadvantaged Children In The 
.Pre-School,(New Jersey:Prentice Hall,1966) 
Such people tend also to have Biore face-to-face contact wito inernbers of 
the European qroup. At the other end of toe scale are the ex-caiap 
Aborigines previously unacquainted wito conventional type housing and the 
toings which go with i t , such as stoves, tep-water, and "flush** toi le ts . 
I t JM as Schapper says, writing of stetion Aborigines In Western Australia: 
"The totel environntent is cos^letely iRjpoverished and such toat I t is not 
possible for Aborigines (nor anyone else in such conditions) to learn 
patterns of behaviour for coping adequately, or for living in any otoer 
situation but on a caroping reserve.''{4<^) 
Atoriglnes were responsible for making a ccm^lete shawfeles of one 
particular block of f late. Floor coverings were destroyed by repeated 
hosincrs of bore water and by the cutting of wMd on toe floor with axes. 
These toings were not done wito malicious Intent. The landlord in tois 
particular case had favourable attitudes toward Aborigines and the 
Aborigirais, boto tenants and nontenants, spoke well of him. This landlord 
had once arrived on toe scene v#»en one of toe men was busily choppinf up 
wood on toe kitchen floor. The ^mn was quite unabashed by toe appearance 
of toe landlord and was obviously unaware that he had been doing the wrong 
thing. (Sisiilarly, there appealed to be an unawareness airono toe tenante 
of these particular flate of the need to care for children at all times. 
This landlord*s wife said toat she had often fed hmqry neglected children 
of yftry young a^^s who strayed at all hours into her house *i^ 1ch was next 
fotto6 f lats .) 
I have already B«ntioned landlords' complaints of excessive calls for 
pluiBbinf services. Invariably the trouble Is blockade caused by toe 
4S'. H.P.Schapper, J^)original Adt^nammnt to Integration {Canberra : 
A.M.U,Press, 1970), p.39. 
atteiBpted disposal of all kinds of refuse. To those without experience 
of such devices and lacking all knowledge of the underlying working 
principles, this would seem to be a logical way of disposing of rubbish. 
Hiese are only the more glaring raistakes made by unsophisticated people 
who lack the knowledge to enable toe© to cope successfully v/ito a new 
mode of existence. {4t} 
Other probleB s^ are associated wito preparation of food, personal 
and domestic hygiene, child care, and handling of money. One would sum 
up the situation by saying toat toese people do not know how to live 
according to accepteble coraBiunity stendards. One of the niost coEJiwn 
coii^laints inacte by Europeans against toorigines Is toat they are dirty 
or m^ygienlc. Writing from his experience In a country town in Hew 
South Wales, Bridges contends toat d1scr1f?rination Is not infrequently 
a wanifestetion of a hygiene ratoer toan a colour bar as such."(4 ) 
Thei^ is no colour bar in Charlevllle in the sense that Aborigines are 
refused entry to hotel bars, swimming pool, and so on; I t Is jaore a matter 
of Indifference. Discrlmlnation there i s , but i t tends to be selective; 
tjj^ i&ers of certein respected fasillles can expect ciore consideration toan 
4 . It Is worth noting here that the roigrant Aborigine fro© the far outoack 
areas is placed at a relative disadvantege vis a vis the European in an 
ur^an as against a rural setting. Due to geographic and cliRiatic 
factors toe educational gap between the two ethnic groups Is less 
accentuated In outlying areas. But toe European has the advantage 
dm to toe expense of providing eguipi^ sent frr School of the f i r trans-jirfssion or boardinr; school fees. In toe case of transport subsidization 
to outlying schools, should he wish to>toe Aboriginal child has the same 
access to education as the European child. The uHjan European has a 
definite advantege over his outback counterpart whereas toe urban 
enviromient mi l i totes against the Aboriginal child In the opposite 
direction. 
41. B.&ridges, 'Considerations for an Educational Policy for the Part-
Atorigines of tiem South Wales'% Auatralian Journal of Sooial Issues, 
3> no«4 (l%8), p.31. 
scnieone not so belonging. In relation to toe problems of living 
mentioned previously, Schapper has this comrnent to make: "Whereas I t is 
relatively easy to change the socio-economic environment of Aborigines, for 
instence by provision of conventional housing within viable cofimunities, 
it is more difficult but equally Importent simultaneously to help 
Aboriginal families to acquire skills and characteristics necessary for 
living In and managing a haae in a viable coRirtunlty. Failure to provide 
such help is likely to result In destruction of the house and the creation 
of neighbourhood hos t i l i t ies . . . Thus wito the providing of houses, jobs, 
and capital (4:) to Aborigines, there should be teaching In their use."(4 ) 
Clearly toe most effective means v4iereby toe living standards could 
be improved is by aiming at the women in particular. If the women could 
be helped to an understending of health and hygiene, care of toe household, 
nutrition and child care, and home economics, toe welfare of toe group as 
a whole would be Improved and would also provide a more favourable climate 
for the develofs^nt of better relations with the European community. 
V'. An Aboriginal family in Charlevllle has a yearly Income of $6,000 
toough neltoer parent is employed. The income is made up of social 
service benefits and Aboriginal Secondary Grants (three of the eleven 
children attend high school)i Though the family has what could be an 
actequate income they have seriously Inactequate supplies of food, 
clotoing, and bedding. The lat ter consisted of three holey mattresses 
missing much of toelr stuffing and several thin grey blankets. In 
addition toe electricity is usually off because of failure to pay 
b i l l s . Obviously this Imposes great hardship on the schoolchildren, 
particularly toose attending secondary school. Boto parente are 
frequently arrested for drunkenness and toe father has been arrested 
for begging for alms in the street . An Increase of income alone 
could hardly be expected to Improve the situation. 
4f. Sdiapper, Aboriginal Advaneemmit^ p.78. 
45. 
The iiipoverlshed background (/&) provided by toe majority of 
Aboriginal hoiaes is a well-known and well-documented fact used In toe 
explanation of why Aborigines, and otoer underprivileged groups In toe 
socle-ecorKMRic order, do not perform as well at school as toose not so 
handicapped.(/;) It is the inimical background which begins the vicious 
circle of Inadequate, ineffective education,(H) Irregular and unreliable 
ei^loyment, 1(M inc^ie, low stendard of housing, and bad heal to - physical 
and mental. This combination places toe Aborigine in the same Insecure 
and vulnerable position as others of toe disadvanteged In toe l<»*er socio-
^ , "The hciRe environment has been studied as a means of understending 
toe factors «^ich influence the developBient of children. Stodies 
repeatedly show toat the howie is the single j»ost Important influence 
on toe intellectual and esntiiMial development of children, partic-
ularly in the preschool years." B.Bloom, A.Davis, and R.Hess, 
GoK^peneateay EdusaHon for (hiltwml Deprivation (i^ w York : Holt 
Rinehart Winston, 1965), p.69. 
, . In some cases Aboriginal children suffer additional physical handi-
caps. For exaj^le, three of a family of five diildren in Charlevllle 
are afflicted wito congenitel eye (tefecte. The boy, v^o attends toe 
Convent primary school. Is unable to discriminate between toe smaller 
noney coins at a distence beyond about five inches from his face, 
fiatorally the busy teacher is unable to give him the extra attention 
he so obvioi»ly needs. In spite of his affliction the boy has a happy 
nature and Is very popular wito his classmates all of whom happen to 
be European. The children inherited toeir condition fr«^ toeir father 
who lost his job on the Railway because his eyesi^t had deteriorated 
furtoer. Although he is only about tolrty years of age he is now 
receiving an invalid's pension and has no better prospecte to look 
forward to. There is a possibility that his position and toat of his 
children could be bettered by rehabilitative treatment, available only 
in toe «etropoliten area, but boto he and his wife are afraid of the 
city and are extremely reluctent to move from toe emotional security 
of toe local group. This is a glaring exasiple of how ignorance and 
lack of information can contribute to the neglect of children and toe 
socio-ecanotnic and socio-cultural poverty of ? whole faarlly. 
£^L "The school achievement of disadvanttged children is characterized by 
a cumulative-deficit phenomenon. The children begin school wito 
certein inadequacies of language development, perceptual ski l l s , 
attentional sk i l l s , and motivation. Under toe usual school curriculum, 
toe achievement pattern of deprived children is such that they fall 
increasingly behind toeir non-deprived peers in school subjects. On 
the average, by e i ^ t o grade these children are about toree years behind 
grade norms in reading and arithn^tlc as well as in other subjecte.** 
Blo^, Oavis,and Hess, Compeneatory Edueationi p.73, 
economic orcters. What is different in toe case of the .^ Uborigine is toat 
l^ysical difference sete him even furtoer apart making him v^ry easily 
1d«itified. The group image is toen used as tot basis of toe stereotypina 
of the individual. These conditions make I t extremely difficult for toe 
Individual to succeed In any sphere of life even if he does have toe motivation. 
It is evident that toe Charlevllle ;\borig1nes are caught In a vicious 
circle of poverty. Professor k'inslc^ exeenplifies toe phena?ien sic : " . . . 
poverty and disease fonsted a vicious circle. I^ len and woR^ n were such because 
they were poorj toey becap» poorer because toey were sick, and sicker because 
toey were poorer.' (£i) A lack of job opportunities Is to soise extent related 
to educational attelmtiente (54^ ) toough otoer factors such as racial discrlrln-
atlon or prejudice against certain "fallings", e.g. "going walkabout' may apply. 
witoout a source of income there Is dependence on social assistonce hence the 
derogatory teg ''parasite". Though such assistance raay comprise elen^nts toat 
are specifically related to assisting education i t is highly unrealistic to 
expect a faaiily on a sparten survival line to make this sophisticated sacrifice. 
The money is spent on the rmst pressing daily needs and a lack of education 
say provide a distorted evaluation of toese needs.(5.) 
i"^ . C.E.A.Minslow, The Coet of Siokneee and the Priae of Bealth, (Geneva : 
W.H.O.,igSl), p.9. 
B^, "A deteiled scrutiny of Aboriginal i^ales who have the best educational 
qualifications shows surprisingly l i t t l e relationship betfe^en education 
and occupational stetus. Of 103 with Hatriculation level schooling 
(pertiaps an overestisate) only 2 were upper professionals, 4 lower profess-
ionals, 1 a laanafer, nont were graziers, shop proprietors or farmers, 2 
were clerical workers - a total of S out of 193 in the top seven occupat-
ional ca te^r ies . Two others were In the protective services. The 
remainder were blue-collar workers: 63 in the two lowest labouring categ-
ories and 16 were o^ratlves." Broom, "Workforce and Occupational 
SUtuses,".'pp.29-30. 
SX The f i rs t night following the receipt of a Secon?fery Grants cheque for 
toe benefit of lier grandson, an Aboriginal grandmother In Charlevllle put 
OR a wii» party to beat all wine parties - and toere was even food. 
People were drunk for days. 
Imnediate needs get a far more importent weighting toan toose that are 
associated with the future.(Sir) Even though we have the classic rudiments 
of a vicious circle her^ (poverty because of lack of education, failure to 
avail of education because of poverty) toere is a basic cormnonsense Eanifest 
in the Aborigine's ranking system of priorities: If they do not eat now they 
will not live to enjoy education in the future. The thesis ei^r^lng from 
toese considerations will be dealt with In the policy rectsnaendations section. 
Sufficient corament here Is toat there is a certein absolute baseline which 
people must attein before ttM*y can be expected to seriously think of foregoing 
present consuii^tlon, i . e . education is a luxury good. 
This is obviously an area where post-Keyneslan welfare-oriented redistri-
bution policy Is necessary to ttwoper toe "impartial** medianics of the free 
enterprise system. The point is toat Islands of poverty and (teprived minor-
ities are a natural concomitent of a capltelistic system or any system that 
does not place a qualitetive e i^as i s on human l ife. Apparently things 
have not changed significantly since Matthew wrote: "For unto every one toat 
hato shall be given, and he shall have abundance : but from him toat hato not 
shall be token away even that which he hato."(5?) 
S . In similar vein, Blooa, Davis, and Jtess speaking of Negroes: 
"Education and preparing for a skilled job or a profession, however, 
are long-term goals.. . Economic deprivation inevitebly weakens the 
interest of isost Negro families and children in striving for toe long-
term goals of education." Compeneatory Eduoation, p,30. 
%lso note Uausfeld: "AiMsrigines are likely to look at toe present 
position in **ich toey find toemselves and see toeir major problems 
as toe Ifanedlate satisfaction of whatever v,'ant happens to be dominant 
at the time." "Hypotoetical Futures," p.3. 
57, Katt.25 : 29. 
People bom and reared within a context of dependent poverty generally 
remin in i t and pass on the same living conditions and psychological a t t i t -
udes to their children. These toings are as Schapper says ''part of what is 
normally transmitted from parent to child from generation to generation."(Si') 
Thus toeir way of l ife is self-perpetuating. Continuity of present conditions 
is also ensured by isolation from toe general coiwunity, v^ich almost ensures 
toat Aborigines v'lll not become aware of opportunities, or of the values, 
stendards, and fmres of toe wide society. In his comprehensive studies of 
United Stetes Negroes, rtyrdal found that Negroes, toough geographically 
Interspersed across European cocminities, live lives so distinctly separate 
toat toey could as well be on an Island with restricted copwun1cations.(5^0 
The social reality of toe situation is similar to his findings on Negroes. In 
general toe Charlevllle Aborigines find toemselves ccmcentrated "in toe lower 
social strate and also in lower levels of all economic aid social indices for 
comparable s t r a t e" . (^ ) The extent of Aborigines' Isolation from the general 
coraainity may be gauged to soBie extent by toeir participation, or lack toereof. 
In local organizations, clubs, and societies. 
In toeir study Schonell, Meddleton, and Matte found toat "not one Aborig-
inal motoer interviewed belonged to any type of club, society or organization".(. i 
In Charlevllle the situation is a l i t t l e better wito two women belonging to the 
Weight Watchers' Club and one holding membership In a vigoro club. All three, 
unlike toe iiiajority of toe Aboriginal group, have a relatively high stendard 
of living, are more comminlcatlve and interact more with Euro-Australians. 
5^. Schapper,"Present Needs," p.147. 
Sf • G.^rdal, An Amerioan Dilemma. The Negro Problem and Modem Demoeraay 
(Hew York : Haroer, 1944). 
itC. f^rdalj, ieonomio Theoryy p. 14, 
41. F.J.Schonell, I.Q.Meddleton,and B.H.VIatte,^ a%o<7Z Attaimmnte and Borne 
daei(0pemd9 of Aboriginal Children in Queensland (Brisbane : Unlversi^ 
of Qtteertsltnd Press, 1960), p.20. 
k9 
The social isolation in which Aborigines exist means that 
individual motivation is severely circumscribed by the restrictive 
framework of group attitudes and ties.These attitudes usually militate 
against progress and are even destructive.Thms is the barrier to 
education,social participation, and advancenent erected.lt is clearly 
evident that any serious-minded policy of Aboriginal education to have 
any chance of success must be accompanied by a supporting strategy to 
help escape from the self-defeating cycle of cumulative causation. (62) 
It has been shown that a sense of community in the widest sense is 
virtually absent;neither is it well developed in the narrower context, 
i.e,in the Aboriginal community as against the total community 
encompassing both Aborigines and Europeans.Solidarity is well expressed 
in times of trouble,but there is no positive expression of community 
spirit in the form of clubs or organizations.The group is fragmented 
and any dealings with members of the European population take place on 
an individual basis.Unfortunately,the majority of these people arf 
limited in their ability to give expression to any sense of community, 
let alone take any action on the group's behalf.They are held fast by a 
web of disadvantages which is all the more insidious because it is not 
really discernible to them.A precondition for community action here is 
the fostering of an awareness of their own position as a disadvantaged 
62. "The provision of any one form of assistance will have to be 
supported by others." Roper, Myth Of Equality, p.57« 
^ 
. ^ V ' 
minority witoin the broader society and of toelr real need.G,*) 
Initially outside Intervention is essential in the form of educative 
aid. Sli^son writes toat workers in undeveloped countries have noted that 
educative help is most accepteble when i t enables people to recognize their 
specific complex of needs, and helps them to teke action accordingly.(5*'0 
Only wito recognition of their real needs will there be a solid basis for 
toe development of basic social ski l ls . 
45. Schapper has sunroarlzed the characteristic traits of underprivileged 
groups studied throughout the world: 
" 1 . Typically, toe relationship between sub-cultures of poverty and 
toe main society is alienation from toe major institutions. 
People in these sub-cultures are not members of trade unions, 
political parties, or recreational and other local societies, 
and such involvefi^nt as there Is In the institutions of the larger 
society - in j a i l s , toe arry and the public welfare systcr- - does 
l i t t l e to suppress the traits of the culture of poverty. This 
reflecte isolation, segregation, discrimination, apathy and 
suspicion of, by, and against, people in such sub-cultures. 
2. People in slimj Coranunities characteristically have low economic 
productivity and low income. They live in poor housing, in 
conditions cf overcrowding and gregariousness. There Is chronic 
unec^loyment, underemployment, low wages, lack of property owner-
ship and of savings, a chronic shortege of cash and consequent 
absence of food reserves in the hoB« and frequent purchases of 
Sft^ll quantities at high prices. Ther» is a high incidence of 
borrowing at various rates of Interest, Informal credit arrangemente 
among neighbours, and the use of second-hand clothing and furniture. 
3. The family tends to be motoer-centred. Marriage is often on a 
de-facto basis. Childhood is not cherished and there Is early 
initiation into sex. There is over-crowding and l i t t l e privacy. 
4. Typical attitudes, values, and draracterlstics of Individuals 
reared in sub-cultures of poverty Include strong feelings of fatalism, 
helplessness, dependence, despair, apathy and inferlwity. There is 
low self-esteem, strong present-time orientation wito l i t t l e 
capacity to defer gratlficatlcn of wants and to plan, a high 
incidence of mental i l lness, psychological maladjustment and 
iianaturity, confusion of sex identification, and, among men, 
strong preoccupation with male superiority and raasculinity." 
Schapper, Aboriginal Advana&mnt, p.#9. 
6^. Simpson, "Education and Corrinunity Development," p.41. 
Su 
specific areas requiring Iranediate attention Include some of toose 
listed by Gallacher as "the newer learning which uneducated Aborigines rmA 
to acquire to function in today's world.*'(€) These are: learning new ways 
to inpreve and protect toeir healto; learning newer civic and political 
resfmnsibillties; learning newer family responsibilities; learning how to 
use toe services of toe lar^r society; learning the social skills of modem 
l i fe; learning new job skills. Also can be added toe learning of comB«inicat-
lon skills as a vitel elesent integral to a»^ learning prograim. 
But toe real problems associated wito AboHginal education and development 
lie deep witoin toe etoical framework of the European ctsiwunity. For any plan 
to have mo^rate hopes of success, i t Is necessary to have a re-appraisal of 
the basic objectives of education and to i^ntl*^ the preconceptions, value 
jtKl9ra»nts, and institutional barriers toat b»r toe way to progress in tois 
area. I t liay be necessary, and I would agree that I t is essential, that 
any prograsffie toat advocates self-help for Aborigines must be co^lasented by 
an atteek on prejudice towards and neglect of Aborigines in the broader 
preschool, primary, and secondary education curricula. I t is necessary at 
least to i^ntify some of toe shibboletos i^at masqi^ racte as ^o^m ex cathedra 
in highly i^alized normative discussions of education. I t is necessary to 
bri<^ toe gap beti^ ren high sounding ethical principles and toe apathetic 
harsh facte of toe situation. I t is necessary to expose the traditional 
ait>ival«iice toat i ^ hvm been developed to ensure toat t^oe children of 
Canaan will be the hewers of wood and the drawers of water for ever", 
&jr. O.D.Gallacher, "Some Problems Facing An Educator in a Programme of 
Social Change," p.102. 
9. EOUCATION AND HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT THEORETICAL BACKGROl^ND 
9.1 Introduction 
It is basic toat any strate^ of hman resource developp»nt iriust postolate 
a set of objectives, the means of attaining toese objectives, and the approx-
imate timing of the various steges of the prograesae. As toe objectives may be 
pitched at different levels, i . e . elimination of poverty, increasing cultural 
awareness, etc. different strategies and priority rankings are needed In 
different policy areas. Of toe toree broad policy areas most relevant in toe 
domain of human resource development - heal to, education, and scKiial services -
the main eisphasis will be focused on education in this section, though due to 
the high degree of Inter-relatedness between all toree aspects i t is not 
possible to abstract completely frop the other two. 
9.2 Aiits 
The wain aia of tois section is to present and draw togetoer the inter-
disciplinary threads of the theory of hmnan resource developnsent (wito heavy 
reliance on econofrrlcs) and apply i t to toe Aboriginal subjecte of this paper. 
To put the subsequent discussion in perspective i t Is necessary to provide 
a critique of toe very diverse views that obtein in tois very controversial 
area and to indicate their historical origin. It is hoped that toe rudlroente 
of a workable strategy will ets^ rge from the discussion and toat SCH^ of toe 
Issues raised will assist in uwterstanding the plight of the uneducated rural 
Aborigine. 
9.3 Diverse Views as to what constitute Human Resources 
9.3.1 Herrett's definition 
Intuitively one expecte toat toe economist's treatment of hunian 
resource development will concentrate on toose nieasurable benefite that 
will result from investment In education, f^rrett, however, shocks even 
toe less optimistic wito his definition of education as "a process of 
economic production, which integrates a set of factors of production Includ-
ing the services of the primary labour unit, toe student. l>»e product of 
toe machine is a bundle of j^ysical and mentel skills indissolubly 
associated with toe pr iory labour unit, and epployed by him toroughout 
his working 11fe\(& ) 
Apart froa toe hideous analogy, ^terrett displays a coraplete lack of 
awareness of toe cultoral aspects of education. This deficiency he may 
have Inherited frosi toe fatoer of toe "dismal science". Mam Sraith,whose 
attitiKtes we will discuss In some detail because of their persuasive force. 
9.3.2 AdaiB Swito's viewpoint 
Adam Sfflith esphasized toe division of labour as toe certein means of 
obteining increased production. "The greatest is^rovec^nt in the productive 
powers of labour and the greater part of the ski l l , dexterity and judgeinent 
wito which i t is anywhere directed, or applied, seem to have been toe effecte 
of toe division of labour."(6 ) 
64. S.Nerrett, "The Rate of Return to E^cation. A Critique*, Oxford 
Eeenotnie Papere Vol. 18, 1966. 
67, A.telto* An Inquiry into the Nature and Caueee of the Vealth of Nations 
(London : Hethuen, 19S0). 
Note toat i t is not raerely toe mechanical act of ensuring toat people 
do that job at which toey are best suited and toat gives toe Increase in 
productivity; ratoer I t is because "each individual becoEies more expert in 
his own particular branch, wore work is done upon toe whole, and toe 
quantity of science Is considerably Increased by it."(6^) Swlth makes I t 
perfectly clear in his exafnples toat to him education mans training, i .e . 
improving one's"dexterity" or "productive powers". 
The priffie division of labour Is based on different intelligence and talent 
endownente. Si&ito notes toat : 
"difference In natural telents in different mn i s , in reality wuch less toan 
we are aware of; and toe very different genius which appears to distinguish 
Bsen of different professions, when grown up to B?aturity is not upon many 
occasions so much the cause, as toe effect of toe division of labour. The 
difference between the most dissisiilar characters, between a philosopher 
and a coraraon street porter, for exap^le, seems to arise, not so imich from 
natore, as from habit, custom and education."(fi^) 
Smito goes on to note how toe gap widens between toose who avail of 
education - toe professionals - and those who do not - toe coimion people. 
Saith is well aware of toe fact toat education in 1776 was toe doinain of 
toe wealtoy only - wito l i t t l e or no filtering of the Socratic nen wito 
bronze or iron in toeir luakeup into the e l i t i s t club of the mn of gold.t ) 
Ssito is providing an Incentive for the jack of all trades to narrow 
his field and becoc» a skilled artisan - the ass€^bly-11ne ^oron. But he is 
however conscious of the boredom that will ensue in swh monotonous conditions 
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6il Ibid, p.46. 
m. Ibid, p.50. 
?0, Plato, J*« Jtepublio, Book 3, pp. 160-61. 
and suggeste education as a panacea for toe social Bialaise that could arise 
from the abandoning of ^neral aptitodes and being beHBied In In a narrower 
work environment which could "dull toe mind and weaken the spir i t of 
inventiveness". 
Sfflith is less evasive when he discusses toe coste of providing education 
for toose who cannot afford i t . 
" . , . coprtipn people have l i t t l e time to spare for eitocatlon. Their 
parente can scarce afford to isaintain them In toeir Infancy. As soon as 
they are able to work they mtst apply to some trade by ^»ich toey can 
earn toeir subsistence. That trade too is generally so sls^le and 
uniform as to give l i t t l e exercise, to toe understending; while at the 
same time, toeir labour is boto so constant and se severe, toat i t 
leaves them l i t t l e leisure and less inclination to apply to or even 
to toink of anytoing else." (//) 
Here we see toe eleinents of a negative strategy to education - to keep the 
poor In ignorance. Smith typifies toe selectivity process and toe idea toat 
education is a luxury good that has been ctocuRiented frowi Plato's Republic 
to Huxley's Brave Mmv World, i . e . education as a laediuB? of propaganda. 
Sraito continues : 
"But toough the coniaon people cannot, in any civilized society, he so well 
Instructed as people of some rank and fortune, toe most essential parte of 
education, however, to read, write and account, can be acquired at so early 
a period of l i fe , toat the greater part even of those who are to be bred 
to toe lowest occupation have time to acquire then before they can be 
efBployed in toose occupations."{M) 
This "humanitarian" Scots clergyman would willingly remove all liberal 
arte subjecte from toe tl^n advanced curricula of Scottish public schools. 
His grounds for doing so are that the l i t t l e sipattering of Latin, which 
7 / . Smito, Jfealth of nations, p. 157. 
^ • Ibid, wy eR^ases. 
toe children of the coiapoon people are soRWtinies taught there. . . can scarce 
ever be of any use to toegf."(.3) Smith suggests that if "They were 
instrtKted in toe eleroentery part of geometry and iriechanics, the literary 
(surely a misnomer) educatioi of this rank of people would perhaps be as 
coiiplete as i t can be."(7<^) This emphasis on toe *'mst subliuie as well as 
Qost useful sciences" clearly shows that Smito saw training to increase 
productivity as necessary and useful for society. The couKHjn people - the 
production-line trorons - are marginal beneficiaries. The npn of rank and 
fortone have access to education proper - a luxury good, while at toe same 
tiroe benefiting frojR the Increase In productivity In toe coiwjon people. 
This introduces the ti o separate aspects of education - the consuBS)t1on part 
associated wito personal develoi^ient and cultural achievement and toe 
inves^n t aspect solely concerned (at this stege) wito greater output per 
unit input - each of ii^lch has i ts ideological proponents. 
On toese grounds alone, is i t any wonder toat Smito ap|»ared to toe 
young Harx as an apologist and "lackey of Capitalism". This perpetuatton 
of class distinction so overtly steted was anatoeuw to Marx the socialist. 
It was inciffitent upon him to refute the very foundations of T i t o ' s concept 
of education for toe copnion iran and bring the dignity of the h«E?ian being 
back into toe centre of the arena. 
9.3.3. Harx's attitude to education 
Marx is on coismon ground wito Swith In accepting the labour toeory of 
value, i . e . toe "labour power" supplied by toe worker is the sole source of 
• • ' — - • ' • - • - ' • " ' ' • " ' " • - " ' " ' — • " I I 
?•?. Ibitf, Riy ce^hasis. 
n* Ib14. 
**exchani}e value". In return for nis labour power toe conr^ ton man v;as 
paid only a "subsistence wage" - toe residual value contained in toe coii»x>d-
Ity produced being appropriated by the capitalist. The use of capital 
(congealed labour) provided a niode of production toat separated the conmon 
pan, toe original source of value, frora the nieans of production. Thus 
alienated, he was exploited and gradually pushed into the "reserve amry 
of toe unemployed" by the substitution of technology for labour pover. 
Marx like Smito was aware of the ?nonotony of process work but saw in 
technology a means of releasing Rsen from drudgery and looked ahead to an 
age of Increasing leisure for all producers - toe social nillenlura. The 
leisure time so gained could be used to Increase social awareness and attein 
toe highest levels of self-fulfilrnent within man's capabilities. Education 
here covers toe entire process of productive and cultural Itrtproven^nt. 
As Snrito expounds the laissez-faire philosophy that classifies the 
capitalistic system, and Harx is the prophet of coinmunisn, one hardly expecte 
to find them In agreernent on what education should be. In fact the tern 
education is used rather loosely; as a ?neans i t can be used to achieve quite 
different ends. 
9.4 Education as a Heans 
III [ i j I [111, ' i i r - — • " " ' " 
Though educational toeorlste eagerly point out toat, l i teral ly , to 
educate means to bring out one*s latent abi l i t ies , toere Is a lack of 
awareness toat inost of what is called education is not concerned with 
presenting facte objectively and encouraging people to "judge for themselves", 
We can exenplify tois by a quotetion from anotoer econoeiist, fteier : 
"Every huroan society possesses a fund of knowledge, which Is the 
residue cf accwnulated experience of prior generations In toat 
society, as well as of other societies from which i t may have 
learned to borrow. This fund of knowledge has toe property of 
growing and Increasing over tiine as long as the society maintains 
Itself. . . The knowledge itself deals with both a comprehension 
of environfi^ntel forces and an understending of interpersonal 
relationships witoin a franework of custoas that have been mutually 
accepted. The application of this collective wisdom tends to 
raalntein the unity of society and reduce the risks of disaster."(7r) 
This definition vvill be again referred to as applied to toe Aborigines* 
obsolescent-fund of knowledge (see section 9.6.1.). 
Heier makes no mention of a criterion used to assess what part of toe 
fund is worto passing on, nor Is toe question raised as to what parte of 
tois fund should be reserved for select croups. Selectivity of values and 
selectivity of processes of transBsittinq these values, are phenomena as 
old as "civilized" society. Indoctrination, despite i t s sinister 
connotetions, is a more apt word for describing tois art of inculcation of 
values. Education, has been used in a historic sense to protect the states 
quo and has been consistently used as a weans of propaganda. This phenom-
enon say trace i ts aenesis to Plato's Republic. "Then I t seems our f i rs t 
business is to supervise the production of stories, and choose only toose 
we toink sulteble and reject the rest. He shall persuade imstoers and 
nurses to tell our chosen stories to their children and so isould their minds 
and characters ratoer toan toeir bodies. The greater part of the stories 
current today we shall have to re ject ."(7) 
7iC R.L.Meier, Developmental Flaming («1ew York : HcGraw Hill,1965), 
€htkpter 12. 
7^. PUto» The SepidfHe, Book 2, S/S 377, p. 115 - Lee translation. 
An approach to education, contfticted from the rostrun* of a part icular 
value prenise cannot possibly claim to objectively assess human potential 
or changes in toat potential when the very educative process i t e e l f is the 
result o f value predilections and overt ly aljaed at eradicating certein 
values and inculcating others. Though economic factors isolated in cost-
benefit studies my be iifsportent and may r igh t ly stress toe need for 
fiiotivatlon and incentives, the sheer cos^lexity of huaian aspirations is 
such as to render any iramo-discipllnary approach seriously def ic ient . The 
quality of hman l i f e cannot be tieaningfully Pleasured by a value-oited 
netoodology. The noneconoeic factors are of such magnitude as to render 
any purely economic evaluations seriously def ic ient . Tne sar& applies to 
a pure sociological or antoropological fraiairt^oric. Even where the economist 
atteii^ts to gather noneconosnic factors witoin the cost-benefit net, what 
mandate has he been given to place a^price tag on huimn sufferings and 
aspirations? Despite the liiB»itet1ons, however, tJte resurgence of interest 
In investment In people and toe finding that returns on Investment in {^ople 
are higher toan those in (lost other Investaaient avenues should lend conviction 
to toe argument toat insuf f ic ient funds are being allocated to education. 
9.5 fioderTi Approaches to Investiaent in f'uKian resources 
9.5.1. Schultz's proposals 
Prior to Schu1tz,1961, most education expenditure was classi f ied as a 
consunption item, Schultz pointed out that tois misconception had led to 
underiRvestxaent in cap i ta l . •*The fa i lu re to treat husian resources exp l i c i t l y 
as a fisni of a i p l t e l , as a pro<lkjced sieans of production, as toe product of 
investnent, has fostered the retention of toe classical notion of labour as 
a capacity to do manual work, requiring l i t t l e knowledge and ski l l , a 
capacity with which, according to tois notion, labourers are endc./ed wito 
equally."(77) Though acknowledging the difficulties of making an ex-ante 
conceptual distinction bet»«en what is regarded as consumption, i . e . 
education for Its own sake to satisfy a huusan want or need for knwi'ledge 
and achievement, and investjaent wt«1ch Implies an expected rate of return, 
Sckulte suggeste that we should single out toose activities toat enhance 
toe capabilities of hurrmn resources, sw:h that outlay cost can be associated 
wito a future strean of returns or yield on tois investjuent. On the cost 
side he Identifies such item as salaries of teachers and auxiliary steff, 
depreciation and interest on capital ei)uipiient, rent of land, textbooks and 
stetlsnery, as well as toe opportunity coste of teachers and stodente, toat 
is toe alternative earnings foregone by being teachers and studente respect-
ively. Schultz concentrates on five aspecte - all of wlilch are relevant to 
tois study : 
(I) heal to services and facilities 
(II) formal education 
( i l l ) on-the-job training 
(iv) adult education, and 
(v) migration to teke advantege of increasing opportunities. 
Schu^te argues toat toe failure to view education as a profitable Investment 
froft a society view-point seriously reterded economic growto. 
9.5.2. Subsequent modifications to this aprroacli 
Shaffer, 1561, 0^1 argues against treating manppvier as a capital Item 
not because he finds toe concept Rjorally wrong or degradinr* - rather that 
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77, T.H.Sctoultz, "Investment in \i\man Capltel: Reply,* AmeHoan Eaowjude 
U^Heu^ 52^ no.4 (1961). pp. 1035-^. 
7$. H.S.Shafftor, "Investment in Hvmn Capital: Comment," Ameriean Eoonomie 
ReHmf^ 52. no.4 (1961), pp.1026-35. 
hh 
he believes that hwnans <to not and cannot make rational ex-ante estimates 
of returns on education. 
ueisbrod, 1962, (7/) laakes toe point toat. apart frois toe prleiary 
productivity gains from Investisent In education, the new level of expertise 
enables technological progress already raade to be pore fully exploited. 
He doctaaente otoer secondary or external effecte under toe categories; 
individual-oriented, faisily-ori ented, eis^loyer-oriented, and society-oriented. 
(In toe Aboriginal context we could include corassunity-oriented.) The 
seeon<tery individual benefite Include - the security gained from widening 
toe Biatrix of jeb choice and atteining a plateau where a new range of 
eduGition options is unlinked. There are the c(msi©»ption gains of a sense 
of achievement, greater stetus and deeper cultoral awareness. Fawily-
oHented secondary pins are again esainly on toe consi^tion side - automatic 
spread effecte and hijs^er cultural awareness. The ei^loyer apart from 
pro(&(ctivity increases ©ay gain prestige and gtmdwill through higher levels 
of expertise. The coimunity-oriented gains in the AlK r^iginal context would 
dffiiprise higher confidence levels arrf better awareness of political, social 
and economic institutions. Society as a ^©le gains fros higher levels of 
ejqjertise by ar^ uplift in the quality of l ife of ite members, and as higher 
incomes Biean hitter proportionate tex contributions there are siore funds 
available for public expenditure and social services. 
Thou^ several sophisticated techniques have been developed for separating 
the retoms fros investsient in education frois other sources of increases in 
ineMBe» a critique of toese is beyond toe present discussion. 
71^ e.A,Weisbrod. "^ Education and Investsient in Ht^ in Capital,** Journal of 
P9Ui4eal EemwB^» 70, no.5 (1962), pp. 106-23. 
The Main policy implication emerging from tois brief review of the 
economic literature Is toat a large body of modem econt^nlsts would argue 
convincingly toat toe funds allocated to education could be Increased 
significantly with full economic justification, using techniques that 
understate rmny of toe secondary benefits due to their Intenglble natore. 
Shaffer notes toat Walter Heller, chairRjan of toe Council of EconoiRic 
Advisors to toe President, steted that toe human mind is one of Aaerica's 
greatest resources and points to the vast implications for pi^lic policy 
embodied in toe <tevelop^nt of toe investnent-in-human-capltel concept. (*<t) 
9.5.3. Eihication as a natural ri#tt 
Though atte^te to calculate returns to ediKation wito entasis on 
quantifiable factors has been the fashion in economics throughout toe sixties 
sose ecom^iste such as Calbralto teke a wider view identifying toe need to 
break torough toe de-humanizing constraints of toe vicious circle ef poverty. 
"The first and strategic step in an atteek on jK v^erty is to see that 
i t is no Icmger self-perpetuating. This means ensuring toat the 
investment in children from families presently afflicted be as l i t t le 
below norma} as possible. If the children of the poor families have 
first-rate schools and school attendance 1$ properly enforced; if the 
children though badly fed at h^oaare well nourished at school; If toe 
coanunity has sound healto services, and toe physical well being of children 
is vigilantly watched; i f toere is opportunity for advanced education 
for toose **o qualify regardless of raeans; and If, especially in urban 
coaBURities. law and order are well enforced and recreation Is adequate -
toen there is a very good chance toat toe children of the very poor will 
corae to oatority without grave disadvantege... To eliminate poverty 
completely would be to invest siore toan proportionately in the children 
of toe poor cmmanity.,. The effect of education and related investment 
in ind iv i^ l s is to enable them eitoer to contend more effectively with 
their environment, or to escape i t and teke up l i fe elsewhere on more 
or less eqyal terms wito otoers... Educational deficiencies can be overcofne, 
p^ieal handicaps can be remedied. The limiting factor is not knowledge 
Jto, rsftaffer, "Investment in Human Capltel". 
of what ctn be done. Overwhelmingly i t Is our failure to invest in 
people, "(r/) 
It should be evident from toe foregoing that a recognition of the 
Importence of investment in human resource development my lead to greater 
«Rphasis on allocating wore of society's resources In this direction in 
toe futore. In particular, toe theory can be applied to tois area of 
neglect ainong Aborigines in Australia and can be coupled with a manpower-
planning policy. 
*'ianpcfti®r-planning policies explicitly aim at matching the demand and 
simply of different types of human expertise. There are two aspecte -
using a flexible education system to supply the sianpower to support projected 
growto prograitities and adjusting progr«»smes to make toe best use of toe 
stock of resources at any one time. The essential characteristics of toe 
approach are flexibility and dynamism. It co8*)ines a futore-orlented long-
nm strategy wito a realistic progras^ me toat emphasizes present i^eds. 
The most comprehensive research work in tois area Is that of Harbison 
and Myers - who cof^ine modem cow^uter techniqt^s v/ito extensive quantit-
ative and qualitetive date frc^ n seventy-five countries to Isolate soeie 
basic relationships between investment in huraans (mainly education) and 
economic growto.(^i) In the next section I will use Vne Harbison and ^^ers 
framework and apply i t to the Aboriginal coitiaunity under discussion in tois 
paper giving toe concepts more operational significance. 
tl* il.K.6*lbnith, The Affluent Sooiety (London : ^amsh Hamilton,1969), 
pp. ^6'*67* 
SX» F.Harbison and C.Hyers, Wdhdeation^ Meatpeoer and Eeoncmio ChKwth 
New York : Mc6raw Kill, 1964). 
9.6, Huaan Resource Development : Charlevllle AboT»?ines 
9.6.1. The stock of human caoltel 
Harbison and Kyers distinguish between two basic types of hunan resource 
Indicators 
(I) toe stock of human capltel, and 
(II) net additions to toat stock.(K>) 
From a free enterprise economic standpoint the stock of human resources in 
toe Charlevllle Aboriginal community is abysmally low. The Aborigines In 
tois particular environment make a mini»«il contribution - torou^ no fault 
of toeir c»«m - to toe local econofw under toe present circumstences and, 
as human resource potential, are not being developed to anywhere near toeir 
matimim capacity. For tois reason, even if conditions in^roved,toeir lack 
of adequate education and training would preclude tneaningful participation 
in toe economic <tevelopment of toe region. 
Before European settlement toe Aborigines* stock of knowledge was 
fiRinently suited to satisfying basic needs within an erratic and often harsh 
environment. Ecological and geographical factors dmmnded diverse skills. 
ftoR»d1c life style is a response to seasonal changes and resource dispersion 
and requires critical decision-making and a high level of adaptebility. 
Within toe "balance of nature" the Aboriginal life style required a complex 
of skil ls , often highly sophisticated witoin almost self-sufficient loosely 
defined socio-economic boundaries, toat ensured their survival. With 
Etflx>pean settlement the resource dispersion toat largely determined 
f^» Hatbisen and Myers, "Strategies of Hwmn Resource Development" 
Eoammdm of Edueatim, 2 (1969), pp. 14-15. 
boundaries and hence toe broad pattern of the no»nad1c cycle was broken 
into at several pointe. Self-efficiency was eroded gradually and with no 
toadition of storing seasonal surplus toe Aborigine was forced to adapt 
peripherally at first to toe coming of the "Sreat White Fatoers". 
The early settlers were aware of toe value of this stock of knowledge 
toat toe Aborigines had and earlier contecte between Aborigines and toe 
more "civilized" settlers such as Patey Ourack (Sf) were characterized by 
mutual respect and useful exchange of knowledge. Some Aborigines showed 
an aptitude for toose pastoral activities toat called for an adaptetion 
of toeir traditional skills to new tesks. As one stock of knowledge became 
obsolete, because of toe superimposltion of a new value system and toe loss 
of tribal lands, a new coiRposlte stock developed. This adaptetion due to 
pressures imposed by the coming of European "civilization'* typifies toe 
background of toe Charlevllle Aborigines. 
Traditi<HUilly stetion-workers, more specifically stockmen and drovers 
with g^ierally highly de^loped skills In tois ansa. Aborigines are very 
much industr:y-specific workers. That is to say the skills associated wito 
sheep and cattle work are not transferable to other types ef ejuplpyment. 
In an area <tependent on pastoral industry, drastic failure leans severe 
retrenchmente and toe accumulation of toe industry-specific workers, toe 
workers wito other skills to offer having gone into alternative forms of 
iiRpioyiiient. Since very few Aborigines have transferable skills tois raeans 
toat as a subgroup witoin toe work-force they are contelned witoin a low-
Itvel eanpower trough, lacking occupation mobility toe Aborigine Is forced 
- — • • - T i l l I I ., . , I , • ! I - J . . riLiii I -m \ II - - • • • • • • ' ' • • " • ' " ' - - ' • - - " • ' 
8¥* See Mai*y Ourack, Xinffs in Grass Castles (Lond<m : Consteble, 1959). 
into a dependence on social service benefite whether he likes It or not,(8,') 
The very first tesks which Aborigines adapted to on a fairly large 
scale witoin toe European framework, were those toat modem technology 
ren^red economically obsolete - though toe manpower displacement was gradual 
Forced into closer settled urban ctwminlties toe Aborigines again showed 
remarkable adaptebility - tois time conforming to toe parasite role imposed 
upon him by toe paternalism of the European society. Hen?^  Schapper, an 
agricultural economist, on Elkin's theme of "intelligent parasitism" stetes: 
''^}origines are well trained and well educated for ways of life toey 
know and which they expect to lead. These ways cf life by our standards 
amount to l i t t le more toan survival - survival in extreme, dependent 
and self-perpetuating jKiverty on toe fringes of Australian communities. 
Moreover, there is no strong concerted move from Aborigines to find 
a way out. nor d^ >s toe main society act as if i t knew how to help 
toem out." 
He continues : "Aborigines are well trained and well educated for their 
particular life style. Supporting evidence is toeir apparent reluctance 
to acquire toe norms and skills of western-styled living, toe rapid rate 
of their population increase, and toe long-term persistence of toeir current 
way of life."(8j) Here then we discover two major adaptetlons of Aborigines 
witoin a framework that has left them a dwindling range of manoeuvre while 
toe matrix of choice has been widening for toe European. 
The stock of knowledge that toese urban Aborigines retein does not 
count highly in the Harbison and nyers type calculations - yet the potential 
existe. This potential has to be developed to cope wito toe new patterns 
of needs. Sowe are more basic toan otoers. The provision of a framework 
• I " M l W l i f c — W — — W M K — i W — — W — l l l Hill II •!• •" ™ ^ ^ 
W^ Officers of the CoJtinonwealth Fri?loyfeent Service reniarked :"They 
(Atoriglnes) aren't interested in working anyway."^  
•6, Schapper. "New Develop«a«it Heeded for toe Education of Aborigines,- The 
Usst Auetmtim Teaohere* Journal 60, no.6 (1970), pp.239-40. 
where enll^tened self-help can be substitoted for toe present demoralizing 
"hand-eut" system is clearly a prerequisite for even modest prograaiBes 
to have any hope of success. By tois I mean a new operational concept based 
on toe clear recognition of uian's aspirations as a social animal - the satis-
faction of socio-psychological needs such as a sense of identity, self-pride, 
and a frame of social orientetlon that will provide toe escape route from 
toe apatoy of parasitic stegnation.(8/) The paucity of the Aboriginal stock 
of knowledge has been widely docu i^ented. Schapper discussing the inability 
of aest Australian Aborigines to adequately cope as self-susteining, inde-
pendent persons, stetes: " 
•Before toe si^ite ran came, toese sets of needs were fulfilled in terms 
of their requirements, toen wito toe coming of toe white wan new patterns 
of needs have arisen t^ich are the sam as for all other Australians. 
By the current relevant stendards of Australian societyj into which It 
1$ now official policy to integrate Aborigines, most Aboi^ ines are in 
material want. They have a high inci<kRce of ill-health and patterns 
of disease kAiich are related to being In want, to living in squalor, and 
in Ignorance of cossnon rules of heal to. They lack skills for jobs otoer 
toan for a liiRited range of farm and pastoral stetion tasks. Lack of 
skills is associated wito illiteracy of most Aborogines 30 years of age 
and above, and wito functional illiteracy of a large nui^er between 15 and 
30 years. Host Aborigines live in squalor and t^eir homi conditions are 
more aptly described as ca«^ and shelters toan as houses. These are 
ill-suited to the preparation of food, for the maintenance of hygiene 
conditions for continuous heal to and social acc%ptence, for toe provision 
of space and facilities for homework by children, and for other activities 
and privacy. Nany Aborigines live in senrf-idleness. On most mission 
settlements toere is chronic uner^ ployment; on farrre and pastoral sheep and 
cattle stetions the work is mostly seasonal. To restore to Aborigines 
freedom from want, disease, ignorance, squalor, and idleness, they each 
rust have heal to, housing, eisployinent, and education, of a stendard that 
would enid l^e them to be acceptable, and to cope as independent persons 
and fimilies integrated in Australian contnunities. The fulfilment of these 
socio-eeonomic needs is a necessary comiition of ANjrlqlnal advancenent, 
but i t is also Insufficient. These needs could be satisfied fully in gaol.''(&?) 
Wiile t^ical of Aborigines generally, the situation described above by 
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87* Ibid, 1^. 75-74. 
t^. Ibid, p.73. 
Schawjer fite the Charlevllle situation alrxjst exactly. Perhaps if 
econoniste were to estiffiate the loss In dollars to a society resulting 
from tois waste of human resources some wider support would be enlisted 
to achieve some real progress. The identification of massive neglect Is 
of Iteelf necessary. The literature abounds with recognition and condeian-
ation of the problems, 'uncan, 1966, stetes: 
"^ch of toe expenditure on Aboriginal Welfare in the past has been 
a continual drain on comunity resources with l i t t l e in the way of 
positive return. However, the investment of funds and personnel 
in a viable programme of education and social advancement would pay 
high dividends and .'ould do fHich to overcome toe present wastage 
of human telent. Any positive prograisne msst be designed to identify the 
latent talent ef Aborigines and to cultivate this potential torough 
Individual and group activities. Thus an enlightened •!)roQram^ 
of ecbcational and social services clearly planned and ir!7plemented, 
would help Aborigines tc overco?ne the disadviTiteges associated wito 
their membership of a depressed racial and cultural minority. 
Education is toe key to toe nsany prt>blefDS involved In the integration 
of Aborigines into toe general community, iltoout adequate education 
toey cannot hope to in^jpro^ their esiployment opportunities and tons 
their economic stetus. Mithout i^roving toeir economic stetus 
toere Is no opportiinity for social mobility and toey cannot acquire 
th«»e material possessions, including better bousing and furniture, 
which play sudi an important part in determining social acceptance 
and standing in tlie cowmmity. Indeed, as Aborigines receive relative 
parity in socio-economic status, toey will no longer be dependent on 
special 'Welfare Assistence* and they will becos^ assets rather toan 
l iabi l i t ies , equpped to w<.ake a wortowhile contribution to the social 
and ecomwfc life of toe corinunlty. Positive fueasures to prevent 
toe present wastege of t a l ^ t is not only in the interest of toe 
Aborigines thei^elves, but fe^uld also make an important contribution 
to toe social and economic development of toe Australian co?nmun1ty.''(8 ) 
Bell, 1964, likewise writes: 
"The argipent put forward by toese critics toat toe tightly-knit groups 
of part-Aborigines should be preserved solely on toe grounds of toeir 
integration, ignores toe fact that these groups are socially,econ(sn1cally, 
and culturally depressed, ^botfy who knows anything about these groups 
fff. A.Duncan, "Training Aboriqin'»s for Eriplcymcnt in n.S.H." Ahorigwes 
in ^m SoonamfM ed. I.a.Sharp and C.H.Tate (Brisbane : Jacaranda Press, 
1966). pp, 4)M8. 
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can deny that their members are socially and culturally deprived. 
,Jhat has to be recognized is that the integration of these groups 
differs in no way from that of the highly integrated groups of socially 
and economically depressed Europeans found in the slums of any city and 
in certain rural areas of New South Wales.In other words these groups 
are just like groups of poor whites.The policy for them must be one of 
Welfare.Improve their lot so that they can take their place economically 
and socially in the general community and not merely around its 
periphery." (90) 
The siituation described by Calley, 196^,comes close to typifying the 
present situation at Gharleville. 
"On the far-north coast of New South Wales,as elsewhere in Australia, 
Aborigines are a poor,dispossessed,ill-educated minority whose members 
feel themselves to be rejected and exploited by the white people among 
whom they live.Forbidden social contact with white people in that most 
important of rural gathering places,the hotel,living apart on stations 
and reserves;schooled separately;often exploited by white employers; 
unwelcome in the white man's Churches and even sometimes (as at Tabulam) 
destined to be buried in the segregated Aboriginal section of the 
Cemetery,Aborigines have been forced to turn away from the society at 
large and rely on the resources of their own group for their social 
satisf ac tions." (91) 
Other researchers - Beckett,Howley and Schapper - for example,have 
found that similar situations exist elsewhere.(92) 
This suggests that wide recognition is insufficient to generate the 
type of follow-up action that ideally should result from productive 
research,It is strange,to say the least,that,despite the plethora of 
policy prescriptions that have emanated from a wide variety of recognized 
sociological and anthropological scholars,remedial action has been 
painfully slow in coming.This would seem to suggest that the fault lies 
in the political arena - though a negative backwash also exists in that 
politicians' preferences may determine what research is worthwhile from 
a political 
90. J.H.Bell,"Assimilation in New South Wales",in Aborigines Now,ed. 
M.Reay(Sydney:Angus and Kobertson,1964),p.68. 
91. Calley, "Pentecostalism",p.52. 
92. J.Beckett,"Aborigines,Alcohol,and Assimilation",in M.Reay(ed.) 
Aborigines Now; CD.Rowley,Outcasts In White Australia.Pelican.1972. 
•^«L^ ij,.fl^ ^ flhorip-inal Advancement to Integration,Canberra,A.N.U. 1970 
vieif-poliit. To spell i t out further - heretical as i t nay be - toe 
politicians control research funds - university departmente con^ iete for 
toese funds. Those projecte and policies inost politically innocuous may 
attract wore support toan research toat unveils unpalateble facte. The 
iaplication is toat the very nature of the researdi can be (teterwined by 
toe fumte constraint. (Researchers my have to sacrifice st^lal relevance 
or be sterved of funds - a type of selective expedient which can place 
an effective constraint upon maningful back-up action for research in 
those sensitive areas toat house toe buried sins of generations of neglect. 
We have seen then that the pathetic stock of huraan resources in the 
Charlevllle case Is not unique. Wito the passa^ of tiine i t becouies worse 
in a relative sense. Storting tdto sudi a nieagre resource endoMinent 
Rilitetes against spectacular short-run achievewente. However, the 
Identification of toe wore critical areas craving linmediate attention is 
not difficult. The problem lies in generating toe political awareness that 
will briftg countervailing pressure to ensure follow-up action. 
For toose insensitive to toat spectre of poverty - human degradation -
the stock 0f human resources concept may be ifiore acceptable insofar as i t 
is econoisic, quantitetive. asd spelt out in ter^ of the gain-centred 
calculus toat form so large a part of toeir value system. The gap between 
the actual and potential stock of hinian resources is a !i@asure of toe leeway 
that can be gained. As Hiller says, The aboHginal population of Australia 
provides, at the present ti^e, a large, (^tapped, umteveloped and untrained 
labour force which is continually increasing in owaber without being 
eoonosiicalty or efficiently deployed in the total development of toe 
national resources." (.fj) It should be stressed however toat the 
force of tois "stock of resources argunent' is toat. of Itself i t provides 
an arguBient for the investinent of funds. The higher the rate of retom 
on an investment toe wore attractive i t becomes. This may be computed 
by quantifying the retoms foregone. If the investpent is not underteken, 
even if the exercise is confined to the quantifiable aspecte, Investinent 
in huiwin resources can show exceptionally high returns. Though toe initial 
ispact Bay be siiHill, i t provides a higher toreshold for successive injections 
of funds. If we add to this toe less quantifiable personal" benefite 
derived from achievement, dbvelopeient of potential, and acquisition of 
dignity, the arg!««nt becomes veiry convincing indeed. 
Assuming that this investment in hi«nan resources does not take pJace 
the national loss tekes two ealn forus - firstly, loss occasioned by toe 
very low contribution of ^Mirlgines to national developtnent and progress, 
and secondly, loss in the form of high social services costs, a very large 
proportion of which is paid out In the for® of unen l^oyiiient relief. 
Furthermore for every person v^o regains unesitployed, toat is in 
addition to the unesnploywent benefit outlay, revenue Is lost in the fonn 
of the incoBie tax toat an es^loyed person would have paid. Since education 
and tv^ining are necessary cimditions of job stetts, planned investment of 
fjmds and personnel in a viable progra s^ie of education, training, and social 
advancenent could be expected to pay high divicfends not only in the first 
«s. E.P.Miller. "Factors Affecting Vocational Training of Aborigines in 
the Northern Territory and Western Australia,** Eduoation, 16, no.l 
{irnu p*7' 
generation to which toe prograuwe would be applied but also through toe 
denxmstration effect. These are indirect or secondary snwad effects that 
benefit future generations as well - toe Indirect influence on younger 
persons. For tois reason, Rroora suggeste that this Indirect influence should 
be written into a cost-benefit analysis. "Young people", he writes, "approach 
toe workforce more actively when toe adults in toeir environment have some 
apparent gainful wort and a degree of economic 1nder«n<fence. Their own 
prospecte are mirrored In the lives of toeir elders. At toe present, 
anticipatory socialisation lowers aspiration and hedges efftert with 
preparation for failure."(K) 
This indicator of humn resource develo|H»ient toen (the Biain cwnponente 
ef *4iich are (1) levels of educational attainssente and (11) the ntaiber of 
persons, in relation to toe population or labour force, v^o are in high 
level occupations) compares very unfavourably with even the p»st backward 
of the less developed countries.(9.^ This is particularly shown up in toe 
Charlevllle stody in the high level of functional illiteracy.(9c ) 
9.6.2. The rate of human capital formation 
Hie second indicator, toe rate of human capltel fonnatlon over a given 
period, again presente a disrtal picture. Not only is toere a coraplete 
absence of adult and technical and on-job training but the significant nupber 
^y. BrooiB, "itorkforce and Occupational Stetuses," p.30. 
9i', The fact toat Aborigines tend to exist in islands of poverty surrounded 
by toe inaelstroia of ossraercial activity of a very advanced society makes 
tlieir position in real terms, relative to the undertteveloped country 
worse s t i l l . They are dependent on toe goods and services of the system 
and ^ is t bixy them at toe prices detendned by toe spenders of toe 
European coesmmity. 
%&* See Appendix C. 
in toe pipelines above the legal school-leaving age lirdt does not augur 
well for toe future. (91) 
This toen Is toe message we get from toe Harbison and Hyers basic human 
resource Indices - ali^st a blank in terns of future earning potential -
where illiterate and unskilled manpower has no market value. Obviously 
toere is no point in applying the more sophisticated "coB^ssite index of 
hwaan resource development" to this cofmrnity. The point has been mde. 
The need to stop the waste is urgent. The ineans are available. There Is 
no alternative to a rmnuine atteek on toe problew at all levels. 
?tot only is toe stock of hman resources pitifully low among Charlevllle 
Aborigines but tiany live in abject poverty. Ignorance of toe profelen?s and 
the absence of a concerted atterspt to boost toe niggardly resource base 
cannot be condoned any longer. 
97, Only one pupil was enrolled in grade twelve and one in grade nine. 
(See footnote #©©, p. f © .) 
FurthofRore toe lack of enthusiasis towards education supported by toe 
apparent absence of any sense cf responsibility or obligation in 
teachers and parente toat would ensure reasonable attendance at primary 
level, Siiiigeste toat a laissez-faire attitude would be positively 
neglectful. 
10. EDUCATION 
10.1 Introduction 
In tois section i t Is the intention to link toe educational wishes 
of adult Aborigines and their educational needs, as assessed by the 
observer, wito toe realities of the local environ^nt as of now and as It 
is likely to be within the foreseeable future. In other words, recotiaend-
atlons based on toe subjecte' wishes and a relatively objective assessment 
will be soundly grounded witoin the bounds of reality and practicality, 
toough sowe will appear ^ r e practical toan otoers particularly v^n a 
shortege of funds is a realistic constraint. 
Since i t was found that an appalling situation existe, with present 
educational stendan:isof adulte so low and an a l^ s t complete absence of 
adult educational aid (see section 10.3) i t is evident toat there Is a great 
collective tebula rasa here craving fertilization via the pedagogic 
iwiplments of toe modern edimationlst. In otoer «^rds, the situation Is 
as a clean sheet. The approach to i t i^st be cautious. The crude facts 
of toe situation nmst be kept in pind so toat, 
(I) no unrealistic promises are made - that i s , toat toe boundaries 
of constraints are not crossed 
(II) no grandiose schesses are proposed which simply have not got the 
huffsm resources to support toem even if the financial resources 
are available 
(iii) sche^s are pitched at the operational level and designed to hold 
interest by raising confidence gradually - building one scheme upon 
the siKcess of ite predecessor and releasing toe cumulative spread 
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effects BO as to raise the total awareness. 
At the risk of sounding heretical within the modern liberal 
tradition of Aboriginal consultation it is my firm conviction that 
invariably,in this environment at least,the Aborigine is too ill-
informed to be able to judge what is best for him in a rapidly changing 
society.Paternalistic? - perhaps.But it is certain th^ -t the Aborigine is 
seriously circumscribed in his ability to assess his own situation for 
reasons which must be obvious in the light of previous discussions in 
this paper. 
Any suggestion that these Aborigines should return to their 
traditional way of life cannot be regarded with any degree of seriousness 
since firstly,members of the group - which is by no means hom^ogeneous in 
any respect - do not have sufficient knowledge of any particular 
Aboriginal culture and would therefore be unable to organize themselves 
into functional social groupings,and secondly,even given an unc?hanged 
environment(and it has changed a great deal since the invasion of the 
white man and his flocks and herds,i.e.the old ecological balance has been 
upset)the present-day rural Aborigine does not have the^expertise to 
survive independently of the goods and services of the Industrial society. 
Thirdly,even if the Aborigine could survive independently in. a 
material sense,deep psychological inroads have feeen made by the consumer 
society;the Atjorigine has a strong desire for the goods provided bv/faodern 
technology.(9F) The Aborigine i s , toerefore, well and truly trapped 
witoin toe Euro-Australian culture. To date virtually no attesipt has been 
Bade cm a sufficiently wide scale to enable him to siake toe best of his 
captivity, to help him to cope wito the doisinant captor-culture wito at 
least as much ability as Euro-Australians within the sam scwietal 
frainework. Rather toan hark back to a "Soldtn Age" the Aborigine, and 
toose who presume to have interest In his welfare, pust look at the realities 
of toe present and toe possibilities of the future. Equlpned to cope wito 
the society of toe here and w)w, toe Aborigine Is then in som position to 
^cide whetoer he wante to stey In i t or opt out - whatever Bay be iffiplied 
by the latter. The asswiption in tois paper is of course toat Aborigines 
are and will be an integral section of toe totel Australian society and as 
9f. In fact the intensity of toeir desire for luxury consumption tends to 
be very great. This accords with toe "ctei?^nstration effect" In econoiyiic 
developoent literature. Aborigines are a^are of the goods available 
froR! observing toe constiiption patterns of Europeans. The need Is 
present ahead of the acquisition of purchasing power. This reflecte 
iteelf in highly irrational expenditure patterns and a lack of husbanding 
of income. For exas^le i t is fairly copi^ n to find people purchasing 
ejqjensive ele«^tronic equipment (which they rarely treat with the 
requisite care) and foregoing basic food and clothing re^^uireriente. 
In toe fRore technical jargon we can toen omclude that Original 
familes consulted were rnanlfestly consus^tlon-orientsd with extremely 
short-tiM« consuBiption horizorm (i .e. showed l i t t le sign of thrift 
or providing for the proverbial rainy day) and consuti^tion patterm-
were group-focused ratoer toan ego-focused. The Charlevllle Aborigines 
by this criterion would conform to v*at Eric Wolf classifies as a 
corporate coiipunity in contradistinction to an open-ended coi?minity. 
\ . . the corporate Consunity frowns on individual accumilatiGn and 
display of wealth and strives to reduce the effecte of such accuniulation 
on the coaminal structure. It resiste shaping of relationships; I t 
defends toe traditional egullibriufs." E.Wolf, "Types of latin 
AffeHcan Peasantry: A Preliirlnary Discussion,** /imerimn Mtlmopologist, 
no, 57 Uwne ISSS), pp. 462-65. 
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sucli must have the rights and privileges thus associated.But until he has 
the knowledge to be able to assess and to make informed decisions then it 
is incumbent upon those who are able to see him in his context in the 
widest sense to help him to assess and to aid him in the carrying out of 
schemes judged by observer and Aborigine combined to be in the Aborigines' 
own best interests. 
The responsibility which such persons take upon themselves is 
aagnitudinous but so too is the guilt magnitudinous of doing nothing on 
a grand enough scale to make a large dent in the problem of Aboriginal 
destitution - material and nonmaterial - using such puerile excuses as, 
for example,present society is in such a bad state that it is not fair to 
involve Aborigines in it and make them like us.The injunction to 
researchers to "consult the Aborigines" has become a war-cry of the 
Canberra demagogues designed to appease the Black Power minority,members 
of which are among those few Aborigines who have socio-politico-cultural 
awareness,but whose motives may sometimes be questioned.Asking the 
Aboriginal subjects of this study what they want from education is 
putting the cart before the horse because the assumption is that they are 
aware of the possibilities - and this is far from being the case.It will 
be seen in section 10.5 just how limited the peoples' ideas really are. 
Their stated desires are extremely modest and such that no great gains 
could be made in their community by the granting of their requests only. 
The sort of comprehensive plan which is really needed can at this stage 
be worked out only by the combined approach of locals and a person or 
persons with expertise in manipulating community resources and with 
skills in community organization.Such a person could be an Aborigine with 
practical experience in these areas.As an example of what might be done, 
I propose a multi-purpose plan which goes far beyond what local Aborigines 
themselves have requested. 
, This plan should be regarded as an example,or a guideline,only. 
Aboriginal participation must be at a high level from the beginning and 
their assessments of their own needs must shape all stages of the 
programme - thus its direction could be altered significantly at any point 
Total Aboriginal direction,administration and future planning of develop-
ment programmes will mark the fruition of the remedial task. 
r 
10.2 Objectives 
Broadly the objectives are to develop strategies to bring about social 
development at an increasing rate resulting in the gradual raising of the 
living standard of the local Aboriginal community;to develop the community 
to the point where it is able to make viable decisions pertaining tp its 
own future and take some participatory role in the wider community;to 
raise general education levels;to increase employment opportunities. 
A UNESCO monograph(99)sets out a list of specific aims in a programme 
of native education.This list can easily be adapted to a situation where 
many community members lack even rudimentary knowledge of nutrition,hygien€^ 
and the way the wide society works,for example.This list of aims is as 
follows: 
skills in thinking and communicating(reading and writing,speaking, 
listening and calculation) 
vocational skills nedessary for economic progress 
domestic skills(such as the preparation of food and the care of 
children and the sick) 
99. UNESCO j'l'imdamental Education - Description and Programme (Paris: UNESCO, 
19^9),p.11. 
skills used in self-expression and toe arts and crafte 
education for heal to torou^ personal and coasmmity hygiene 
knoifledge and understanding of toe human environment (econoR i^c 
and social organization, law and government) 
knowledge of other parts of toe world and the people who live in toem 
toe development of qualities to f it mn to live in the imdem world, 
sud) as personal judgement and initiative, freedom frow fear and 
superstition, syopatoy and understending for different pointe of 
view 
spiritual and EJoral developiuent; belief in etoical Ideals, and the 
habit of acting upon them; aith the duty to examine traditional 
standards of behaviour and to wodif^ / them to suit new conditions. 
The fulfilraent of toese al'TS would enable toe Aborigine to enter into toe 
social, econonic, and cultural life of toe general cosmunity If he so desired. 
Apart from the benefite to adulte and tc toe corminlty in general which 
would accrue, toe fulfilBient of toese aims would also provide incentive 
for, and consolidate, learning In prli^ry and secondary school. 
To achieve these ain« - to mke Aborigines effective socially, 
econMdcally, educationally - broadly-based plarming Is required wito the 
proRulgation of a many-pronged, short-terrr and long-terw rtrograiane. 
10.3 Present facilities and educational standards 
10.3.1 Introduction 
The factual lnfor»ation contained in tois section has been gleaned from 
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kmg toe younger people toe situation is better, particularly since 
toe introduction of toe Aboriginal Secondary Grants Scheme. Several of 
the younger adults have had a grade six or seven education, but i t is only 
asiong school-leavers of the last five years toat one finds people with any 
sort of high school education, and toese usually in the lower levels.i 
Prior to 1971 only two had gone as far as senior. In 1971 of the seven 
Aboriginal children attending the state high school only one was in senior, 
one in grade nine, and the remainder In grade eight; of the two Aboriginal 
children in grade eight at toe convent school one dropped ottduring toe 
year. Forty-toree children attended toe state prlniary school and three 
attended toe convent primary. 
10.3.3. Parent/teacher Relations 
In toe case of toe convent there had been almost no contect between 
parente and teachers, tor did Aborigines speak of prejudice, eitoer on the 
part of teachers or pupils. On the other hand, though there was irore contact 
between parente and state teachers this contect seeins to have been Invariably 
of a negative nature. One wocian said she had allowed her fourteen-year-old 
son to leave school because he was given such a bad tiwe by both the teacher 
and his European classmates. The boy had liked the schoolwork and was doing 
/ ^ Generally toe pattern is such as was found by Biddle and Smito in 
toeir study of Brisbane Aborigines. They found toat toere was a 
stet ist ical ly significant negative correlation between toe years of 
schooling received and age: ".., and at every decade, as age increased, 
toe anount of education gained decreased." E.EIddle and H.Smith, 
"Educational Stendards of People of Aboriginal Descent Living In toe 
Irisbane Metropoliten Area," Australian Journal of Social Issuee, 
3. no.4 (1968), p.l7. 
f a i r l y well but was otherwise quite miserable. H a g i r l this part icular 
mother had attended toe same school and experienced toe same sort of thing 
as her son. According to her, things have not improved a b i t . A gran^iother 
spoke of her experience on registering a complaint wito toe headnaster 
concerning a teacher's treatr?«nt of her grandson. The interview went badly 
and toe old lady toreatened to reniove toe boy from the school. The 
headmaster's reply Is supposed to have been: Good. That w i l l be one less of 
toe l i t t l e black bastards." He was then thoroughly abused. This woman's 
daughter also complained of how a teacher had called her l i t t l e g i r l a 
"black crow". "She ir.ight 'ave long skinny legs, and be black too - but that 
a in ' t no reason to ca l l 'er a black crow." These few exan^nles must suf f ice. 
Though allowances must be made for a degree of exaggeration a teacher from 
this part icular school confirmed that at least two teachers were prejudiced 
against "coloured chi ldren". 
Teachers do not regard truancy as a probleiFt, tending to Ignore i t . The 
general at t i tude is that i f an Aboriginal chi ld dislikes school so much 
toat he stays away often then he must dis l ike school very much and therefore 
would not learn anyway, v-ere he forced to attend. This Is tof discriirfnatory 
laxity which Bridges found In Mf^w South Wales. "Anotoer manifestation of 
discriminatory l ax i t y , " he says, " is the tolerat ion of wide-spread school 
absenteeism! on the f l imsiest of excuses which reinforces the coloured pupils' 
backwardness and sense of i n fe r i o r i t y and not belonging."(10^') The Aboriginal 
parente toeinselves are usually not s t r i c t with toeir children where school 
Is concerned. Those parents who went to school themselves generally found 
lOS. Bridges, "Considerations for an Educational Policy," p.31. 
i t a fairly unpleasant experience and so they tend to te vory "understanding' 
when a child doesn't feel like goinq to school. These, then are some of the 
environfirental factors which have contributed to the Aborfcines' perennially 
low educational standards. 
10.3.4. Adult education 
Apart from toe schools the only educational facility is the municipal 
library which has only two Aboriginal borrowers. The state high school 
will arrange night classes for adults if requests reach a rainimupi number 
of sixteen. However, I t is several years since any such classes have been 
held as requeste have been so few. Even if toese classes '/ere held i t is 
most unlikely that more toan one or two Aborigines would attf»nd. Though 
sorae would be Interested in attending classes even these say they would 
be too shy to go in atmng white people to learn. A serious problem too 
for toe women Is toe arranging of reliable and regular child-minding. 
As toe situation stands toen the adult population averaging a grade 
four level education is receiving no educational aid, nor does i t have 
access to educational avenues of any kind. With such a generally low level 
of education the numbers of this group are not sufficiently v/ell equipped to 
seek out knowledge on to.eir own behalf. The virtual nonexistence of 
educational assistance almost certainly ensures that these individuals 
remain in ignorance of much of what Is happenlnq in the world about them, 
of benefite and assistance to which they might be entitled, of opportunitos 
which could exist for them had they knowledge of ways of going about 
qualifying toemselves in order to be able to avail toemelves of such oppor-
tuni^ . of ways of deallna wito minor officials v/ho so often treat toeir 
wito insolence and wito complete disregard of toeir right to human dignity. 
of toelr righte as tenante, of their righte in clashes wito toe forces of 
law and order, and indeed, of their rights as Australian citizens. 
In general, however, adulte are not Interested in any kind of formal 
education or training for theniselves though they sem keen for their children 
to go as far as their ability will allow. But they do not push the children; 
theirs is a take-it-or-leave-it attitude and the children usually leave i t 
just as soon as i t is legally possible. In any case, unfortunately owing 
to toeir own lack of education, parents are unable to help or advise their 
young In educati-onal or vocational matters. 
Though people say they are not really Interested in learning i t Is Riore 
I feel a lack of self-confidence than real lack of interest. Many adults, 
too, representing all age groups fnm about twenty onv^ards, consider theni-
selves too old to learn - a seemingly universal attitude which Is of course 
factually false. This Is one of the three factors virhich Tugbiyele cites 
as obstecles standing in toe v^ ay of adult education In most countries: 
(1) People generally are yet to be convinced of the fact toat education is 
a life-long need, (2) many people think they cannot learn after they have 
grown up, and (3) in many countries, adult education progranmes are either 
not appropriate to the needs of the consnunity or in the progratwnes conductor', 
teaching iiietoods are poor."(10<^) There are ways of gettino round these 
probleiis, but I shall postpone discussion of this aspect t i l l later. 
tew £JV,Tti|^iyele. "The Art of Adult Teaching", West African Journal of 
mkmHcn, 14 no.l (1970), P . 4 . 
10.3.5 Attitudes towards education 
Witoout going deeply Into the details of causation the Aboriginal 
youto who have atteined higher standards of education than their parents 
have not raateHally benefited froBi i t . Looking at toe few who f ind thenv 
selves in the academic stream at high school, along with toelr European 
peers, i t would appear fcat the rural Aboriginal chi ld has equality of access 
to toe "good things of l i f e ' via the educational ladder. In actual fact the 
handicaps suffered by the majority of these children are so great as to riafce 
q u a l i t y of performance almost impossible. Inevitably most do not "make 
the grade" and are forced into the same types of jobs as toeir parents. Is 
I t any wonder then, that toey generally f a i l to see any advantage In contin-
uing their schooling. 
Their raotivation to sacceed is extremely low. This derives from a 
negative at t i tude towards education SOB© elemente of which we can Isolate. 
F i rs t ly , to toe poor A\bor1g1ne, "education" Is a magic word that procures 
funds. Education is a good thing when seen in association with a regular 
cheque. I t is a key to incoc^ which requires at least some i n i t i a l enthusiasm 
or interest to procure. I t Is realized that some expenditure has to be made 
on echieatlon I f toe regular income Is to continue. Aborigines often think 
in tereis o f a ininimal e f fo r t to get by - toe money is spent on food, etc. 
ratoer toan being reserved speci f ical ly for I te Intended use. There is a 
great deal of coiwnonsense behind tois at t i tude. I f a family is In dire need 
»«hy not make a l l toe necessary token efforts to procure the means of survival . 
I f basic needs are Bwre pressing i t is reasonable to regard education as less 
i^)orteat; one has to l i ve f i r s t . 
Another influence on Aboriginal thinkinq towards education may be that, 
due to contact wito European families as domestics, they inher i t a general 
bel ief that education is a good thing. But though aware of i t s status In 
the European ethos they have no clear idea why more education is better than 
less. Coupled with th is , the i r experience of the lack of a correlation 
between education and the incidence of job opportunities in their own 
community, tends to generate a negative at t i tude. Lacking an understending 
of the real value of education in the absence of discrimination, a general 
attitude of derision exists towards education. This is very neatly expressed 
by Kath Walker: 
"The reason why Aboriginal children go as far as 10 or even 14 years 
and then there is this drop-out can be discovered by looking at the 
adults In the Aboriqinal world. They say to the children: 'Well, 
where is I t going to get you? What white man is going to take you 
on In the job, what are you breaking your neck for , why are you 
sp i l l ing your brains out a l l over toe place because you know you 
won't get anywhere and you are wasting your time going fur toer ' . 
This is the be l i t t i ng of the Aboriginal ch i ld . We must therefore have 
a crash programme of adult education. Here universities must look very 
carefully at the capacity of crash programmes to produce the potential 
leaders within toe Aboriginal world - in the c i t i es , or wherever you 
can f ind them and open up a course, semi-train people to go into toe 
f1eld."(10 ) 
The adult Aboriqines must be educated to an understanding of the value 
of education; they must be encouraged to demand i t as a r ight . They must be 
Informed of the various types of educational opportunities that ex ist . 
Furthermore, they must be encouraged to demand the educational mix that w i l l 
be most suited for what they see as their needs as soon as they attain a 
level where they can make rea l i s t i c assessments. This requires a radical 
107, Kath Walker, "The Relationship between Aboriginal Health and Employment, 
Wages and Train inn" in Aborigines in the Ecfonamy, ed. I.G.Sharp and 
C.M.Tatz (Brisbane : Jacaranda Press,1966), p.63. 
innovation.The initial task is remedial in the sense that a prime bulwark 
to be removed is the deleterious residue of ill-conceived and unrealistic 
educational mix hitherto offered. 
10.3.6 What the people want 
As was seen in the previous section(10.3.5)Charleville Aborigines 
see little that is relevant to their needs in the present educational 
system.There is dissatisfaction with the system,but on the other hand the 
people find it difficult to enunciate its ills.They have been accustomed 
for so long to having things imposed upon them;it has been theirs to . 
accept,not to dictate or advise. 
Likewise,the people found it difficult to offer concrete suggestions 
for improving the situation educationally.Many people had no suggestions 
to make while most of those who responded positively tended to confine 
their ideas to the domestic sphere(this was true of males and females 
both).Education needs were expressed in terms of dressmaking and sewing, 
home management,home economics and child care.The next most felt need 
expressed was that of instruction in filling in forms - for example, 
Social Security claims.And some people felt that there should be something! 
better for the younger people but did not provide any concrete suggestions 
'ihe people could have more effectively articulated their ne#ds,I 
feel,if the survey had been preceded by some sort of information-giving 
programme vhich would have enabled them to envisage a wide education 
spectrum fron which to choose alternatives.Howevever,this is something, 
which could possibly be done during the early phase of the community 
development pr^ r^arame. 
108. See Bunham^ comment p. ^Cfd 
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10.3.7 The education mix 
In spite of the fact that academic education has on the whole failed 
to improve the lot of the Aboriginal youth,no attempt has been made to 
provide alternative forms of education which could prove to be both more 
useful and more meaningful to him within his own particular context.I 
allude to vocational education,or career education which is the term 
coming to be most favoured within the United States because of the 
condescending attitude toward vocational education and training. (109) 
A few small changes could make all the difference to Aborigines' 
job prospects.There could be more flexible on-job and vocational training. 
Moderate improvements could be made in the archaic and tradition-bound 
apprenticeship system.A special class certificate for Aborigines could 
be made available in the various trades.Already there are Class A and 
Class B certificates - a special Class C could be created for Aborigines, 
leaving them the option to strive to enter the higher Class B and Class 
A categories.Also the provision could be made that a certain proportion 
of apprenticeship positions should be allocated to Aborigines. This 
eould give a once-and-for-all lift to their job possibilities constraint. 
109. See W.G.Loomis, "Career Education", American Education 
(March 1971). 
m* 
At present in Charlevllle. partly because of the bad economic 
conditions and partly because of the stringent regulations surrounding 
ipprenticeships. toere are vei^ few openings in just a few fields and 
these have been and renwin In toe highly conq^etitive province of toe Euroi^ an 
ichool<%aver. 
Nursing has potential for providing career q^portunitles for Aboriginal 
girls. The Junior pass requireiaent has proved to be an effective barrier 
to toeir entering tois field in the past. However, wito more girls now 
attending high school i t is more likely toat Aboriginal girls will enter 
this field in toe near future. Furthermore, provision was recently made in 
Queensland for toe training of nurses' aides. These trainees are required 
to have a grade eight stendard of education which means toat a number of 
Aboriginal girls will be eligible to undergo training. A great advantege 
here is toat training can be done at toe local hospitel tous obviating toe 
need to leave hotne - soiaetoing which young girls would be reluctent to do. 
10.4. fienerel Strategy - Community Development 
10.4.1. The CcfflgBunitv development ictea 
I have alreadly twiched on the Idea of cosnunity development in otoer 
sections of tois paper, hinting at toe iwportence of tois type of approach 
for toe Aboriginal group. The idea of using coranunity developiaent as a 
wthod of advancing Aboriginal coBPunitles followed upon recognition of toe 
failure of toe individual-directed approach. Ample evidence exists pointing 
out toft failure of directing education at children alone or at certain 
selected iwHviduals. >tergaret Httd. fbr exanple. in her UNESCO study of 
social change projecte arewid the world, said: 
h!JlJII"?*^!!n4!f *^I^"L''!! "*** ^^y inef^tive. but also disruptive, 
in tof rSIiwhJ!?!!^**** ^V^? •^ ^ »»«*"*»• *^ "*»*^ «« confusion A 'SSn^r* n!^!?!?t *"f «««»tjent 00 toe part of the displaced elders. 
SiJ^^LrfSrii^Sw^L?*"^^*^*-?^^ •" '«^ ***''' feneretion was SIT to «n5?^n^rJf**' ^ no s«ch catefoHes... childrwi, teught in school 2id2rt2 i ? l ? 1 « ^ ^ ' S ^ S ^ 4 ? « regularly, to be inoculated against S S i f t * "^^^ "^ ^  ??^ *=^  ^"^* **»• opposite. With the new c o ^ t ?Lj^"**!L** ^^^^ *11 aj^ as of living came the recognition of 
society as toe unit to be educated."(HO) wf^ninwi or 
Still in the generel vein: 
Ifll ?*'^ r®^5!r5l 0" •«virerm»ntel factors affecting ability suggeste 
toat in distdvinta^ areas only an ameliorative action tmon «» whole 
coMRunity can eiake the nost, educationally, of its children."(l'l ) 
These have ready application to toe Aboriginal siteation and the idea is 
fawiliar to probably most people involved in one i«ty or another in Aiwriginal 
affairs. In lB>e Hyto of Equality R^»r wHtes: "Children given the best 
facilities and carefully designed programmes will still learn, or not learn, 
froB their partite, relatives and peer groups Any plan to remove inequalities 
must therefore be wider toan toe school, it must involve boto parmte and the 
local cosmAfiity. If we concentrate exclusively on childrwa our efforts will 
be largely wasted.''(lU) Kato Walker also sees toe way to the advancement 
of her people torough the raising of the group: "... it isn't easy for an 
Aborigine to stend up amongst a lot of i^ite people", she says.(llS^ "They 
feel lost, amd therefore what we have to toink of in the crash programme 
of training is to bring toesi in in group numbers... We have to go forward 
in groups into such toinfs as crash prografnaes of training and of education.''(ll^) 
1^ 7. h,ntaditdultural Pattms and Teohnieal Change (New To'Hc : World Tederation— 
of Mentel Healto 1955). p.262. 
VI. SiiBpton, "Education and Otmamity Bevel(^ nnent." p.42. 
Ii2, Roptr. A ^ ofSquality, p.85. 
US. See IV comaent regarding Chirleville Abortgines* feelings (section 10.3.4). 
l\^* Uilktr. "Relationship between Abortginal Healto and Enploynentf. p.62. 
It.has alnost become a truism to say toat education must be aimed at toe 
Abortginal group rather toan at the individual - and yet where In Australia 
do we find such more toan lip-service being paid to tois idea? mere do 
we find as many resources being aimed at a comaiunlty as at the school-
children? Hausfeld too has recognized the discrepancy: 
H 
. . . toere Is a consiiderable body of material which indicates 
toat change is more likely to occur when group support is available 
to sustein change. Despite tois we find toat group work wito 
Aborigines has scarcely cospenced and does not appear to be readily 
accepted by fieldworkers whose own strong Individual orientetlon 
may be an inhibiting factor to the introduction of a raetood which 
would seem to f i t well wito the Aboriginal orientation towards 
group belonging."(115) 
We see toen toat toere is f«lrly wide agreement toat i t is toe entire 
group which ought to be toe terget in a programme of advancement In an 
Abortginal community. 
10.4.2. Ccwaroinity develoiwient as a process of social change 
Broadly. ccHmttinity de^opi^nt is a method of bringing about social 
change by helping existing groups to function better and to bring about 
change in themselves "in such a way and at such a speed as is accepteble to 
all".(11^) And furtoer, "The aim of toe constmictlve type of change called 
community development is to help society achieve an integrated, purposeful 
and continuous defining of its goals and to have this didsion-making 
linked directly with the working out of ways and means, and toeir translation 
into action."(117) These ongoing objectives may apply in any community 
including an Aboriginal one and eoeompass boto short-term and long*»term goals. 
llT. Hausfeld, "Fiypotoetical Futores", p.6. 
l i t . Iceton. "Aboriginal Participation", p.l l . 
U7., Iceton. "Community Development or Social Action," private papers 
(1971), p.l. 
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"Connunity developmmt as a process", 
says Iceton, 
"is (^nminity change in the optimal direction for survival and jroirth. As with education, i t is perfectly possible for people frt °" *^ successfully on toeir own. They do. But ^ust 
** ? everywhere required an organized profession of educators -
working within a deliberate e<hicational system - to achieve mass 
litera<;y, similarly It is likely that professional Cosraunity 
developers will be required - operating within an equivalent 
organizational system - to achieve any overall advance in toe 
level of Community functioning. Cowwinlty ctevelopoent Involves 
toe maximizing of individual and group resources of intellectual 
and emotional skills.''(l!^) 
The prtnciples of the c<»iwunity develofsnent process obviously have wide 
application and have in fact been applied to such diverse groups as dairy-
farmers in N.S.W. and Soutoeast Asian villagers. 
Each situation will demand a pi^ticular type of approach suited to its 
own unique conditions. Nevertheless, a rough guideline 1s provided by 
Beal.Cll^) who lists twelve action steps In the assisting of social change. 
Brtefly toey are as follows: 
(1) Analyse toe existing social system, including toe importent 
sirib-systerns and the outeide influences. Most ii|Kirtantly, 
stetus-roles, power and influence of the importent groupings 
and their key Individuals. 
(2) Ictentify soine common interest or concero around whidi a few 
pec^le are willing to group to teke some action. Help these 
few people wito an initial definition of toe problem, of 
goals arising, and 'first step' actions: these are your 
•initiating activiste'. 
l i t . Iceton. "The Future of Medicine and its Relationship wito CoRiwjnity 
Development." (Paper delivered at Seminar on Ecological Hazards of 
Lifte in Australia, University of New Souto Wales School of Psychiatry, 
1967), p.5. 
IM. fi.M.Seal, "Social Action : Instigated Social Change in large Social Systems' 
in Our 0mnging Sural Society ; Perepeetives and Trmtds,ed, J.QIpp 
(ftnes. lewa : Iowa State University Press. 1964). pp.250-5?. 
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(3) Help them check on toe history of earlier attempts to do 
sometoing about toe problem to see If toere are any lessons 
to be learnt. 
(4) Help toem define the relevant groups and individuals for 
initiating toe broader change process. One Is Interested 
in toe man target group, and the extent to which changes 
toere must also Involve the larger social system and may require 
public support from groups toat are really on the sidelines 
('marginal' groups). Help the activiste begin to think about 
the possible stages of toe needed social process and toe way 
In which toe Importence of the various relevant groups will 
vary from one stege to the next. 
(5) Kelp the initiating activists build toeir enlarged core-group 
of involved activists, who will do the leg-work of required 
functions - e.g. Consulting 'sounding board', organizing 
and getting things accepted in toe larger society ('legitimating'). 
(6) Help toe enlarged core group plan toe approach to legitimation 
which will lead on to provision of resources for action. 
(7) (tece support has been achieved from the informal and formal 
Inflt^ntials toe wider terget systems must be involved. This 
means calll«ig on those who have time, and who have access to 
the communication media, to locality networks, to educational 
networks, to professional networks, etc. to explore the extent 
and nature of general citizen Interest In the problem and work 
out what kind of adaptive response will be the most acceptable 
to them. 
(8) While toe target systems are being Involved and got 'ready to 
go*, toe larger social system almost at toe same tiwe must also 
be got ready to i^ke whatever doveteiling decisions and adjustmente 
will be needed at toat level. 
(9) Getting toe terget system to follow torough wito action Involves 
having already tested toe real Importence of the problem to Ite 
members by requiring key people In I t to teke whatever action-steps 
are feasible for toem at every stege, rtght from the first 
definition of toe problem onwards. The commitment to act can 
be reinforced and stabilised by having decisions made in 
group and/or public situations which are seen as emotionally 
significant by all toose present: the result is consensus for 
action. 
(10) One then looks for toose indivictoal maebers to whom the terget 
system will turn and give toe authority to act on i ts behalf, and 
(11) Assiste i t in reaching the decision to give them toe official 
autoortty for working out detailed plans for action. 
(12) The 'activist core* are finally assisted to go on and assess 
toelr progress (evaluation), out of which may emerge toe need 
for a restructured plan or a totelly new round of action phases. 
The solving of one problem, like reaching toe top of a h i l l , 
my serve ^ry effectively to brtng the next one into view. 
Later in this paper when discussing techniques I shall have occasion* 
to return to some of toese points. In summing up - Ideally and for naximiffii 
effectiveness the stimulus to bring about toe progress of any group comes 
from witoin the group iteelf. Ifsually, however, a community developer is 
needed Initially to act as a catelyst - bringing people together to firstly 
discuss toeir problems and needs, and secondly, take some action, with the 
community developer's guidance, to ameliorate such problems and to fulfil 
toe needs. Essentially the community developwnt worker in tois situation 
is a "facilitator" or resource person whose major function Is to give direction 
and guidance to toe Aboriginal activists who emerge from the group after the 
Initial breakthrough has been made. 
10.^.J Community developmentfan overview 
Although the process of community development is new on the 
Australian scene,it has bean practised in a number of other cotintries for 
many years.There were about seven countries with national community 
development programmes at the beginning of the 1950'6,but the increase 
since then has been rapid.By 1958 United Nations reports \-ieTe referring to 
community development in some eighteen nations.And by I96I there xvere more 
than thirty countries with national community development prograomeejwhile 
another thirty countries had begiinings of pilot projects.(120) Today 
community development ±v. being carried out,in one form or another,in Asia, 
Africa,the Middle Eaet.uatin America,the Caribbean,and t:. some extent in 
Europe and North Ancrica.As Dunham remarks, 'Moist proGrammes are in newly 
developing countries,but there are some local programmes ia technically 
highly developed countries.This last fact is not reall;; surprising.Actually 
it is doubtful whelrher any nation of any considerable size does not have 
some 'unier-developed' areas or communit es.And ac ppter du Sautoy once 
observed,there is probably no community in the world that could not i^ rofit 
by further development."(121)Coffimunity development has thus been applied to 
a wide range of situations. 
Pro|»ably because of the very diversity of the problems and situations 
with which community devel' pment has grappled it has not been poscible to 
develop a detailed modus operandi suitable for application in any particular 
social group.Furthermore,there is no definition of coim««nity development 
120, A.Dunham,"Currents in Community Development in Newly Developing 
Countries".Community Development Journal,3tno.1(1967)«P.9. 
121. A.Dunham,"Community Development - VJhither Bound?",rinmTmmi I'.y 1}, Vfflnpr 
menWoy^gl, 51 no, 2 (1970) t P • 85. 
development which le fully aceeptable to all practitioners.However,the 
definition used by the United Nations may be taken as a guidelineJ 
"Community development has come to denote the proeess by which the efforts 
of people themselves are united \v4th those of governmental authorities to 
improve the econoic, social and cultxiral conditions of communities .to 
integrate the communities into the life of the nation and to enable them 
to contribute fully to national progress."(122)One writer on the subject, 
Tooasettl,looks at community development in terras of three separate 
concepts:"(a) In the first concept conuaunity development is regarded as 
nothinr more than the sort of rural and urban development programincB most 
governments have,that involve expansion of health,education and other 
tsoolal'facilities,enlargement of roads and other commvinication works. 
Market . agriculture and adult edueation classes may be involved.Villages 
p 
are seen by authorities as 'community' and any expansion of services to 
them is therefore 'coBBHunity develo/nent*. 
(b) The second concept derives from the view that people who live in 
any contiguous settlement are a 'comrannity' and life will improve if ties 
of sentiment between these people strengthen.Concnunity development is the 
organization of activities to strengthen these ties.These activities often 
focus on the sponsoring of conaaunity centres. 
(c) The third concept could be described by listing four assumptions 
it makes; 
First:SoHW degree of societal change is inevitable and desirable, 
particularly in developing countries. 
Second:People are seldom aicive diiring change»but they positively 
i22« In L.SpMorgan and E.N.Tyler,"Is Public Health Education Community 
Development?",CoMaunity Deoelei«ient Journal,6,no.l(1971)p.29. 
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respond in a variety of ways to the stimuli provoking change. 
Third: Development becomes more significant and permanent if it arises 
from the specific aspirations of the people involved.People work best at 
tasks they themselves have decided on. 
Fourth: Skill in malcing decisions in modernizing situations accumulates, 
and its growth adds to peoples self-esteem. - The essence of thia concept 
is that people maintain control of the speed and direction of their own 
development and in doing so,increase their competence as citizens in a 
rapidly ©hanging polity."(123) 
The third concept is more in keeping with the traditional principles of 
community development,among which that of self-determination is most 
Oherished.HeverthelessjWhen we speak of community development we are 
referring to a range of methodologies for developing communities which 
may involve self-determination to a greater or lesser degree. 
The creation of a department of coiimunity development as in Botswana 
(12^),for example,epitomizes the directive type of community development 
where initiative passes from the top down.A further illustration comes 
from the 1948 Colonial Office Summer Confe»ence which described community 
development as being achieved "if possible on the initiative of the 
community,but if this initiative is not forthcoming spontaneously,by use 
of techniques for arousing and stiamlating it in order to secure it.o active 
and enthusiastic response to the movement."(1'?5)National p licies and 
Governmental exigencies are 
^25, W,E,Tomasetti,"Development Administration and Community Development", 
Community Development JoTirnal,9ino.1(1974)»P»47f 
124, P,v;ass,"A Case History:C.D. Gets Established in Botswana", 
International Review of Community Development,21«>22.]cc. 1969.p.lRl. 
125, H«Heiaeler,"C.D,or Cc/elopment Admin.,in Zambia",CD. J.«Jan. 1967. ..P^ ^ 
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obviously crucial in shaping community development styles. In nations 
with large "socially backward" populations governments have found it 
expedient to establish comnunity development projects with the ©ore 
pragmatic aims of increasing agricultural production, as in Botswana, 
improving health, etc., while the increase in peoples' self-esteem, self-
sufficiency, and social competence may come only as a by-product. Once this 
has occurred however the people can theoretically assume an ever-increasing 
control over their life-style. 
One fundamental dilemma faced by policy-makers is that if one seeks 
to encourage community participation through self-help, may one not 
be setting in motion and/or giving formal recojvnitlon to processes 
which could lead to demands for reform of the political structure of the 
particular nation. This is something which has caused some concern to 
policy-makers in Hong Kong where there was a 'lig' level of organization 
at the centre but remote from the people and with little district and/or 
local involvement. Those groups which did operate at a local level viere 
all organized from above. Riches wrote tlat there was little imderstanding 
in Hong Kong of the different approaches to community development, i.e. 
the directive and non-directive approaches. "Confusion arises when 
agencies seek to encourage self-help and uee directive methods in 
trying to persuaie and convince people to change their attitudes. The 
key to the non-directive approac ; is working from the needs of the 
people themselves : there is little evidence of this in Hong Kong except 
perhaps ia the rural rehousing schemes and the credit unions which touch 
only a minute fraction of the population. The directive approach, based on 
the assumption that the agency or worker knows best, is most commonly used, 
and it needs to be recognised in Hong Kong t at this approach is not 
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necessarily the key to providing the often hoped for long-term results". 
(126) 
A very dii^arent attitude from that of Riches was expressed by 
ElVin, writing of eommunitp development events in Africa in 1957. It is 
perhaps not surprising that the writers* views should be somewhai 
divergent - with one writing of urban Hong Kong and the other of rural 
Africa. "Community development, as well as fundamental education", said 
Elvin, "is a term whose meaning has been undergoing modification and we 
saw a good deal on our tour which had a bearing on this. We were, for 
instance, often puzzled how to fit what we saw to the traditional insistence 
that the keynote of community development was expression lay 'the people* 
of their 'felt needs*, which they would satisfy, with a little technical aid, 
through •self-help* methods. It is true of course that in so far as 
community development is a pjvement that has released hitherto unused 
sources of energy, it i© precisely because of this voluntary element in it 
that it remains profoundly important. But, in face of the realities in the 
field, some of the stock phrases that I have put in inverted commas begin 
to look a little naive. If we had taken them literally we shoiild have had 
to report that there was no community development, where in fact, on any 
reasonable understandin of the phrase, there was obviously a great deal, 
la the Belgian Trust Territory of Ruanda-Ur-undl, for instance, we saw most 
impressive evidence of a stJatained effort to improve the standard of 
life, carrying the people with the proposals at ever,) stage and encouraging 
them to play a more active part in the process themselves. But 'felt needs*? 
126. G. Hiches, "A Framework for Community Development in Hong Kong", 
Community Development Journal, k No. 2 (1969)» p»87. 
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Time and time again, the needs were first discerned by the trustees of 
the territory, and the aim then was to gain popular etoquiescence and 
understanding. Given the conditions - of land, economy, education and people 
- that have obtained, it could hardly have been otherwise." (127) ore 
recently Sunhara, in discuBsing the need for a reevaluation of community 
development concepts and principles, has looked closely at t e question of 
felt needs and community initiative. With regard to 'felt needs* Dunham 
feels that if this concept ic examined in the light of experience, 
questions multiply. Will the villagers trust the worker enough to tell 
him what are their real felt needs, or will they politely give him the 
answers that they t'lin^ : he wantst Whose^  felt needs will be expressed? 
And he quotes t e question raised by a village-worker trainee : "But, sir, 
what if the people don't have tho right felt needs?" Dunham then makes 
the astute comment : "Moreover, people obviously cannot have a felt need for 
somethine they do not know exists; whether it is the results of vaccination, 
the benefits of a balanced diet, the orgcnization of a cooperative, or the , 
existence of contraceptives." (128) Dr Henderson goes further and 
advocates stepping beyond the conventional view of 'felt needs' s "Our 
exi>erience has shown that if there is to be any general irpuct of 
community development on economic development, for example, if there is to 
be a real oonnection with the national :,lanE, then there does have to be 
an Educated and persuaded 'need* rather than one that is felt simply on 
127, !• Elvin, "Education and Community Develo|)ment : Some Secent Trends in 
Africa", y\fndamental and Adult Educetion» 9t ao. 2 (1957). P«61. 
128, Dunham, "Community Development - Whither Bound?", p. ?0, 
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the spur of the immediate local conferences that are bein- held." (129) 
I'This is a flat assertion", comments Dunham, "of the need for education and 
some educational promotion, along with building on felt needs. 'But that ' 
isn*t c.d.*| a purist will be likely to object. ;ell, it may not be 
traditional or orthodox community development. We are recognizing here the f 
fact that not everything that needs to be accomplished in a community can be 
aceomplished through the traditional community development approach, so 
we have a choice : we can either expand our conception of community 
development to include 'education and persuasion', or, perhaps more 
logically, we can say that sora^ Btimes community development must be 
supplemented by the methods of education and promotion, which have long 
been accepted as valid aspects of the conmiunity organization approach." 
(150) Flexibility would therefore seem to be the most basic requirement 
in the formulation of a community development programme. 
Ideally, the people v;ill know what their needs are and vrf.ll work 
toward satisfying those needs given the right amount of aid and encoura£;ejnent. 
At the same time those needs will be in keeping with the needs or aims 
of the overall society or nation within which the particular social 
group exists. On the other hand a particular community nay have no felt 
needs and may lad: the communal cohesion needed to achieve social and p 
economic goals. Varying mixtures of the directive and the non-directive 
approaches will then need to be applied to different communities. Whether 
this has been consciously applied, it is in fact what has been happening 
in practice, if one can generalize from a sanple of the literature dealing 
with the community develo ment experience in many countries. 
129. Dr J Henderson, quoted in Dunham, ibid., p.91. 
130, Dunham, ibid.,p.91. 
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Unfortunately, and despite the increasing demand for evaluation 
from outside souroes, satisfactory evaltsation techniques have not yet 
been develop^. CooBSunity development ad liaistr^tors have beoome soeptio 1 
about the s » r i t s of pTo r^ararae evaluation because of the oonfueion 
ttsgeaodered liy the claims aai oounteiMtl^Um of evaluation txmsultants 
representing different sohools of analysis. Aoeording to i^stein, 'JW.podi 
and Pellin, programme administrators and professiomd evaluators often 
have different ooiKjeptiona of valuation, S<»ie differenoes appear to ar ise 
from varying conceptions of the word "soientific". What i s ^ i e n t i f i c , 
objective, and value-free for one aay be non-so i^ t i f l c , siibjeotive, asad 
valu^-laden for the other. (131) One most therefore oimtinae to rely on 
the •8ttbj«>tive* reports of oommunity development progwiraBes in the 
joun^ ls . 
'ftm ConmoBity INnrt^i^pnent Programme im^ inaugurated, cm an all-^India 
basis, on October 2, 1952f and the ob]|ectives of the prograuBme, as spelled 
out at the Nstlohal Conference on CcM^Kinity 33evelopaent, i^ re , writes 
Oangrade:** (a) to pronK>te the all-eided develo|»i«at of the village 
community; (b) to develo|) a s p i r i t of oc»araunity l i f e amongst the ieople| 
(o) to develop self-reliastoe in the individuals and oohesion in the 
comnunity so that the v i l l a s people are able to manage their affairs 
th^Bselves and to JG^^ e the vil lages self-governing units of the larger 
Indian d^aooraoy. (132) The various osmmmlty development projects in 
India have "b&en ftm t^ed both b^ the Indian Cknreztwent and outside governments 
as part of the i r aid-to-india prograaames. A relatively recent oosmmnity 
development programme «hloh iUivolved the AiMiican Peace Corps 
131. I . %s te in , T. Trii«>di and P. Fellin, CoOTBtmity Development Prograaraes 
& Their Swaluatitm**, Conmtiaity Development Journal, 8, Ho. 1 (1973)» p.28. 
132. I .D. Oangraae, "ISie Change Agent In CD. t I M i a ' s ITillage I.«vel Woricer« 
Interaatio u 1 Heview of Gomcnmitv development. 19-20 (1968), p , 309 
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was begun in 1956 in Kumbharwada, a potter's colony, in the Dharavi slum 
area in Bombagr - poverty stricken with extremely bad sanitary conditions. 
By 1970 the potter community had made advancements in a number of areas, 
noteably in youth work, community education, and medical services. Matricardi 
was able to report that in early 1970 the potters succeeded in obtaining 
a grant from multiple sources for the development of a nursery and day-
care centre. He continued t " It is important that they are continuing the 
sophisticated methods of coordination with various resources and effective 
community organization in working toward their [;or Is. If this trend 
continues and strengthens - as seems likely - the potters of Kumbharwada 
will soon be able to plan ejnd implement in a cooperative effort the 
development of their community, confident in their abilities and ca able 
of leading that effort." (133) All this had resulted from the establish-
ment of a dispensary and a welfare centre and the appointment of a ftxll-
time trained community organizer. This had led in turn to activities 
involving citizens and community leaders which led to projects in health, 
education and youth work« for example. 
Another American-inspired programme began in 1964 in the city of 
Baroda. Four different types of urban neighbourhoods were selected for 
intensive work t (I) a slum area of heterogeneous occupation and population 
(Hindus of different castes. Untouchables, Muslims)| (2) a alum area of 
Harijaas (Untouchables) | (3) a declining middle-income area of mixed 
business and residential use ; (4) a new residential area developed as a 
result of industrialization. The basic problem to which the prograKrae in 
133. F.P. Matricardi, "Thoughts from the Ualdnr: Fire : A report on 
Development in a Potters* Community", Cortixinity Development Journal,3« 
no. 3 (1970). p. 155 
all of these areas addressed Itself was lack of motivation, self-reliance, 
competence, and sense of community. It was felt that these laeks bore 
heavily on the failure to deal with many problems common to Indian cities, 
as well as to cities in other countries : 
excessive population growth} 
overcrov;ded and dilapidated housing5 
lack of adequate sanitation? 
economic under-development and \inder~eaployment j 
lack of necessary sicillsj 
lack of understanding of civic respcnsibilityi 
lack of information on resources for social and economic improvement! 
lack of coordination of government and voluntary agencies and 
ineffective use of the services and resources. 
"When the American Friends Service Committee v;ithdrew in August, I969", 
wrote Abrahamson, "sponsorship was tai^;en over by the Baroda Citizens 
Council and support of the project was assumed by the eoiincil with the 
help of grants from the Municipal Corporation and the general public." 
(134) An Indian news magazine reporting on the project's results wrote : 
"But by far the biggest gain in these neighbourhoods has been the 
creation of a new atmosphere of cooperation and collaboration among the 
people. A number of self-help schea^s have heen introduced and made to 
yield lasting results. Improved sanitation in all of the four areas is 
one among many gains achieved. Vocational training classes have resulted 
in greater job opportunities and enhanced income for many. Nurseries have 
brought education to the doorsteps of v/orking mothers. Family planning 
13^ » J Abrahamson, "Involving People in C D . t The Barocla Project", 
Community Development Journal,5f no» 1 (1970)» P»24 
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drives have brought about anawareness of the benefits of smaller 
families." (135) 
In the Baroda Project the community workers were exhorted to be 
educators rather than organizers and to build on local customs and 
associations. Further, the project's goals were held to apply to all levels 
of society - and this meant informinc, interesting, and involving the 
various sectors of society and government. In doing this the community 
workers visited scores of local citizens with the purpose of introducing 
themselves and getting acquainted with the community. They talked with 
politicians, officials, teachers, etc. to explain the project and to 
encourage advice and cooperation. Eventually this provided a valuable 
body of information about individuals and organizations and became the 
nucleus of a file of skills, talents, interests, and programmes on which 
the commimity development project could draw. Once existing agencies 
became active and new bodies were formed in response comjnunity v/orkers 
encouraged them to analyse the problems they had identified, to consider 
alternative ways of dealing with them, and to work together on their 
solution. As each effort uncovered nev/ potentials for leadership, these 
were encouraped and developed through increasingly deeper involvement in 
the search for solutions to neighbourhood and city problems. 
As poor and as illiterate as the potters of Kuabhajrwada, the people 
of Mwanzo in central Kenya were a landless people who took over the 
abandoned farms of whites during the early 1960*6. In 1966 it became the 
task of two officers of the Department of Settlement to initiate some 
form of community development among these people. They began by 
135. Quoted by Abrahamson, ibid., p»23. 
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aseertaining what the mo: t immediate felt needs of the people were. They 
found that adults were always complaining about all the young children 
COatinually underfoot. Thus the energies and interests of the people were 
channelled into the creation of a nursery school which has become a focal 
point in the community. "In the ensuing years", says Nachison, "the nursery 
school has become a daily feature in the life of the people of Mv/anzo. 
There are now two teachers, one for each of the classes. A hut has been 
built for millc processing, with the mothers volunteering for the daily 
chores of fire builcinf-, boiling, cooling and distributing the milk to all 
the children. There are now sufficient benches and tables for everyone, the 
parents having collected money among themselves to buy them. There is 
a part*time nursery school committee which handles all the collections of 
cash, keeps the books, and attends to the general affairs of running the 
school. The people have cleared a large area around the school, and have 
established a soccer field and sports field, plus teams, for the fun of the 
school and the villagers". (136) Thus an entire community has benefited by 
people being mobilized by the stimulus of a felt, but hitherto unarticulated 
need. Once the need was spelt out, action followed. 
The efforts of people themselves trying to improve the conditions 
under which they live are no more variable than in the Caribbean. St Lucia 
has promoted community development per medium of its health centres and 
schools. Each area has its own health centre and these have become popular 
meeting places, especially with the women. Schools run adult classes in 
home economics, for example, and so both health centres and schools have 
become community centres where all idLnds of information can be gleaned. 
136. J, Nachison, "A Cast Study in Kenya » C.r. Builds a Hursery School", 
Com^m^ty T^ v^alonment Journal. 6, no. 1 (1971). p.17. 
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In this way then, "the people have been brought together and have 
developed a sense of community v^ hich is rarely found in a i:ore accessible 
populated area." (137) Barbados, smaller but more densely populated, has had 
community development programmes since prior to 1949. Community development 
there had be n fostered through day nurseries, children's homes, playing 
fields and community centres, but by 1968 interest in self-help activities 
had waned. The Department of Social Welfare ai d Community Development then 
started leadership classes in an attempt to encourage leaders to come 
forth in local coiimiimitles. Jamaica's poverty and unemployment is much 
greater than in Barbados and St Lucia. Furthermore, half the population is 
under the age of twenty. For this reason the Ministry of Youth and 
Community Development was formed in 1967. In addition, however, to govern-
mental activity in the field of community developa»nt, there are voluntary 
agencies working to arouse and develop a sense of community among the 
people. Government projects have resulted in the vocationsO. training of 
many of the youth in the age group I6 - 20. And results of community 
development projects in the general area were sufficiently encouraging 
for the further development of planned and existing programmes. Such a 
recommendation was made in March 1968 during the Caribbean Regional Work-
shop on COBununity Developmettt and Local Government. (I38) Projects in the 
Caribbean would appear to be tending more to the directive end of the 
scale with more and more programmes descending ready-made from ministries. 
137. K Heasman, "Some Impressions of Community Development in the Caribbean" 
Community Development Journalt 3» no. 4 (1968), p. 196. 
138* See "Community Development in the Caribbean", Secretariat of the 
Economic Commission for Latin America, United Nations, Community 
Development Journal , 6, no. 3 (197l)t P« 170. 
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The waning ©f interest on the part of the people of Barbados could be 
symptomatic of the increase in bureaucratic control over community 
developfl^ nt programmes. 
Other examples of good results from community development programmes 
come from Nigeria, Nepal, Arizona and the Netherlands. Marjorie l4ayo was 
involved in the formation of woa^n's clubs in urban centres in Nigeria -
fox* example, in Zaria, Jos, and Kaduna. Writing of one club in particular 
(for purdah wives) she e^s t"Over the seven months experience I had of the 
Club, there seemed to be indications of si nifleant developments of 
attitudes. These were illustrated by the growing organizational ability, 
the widening interetst iii the Children's Home and the activities of other 
clubs, for example, and the increasing demand for literacy and English 
classes in preference to homecraft." (139) Work wit'i women is of course 
vital in any o^BMunity developieat programme because of the BignificEnt 
roles of women in the domestic sphere and their influence over the children, 
ix not the menfollc. 
In Nepal a village development programme was begun in 1952 in 
response to a need for eoonomie and social progress, identified by the 
leaders of the country. Two studies of the V.E.P. <l40) were conducted by 
Dr B.P. Shrestha and colleagues at Tribhuvan University and reported in 
1963 and 1967. Dr Shrestha compared activities in eight villages covered 
by the v.ii.P. with those in three villages not covered. In the villages 
covered by ¥.D.P. there was a greater percentage of literacy, a higher 
level of education among females, higher percentages of innoculated cattle, 
139. M. Mayo, "Two Steps Forward, One Step Back", Coaamnity Development 
Jo^ynal, 4, no. 2 (1p69)t p.97. 
140. Village Development Programme. 
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contributions to the construction of community facilities were higher, and 
smallpox vaccinations were higher, "Finally, "comments Bleickwell, "there is 
evidence that the V.D.P. did awaken a significant number of the Hepaleee 
people to the possibilities of change in their traditional way of Iviiag. 
It created an understandin-j of the alternatives for improving their 
existence. The V.D.P. made people aware of their Government. It brought the 
Qovemment much closer to a realistic assessment and consciousness of the 
needs of the peo le than at any time in the history of Nepal." (I4l) More 
effective liaison also occurred between Government and community 
followins community development activities among the Papago Indians of 
Southern Arizona. 
.1. 
The Papago community development programme was initiated, following 
a federal grant to the Tribal Council, in July 1967. The individual Papago 
coBsnunities had the prerogative to select their workers themselves and 
these were then put through a training programme. These workers were 
ultimately able to increase the gross amount of goods and services 
available to their particular communities. But more importantly, as Van 
Willigen concludes, "First, the amount of information concerning development 
opportunities available to Papago villages increased! second, the number of 
coaasunity decision-making organizations increased in the form of the Save-
The«-Children committeiSt water system maintenance committees and 4-H clubs, 
and third, bureaucratic decision-making came to be increasingly 
decentralized and 1 ced in the hands of those vrbo were most affeited by 
It, the Papago villagers." (l42) The community development approach has also 
141. J.F. Blackwelli "Fundamental Education and Village Development in Nepal" 
Coipunity p^Y^looment i^ ournal. 4 , no. 4 (1969)t P« 185. 
142, J, Van tfipigeai "The Papago Indian C D . VJorker", QsmmSdiiLjtaSaX2mSJk& 
Journal. 6, no, 2 (197l)i P« 91. 
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produced positive results in highly industrialized European communities -
for example, the Netherlands. 
In the late 1950*6 a community development project began in a region 
near the Belgian frontier inhabited by 13,500 people. Problems in this 
population revolved round social organization, leadership and difficulties 
of industrialization and urbanization under an agrarian exterior. The 
broad mass of common people became involved in the movement and, according 
to Zwanikken (143), after only three years of work the community development 
agency was dissolved. 
Community development has had much less success in Singapore where 
the population is composed of a number of largely discrete closeXyj-knit 
communal groups. The aim of the Government was to instil a sense of identi-
fication with and belonginp to the Republic, and it was felt that a net-
work of community centres could be used to develop t is national conscious-
ness. The project began in I960 and various types of social, culttu-al, 
educational and sporting activities were organized within the centres. 
Choo questions whether in fact these activities strengthen community 
feeling and opines that community centre activities are but a starting 
point t "The network of community centres has undoubtedly created 
conditions suitable for the development of community spirit} it must 
however be emphaeized that this is only the beginning". (144) The problem 
of moulding different ethnic groups into a unified community poses its ovaa 
special problems and Israel is another country which is gra; pling with 
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143# W.A.C. Zwanikkeni "Community Development in the Netherlands", 
Community Development Journal, 3 » ^ o. 3 (1968), p, 151 
144. Ng Kwee Choo, "Community Centres and Local Leaders in Singapore", 
pommui^ ity pt^ ]^?^ >»«^ «t Journal. 4 , no. 2 (19 9), p. 105 
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this problem. The most pressin,-: problem with regard to Israel's community 
development proiramme is that of integrating a large percentage of new 
immigrants into the population, particularly those who have come from 
technologically backward societies. (145) At first an attempt at overnight 
assimilation was made, settlers being thrown into a melting pot of social 
relationships that had no connection with their diverse economic, social, 
cultural and national back^ounds. This was bewildering and disruptive and 
a number of social problems resulted - for example, delinquency and general 
dissatisfaction with life. The new policy aimed at integrating immigrant 
groups, and so cooperative villages were established vd.th homogeneous 
populations of immigrants from similar backgrounds. These communities were 
associated with central towns Where there was opportunity for mixiag with 
Other immigrants of different backgrounds. Thus in v;orkin,s and learning 
Bltuatioao Immigrants began to acquire a new identity as Israelis, without 
being deprived of the security of cultural ties. 
Overall then community development programmes have had varyinp rates 
of success. But in ^ tuations where it has been least successful it is 
highly likely that it was not community development principles which 
failed, but the techniques and/or personnel used in their application. In 
other eases, where community development appears to have reached a stand-
still, an assessment can be made and new direction be given to the programme 
For example, in Manitoba the greatest stress in community development 
programmes among the Indians and Metis was placed on health, education, 
religion and welfare. But "efforts focused upon these four aims have come 
145, W.G, Lyfield, "Community Development in Israel", International :^ ev'ew 
of Community Development, nast 19-20 (1968), p.271 
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to the point of aiminishing returns." (146) Lagasse found that development 
in the above four areas oould go no further without improvements being 
made in sooial relationships and economics. "Other things being equal," he 
wrote, "any new energy available for Indian and Metis rehabilitation work 
would yield hi^ier results if directed upon the eoonoier and the sooial 
relationships of these people. Once some progress was made in the latter 
two fields, the same volume of energy in the former four would yield 
higher results." (147) Ongoing evaluation in any community development 
progz^ umne would seem to be imperative. 
Australia so far has mthing significant to offer in ooiraani-ty 
develoiMBent expertenoe but this could change dramatically in the not too 
distant future. Tiie oommuni'^ development concept is a relative newcomer 
to Australia but its value is rapidly becoming recognized. One result of 
the recognition of the importance to Austx^lia of oonaBunity development 
was the Search Conference held in Canberra in 1973. Members of the 
conference agreed that the aim should be that community develo|mient is 
a process whereby ^ills are distributed throughout the community - and 
that therefore programmes must be at the grass roots level. (I48} Members 
were also of the view that oonffiiunity develo|»Bent workers sel^sted by the 
people at the grass roots did not have to be professionals. It was more 
important that they should have eontaot skills a M understanding, and 
could receive training at a later stage, if so desired by the community, 
to further develop these s^lls. (149) Since then federal funds have been 
146. J. Lagasse, **GaBmmiity Itefvelopmenfe in Manitoba", Evman Organization, 
20, No. 4 (1961-62) p. 235. 
147. Lagasse, ibid. 
148. E. Sommerlad a M C. Dulra, Community Development in Australia s 
Prooeedin/JTs of a Search Conference, A.N.U. Centre for Continuing 
Education, 27-29 Jime, 1973, p.10. 
t49« Sommerlad and Duke, ibid. , p.10. 
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made available to communities to develop themselves under the Australian 
Assistance Plan. 
To take full advantage of the A.A.P., however, a community needs to be 
able to organize itself effectively and be able to convincingly articulate 
its needs. Community development officers have been provided but they are 
few in number - for example, there are only three in the entire Brisbwie 
area. The above applies to the Australian population in general, but what 
of the ethnic minorities, particularly the Aboriginal people. The Abori inal 
eommunities - rural, urban and settlement - are generally even more 
disorganized and incapable of taking advantage of the A .A.. P. than the 
white community because of their handicap of being a disadvantaged 
minority. To date no great gains have been made in any sector of tbt 
Australian population through community develo.ment processes, although* 
the outlook is now much brighter for progress in the future. 
There have been smallscole isolated attempts at community development 
within the Aboriginal population. Ned Iceton has been conducting 
Aboriginal Human Relations Workshops in Armidale, New South Wales, since 
1970. Iceton had realized that there was a lot of conflict within the 
Aboriginal group and that there were many strains in interpersonal 
relationships} and xintil these were ironed out there could be no social 
development. The aim of the workshops has been to get individuals to 
gain some insi; ht into themselves, and to shunt t ds insi ht into redirecting 
of personal behaviour so as to make community action possible. Another 
aim has been to provide a core of Aboriginal people with the personal 
strength to be used in community developmen. work in other areas. Iceton 
has noted that there has been an increase in personal strength and 
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pefconal insight and a reduction in personal problems amongst a number 
of the Aborigines who have participated in Workshops. (150) 
Another worker Kevin Schrapel, began visiting the Aborigines of 
Maryvale Station, Northern Territory in 1968. Eventually he began to raise 
the subject of their bettering themselves materially and the idea began 
to take hold. But it was not until 1971 that anything really concrete was 
done. A club vms formed and the people purchased a truck which v;as used 
for carting firewood for pensioners and for carting goods from Alice 
Springs. The people then decided they should have shower and laundry - -. 
facilities and organized the purchase and erection of these themselves. 
By this time Schrapel was merely an observer-consultant who took no active 
part in community development activities. A curio industry was begun and 
in 1971 Schrapel wrote that these people were continuing to develop as a 
group and their interest in outside communities had developed also. (151) 
An idea and some guidance were all that was required to steer these people 
toward greater independence and self-reliance. 
Much more progress should be made in this field in the future, however, 
since community development has gained a central lace in t e policy of 
the Commonwealth Department of Aboriginal Affairs. This department has been 
appointing community advisers to work alongside Aboriginal coramiunity 
workers appointed by the commimity itself. Sommerlad sees the community 
advisers as bein, useful in perhaps only the early stages of community 
development. "Such an individual", she says, "has a variety of roles to play i| 
150, N. Iceton, "Notes on Aboriginal Workshops as a Community Development 
Tool", Aboriginal Human Relations Newsletter. July 1971. 
151. K Schrapel, "Full-Blood People najce Progress : A Gub Reports on Aboriginal 
Community Living," Unpublished paper, October 1971. 
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that of a facilitator or catalyst who helpc the community to define its 
needs, develop problem-solving skills, locate resoiirces, and i: pleaent its 
chosen course of action? that of a social activist who takes up a cause on 
behalf of the coEuaunity and endeavours to change the system and influence 
political processes," (152) Sommerlad is in agreement witi Elvin, Dunham 
and Henderson (see pp 100-101) that the non-dlreotive type of community 
development is not always realistic." The more conventional view of 
community development stresses a non-directive role for the community 
ijorker, but recent conceptions maintain it is hot only legitimate but also 
imperative for the change agent to be an activist and take a directive 
role particularly at the interface between Aborigines and vJiites.''' (153) 
The extent to which political upheaval will affect community development 
programmes under the aegis of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs can 
only be speculated on. On the other hand, the more sophisticated Aboriginal 
groups may utilize resources under the A.A.P. to the betterment of their 
communities. 
152. E. Sommerlad, "Community Development in the Northern Territory", 
Aboriginal Hews « 1, no. 5 (1974), . 
153. Sommerlad, ibid. 
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10*4*4 Eduoational imr,licationu of oornffitmity development 
As I indicated earlier (seotion 8) the Cliarleville Aborigines have virtually 
no control over their :3ooio-c\iltural environment and are ' r.ve recipients" 
of social ills and benefits". If they ai-e ever to exeroise a degree of 
control over their sooial onvir,.>'i:.eii,t than asi awareness trruat lo fo'-tered 
of tJioir needs and of their ovm position aa a disadvantaged minority. Ihe 
awal:oidng of auch awsireneas will hopefully lead to a desire to do something 
i'out it. The community developer oan step in here and show them that thery 
can do something: themsalv-oK about their owi problems. A corollary is tiiat 
individtials thus involved mvist learn to develop the skills necessary in 
improving their own situation. Tims the inseparable oonnection between 
adult education and oommxmity develo^ ) ;?r 
. r. .^  
In effaot oo?mnznity development is an educational process in itself 
and its effeotivaness in tliis area lies in the fact that it is groi^ ) directed 
according to the particular group's own requirements. Partis 1 rlr in the 
ait lation under reviefw, oommunity developi?ent needs to precede or - least 
bo conterminous with an education programme per se. For as we 3'-w previously 
BKtny of these r ooplo do not know how to live in Austxulian society let alone 
be able to avail theanselvee of ofcn semifojntjal educational or trainin' 
progra^ ames. So one of the aims of the oonmmnity development programme will 
be to ena>le these people to recognize their need to conform more olosely 
with the acceptable standard of living of the general coBanimity for their 
own sake as well as for their childrensS Eecognition by thtroselves of this 
need will make alterin?; their present patterns of behaviour accords, jly 
more likely. 
TKe oomraunit development process - ill be a learning experience with 
probably the majority of individuals involved not realizinfr that they are 
. In fact Involved In an educational activity. One reason for this wlU 
be that coraraunlty develotraient activities will be vitally concerned with 
the realities of everyday existence - something, which by Aborigines' 
experience, education Is not. I t must be this very relevance which will 
encourage total Involvement of the Aboriginal comaunlty. 
10.4,p'. Conyiunlty develot>B%nt personnel 
The main pnMenis at the beginning of the coaiminlty developiaent venture 
win be firstly attracting the people's Interest and secondly stimulating 
them sufficiently to becoRie actively Involved. Initially a great deal of 
preparatory "canvassing" will need to be done. This will be the task of 
the person who has undertaken the comraunlty development task. In these 
early phases In particular, such a person will be a vital factor. For, as 
otiier workers In the huinan relations fields have noted, i t Is the personal 
qualities above all else. Including Intelligence and kn(mledqe, which are 
of p r i ^ la^Mirtance In a European preswilng to Involve himself In Aboriginal 
affairs. Cffidousness and formality are anathef?ia to Aborigines. The main-
taining of such attitudes, even with ^ e best Intentions imaginable, will 
JHllltate against the success of any project Involving Aborigines. It Is 
almost a case of friendship or nothing - the personal relationship Is 
significant above all else, especially In such a field as cosraunlty develop-
aent where discussion of fairly personal problems may be required. Obviously 
a comaunlty development worker would have l i t t l e success if fairly close 
friendship vilth the aajorlty of the corarHunlty were lacking, yilliap! Biddle -
a coBwiunlty developraent consultant - has written at length on the need for 
genuine friendship between cmnraunlty developer and the ineiabers of the 
target coraaunlty. Every coijwiunlty developer who succeeds becomes a friend 
to local people. He uses fr1«adsh1p as a skill of encourageaient, to 
persuade people to help themselves, to take responsibility for their own 
decisions. In city and In village, alleetted citizens need to be convinced 
that soeieone likes thew, believes In their ability to develop. Friendship 
Is the essential relationship that starts a process of growth." Ite pushes 
the Idea further and speaks of the virtue of "hanging around". Though a 
cownunlty developer may not appear to be accoinpllshing ar^thlng by "hanging 
around" he is In fact gaining the greater confidence of the people and 
demonstrating his genuine Interest In them. 
"Hanging arownd% 
says Biddle, 
"means that workers who would cultivate friendship rwjst go to the places 
trttere citizens feel at ease. They should not expect people to come to 
their headquarters, offices, or classrooES, where the developers feel 
th^Jr are In ccnanand... A ccsfiiunlty developer should go to the places 
where people feel at ease. In order to share soine aspects of their 
way of l i fe . Although complete absorption into their way of life is 
not possible, enough should occur to convince local citizens that 
the developer suffers from similar bad housing, shares soroe of the same 
food, Is threatened by som of the smt dangers and diseases. Any 
developer, either professional or amateur, can expect to be looked 
upon as something of an outsider. But to the extent that he can share 
the living conditions, the food, the Inconvenience and dangers that 
are part of a local way of l i fe , to that extent he establishes himself 
as a friend even though an outsider... Once people have discovered 
that ttmy can create friendship by sharing experiences of pleasure, 
of worry and of work, they tend to utilize that growing friendship to 
linprove conmunlty 11^» Th« "®v< experiences that build mutual 
understanding are the necessary pre-requlslte for co-operative problem 
solving that develops better coHiaun1t1es."(lf¥) 
If^. W.W.BIddle, "Frlendshio Hust Be Genuine," Caemmity Development 
SulUUn, 3 no.2 (1966). 
The personal factor has also been found to be inost Isrpertant even In 
formal education. Iceton notes that "In the fields of psychology and 
education. Interpersonal factors have been studied sufficiently to 
establish their great significance In the learning process. Relationships, 
between both teacher and pupil, pupil and pupil, and between school and 
parents, can significantly affect personality-growth In the child, and 
continue to be a aajor factor even at University l eve l ." ( l^ Writing 
on the personality of the helper or worker, Iceton provides a l i s t of 
qualities Ideally possessed. In summary they are : ethical spirit and 
Integrity; awareness and acceptance of himself and freediHB from anxiety; 
consistency; basic respect for all people as of equal human value; 
acceptance of others as they are; a genuine belief that all mn have the 
same ultlnate human value and ttiat he cannot dismiss that valtte In them 
without dismissing It In himself; optlalsm teRipered by realism; and under-
standing of the ways of raen's »1nds, of their habits of personal friendship 
and fettdlng, and their behaviour In groups; a desire that people shall isake 
their own (teclslons within a idnlmup fraraework of social confondty; and 
accep^nce of the relative and parochial character of so many values In 
his own and other societies (so that he Is generally able to be detached 
and neutral and flexible); and always an all-round capacity for getting 
along with people.(If^) It ^ist be reiterated that the above qualifications 
are found In the perfect worker and since these are very rare creatures 
something less will have to be settled for. Trained personnel of whatever 
Ifr, I^ton, "Personal Relationships and their laporUnce," privaU papers 
(August 1971), p.2. 
ir^. Ibid, p.7. 
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quality are few and therefore I t Is anticipated that d i f f i c j l t l e s w i l l 
be encountered In obtaining suitable people. I t inay be necessary to 
provide soeclal t raining for satisfactory recruits culled from the social 
sciences. Certainly a l l personnel mst have som anthropological background 
In order to be able to understand, for example, the ways In which dif ferent 
sets of cul tural factors have rsoulded both thei^elves and the people with 
whom they w i l l be working. However, I f a person Is able to demonstrate 
that be Is able to work productively with Aborigines then the mre academic 
aspects of his work should have less relevance. A b r i l l i a n t acadef»1c who 
has a bad personality from the /U>or1g1nal view-point and who t r ies to work 
with Aborigines could be not only nonproductive but posit ively harmful. 
In "the f i e l d " , and having located the subsystems and key Individuals 
of Beal's f i r s t point , the worker w i l l be In a position to decide on a 
problem or common t i terest about which I t w i l l be re lat ively easy to stimulate 
some active Interest . This w i l l be simple to Identify since he w i l l have 
become fami l iar with the Individuals, their problems, and their Interests 
during the prelirnlnary Investigations of the community and I t s social dynamics. 
The nucleus of "ac t iv is ts - (BeaVs second point) w i l l be helped to define 
the problem and guided Into f i r s t step actions. Even fmv(\ this early s t a ^ . 
however. I n i t i a t i ve must rest with the people themselves otherwise the 
venture w i l l become Just another ''whitey-nin* act iv i ty doomed to fa i lure 
before I t has ever got o f f the ground. In Charlevllle there are at least 
three people who could become "Inlat ing act iv is ts" given suf f ic ient encourage-
ment and guidance. They are a SIJKIII minority within the v^ole but have 
active connections with a l l the Informal social groupings. 
10.4.^. Thg problem - Orientation 
The In i t ia l problem area for discussion will be Identified and chosen 
for attention by the activist core, though some subtle mK^ng in this 
direction by tt»e worker may be necessary. The specific problem singled 
out for attention will probably relate to some pressing need. Interest 
Is much more likely to be sustained In such a case because of Its very 
relevance to everyday l i f e . The Ideal choice would be a fairly urgent need 
which had some diance of early amelioration. Thus the early activists muld 
receive stimulus and a sense of reward due tc their success; and others not 
so active would be encouraged to take a stronger Interest. 
Iceton's view Is that camiunlty developers should be concerned with 
whatever are the central human problems facing Aboriginal people. 
"I think I t l ikely that they could assist mothers towards attainable 
goals In the upbringing of ^ e l r children more than they do. They 
could perhaps lead the wmen to exi^ne the operating values children 
learn fron observing their mothers, and the way In which these values 
In a whole society determine Its group behaviour and thus Its progress 
or lack of I t . A critical assessment of our own white society would 
serve well here. Community developers should stimulate discussion 
of l^e values In a society* knowing that there Is good evidence tiiat 
attitudes of personal human concern and responsibility towards e l^er 
a universal deity or humanity as a whole areiof panmiount slanlflcance 
In the (fevelopment and maintenance of any community."(li*'?) 
Small Inforiial discussion groups around such suggested topics could 
lead to the formation of larger more cohesive groupings. 
In the next subsection some of the more Important activity components 
of a coMHttiilty development progrwime will be developed. The various elements 
«f an operational strategy will be Integrated In section 11 and brought to 
^ • i ^ 
157, lectOR, "Aboriginal Participation", p,25. 
fbeiis OR the Charlevllle Aboriginal cowminlty. 
10-*«?« eeneral activity within the community developeient framework 
Conferences and workshops 
Once a reasonable ctegree of community cohesion has been achieved the 
Aborigines could be encouraged to organize firstly local, then regional 
conferences. Speakers can be Invited to speak on a range of topics of 
concern to Aborigines. In flew South Wales such conferences held under 
the auspices of the Adult Education llfepartment. University of Sydney, have 
bad moderate success. 
The main purposes of the conferences, held at Wallagt Lake, Casino, 
Kempsey, Wllcannia, and n&ura were to provide Information to Aborigines 
about various aspects of federal and state policies and to discuss matters 
of local concern. In this situation Aborigines not only gain factual 
knowledge but get experience In planning, and practical experience In 
meeting procedure and chairmanship. Other likely conference topics would 
be employment, housing, and health with speakers coming from the relevant 
government <fc^rtments and authorities. Resource persons from a range of 
governmental departments could provide Aborigines with Information and 
advice - e.g. Cojimonwealth Office of Aboriginal Affairs, the State Department 
of Aboriginal and Island Affairs, Children's Services, Labour and National 
Service, Social Services, Education, and so on. 
fOllowiTig a conference further discussion groups or workshops could 
be held to work out what action could be taken. I^lonal conferences would 
allow comparison of problems and of tried ways of dealing with cwnmon 
problems. Conferences and workshops could also take place at state level 
with selected delegates representing local groups. 
LoB^ term adult education residential courses 
Those Aborigines who show some potential as leaders In the local 
context, and who could be expected to benefit, could attend a residential 
course lasting approximately six months In the metropolitan area. 
Warburton has worked out a ten-point educational plan for such persons 
who theoretically could come from all parts of the state. (In the case 
of the more tradition-oriented groups, for example. Cape York, care 
would need to be taken that members of enemy groups were not enrolled at 
the same time.) 
"This course", 
says Warburton, 
"would be similar In aim and purpose, though not In progreaniie 
content, to the Scandinavian folk high schools and the long term 
colleges In England. That Is , the basic purpose would be to f i t 
studeitts for more effective living In the Australian Commtmlty -
In the economic, political and social spheres... Experience In 
Denmark ^id!\ hw been well documented, has shown that the Liberal 
Education offered to young adults In Folk High Schools not only 
pn^red them for effective citizenship In a stable democracy, 
but made them more effective farmers, leaders of marketing 
cooperatives, etc. Yet the basic aim was to enliven the student, 
to ooen his eyes to the pre^lem of l i fe and society and not to 
Instruct In techniques. And because the Danes lived In a society 
under great political and cultural pressure from aggressive 
neighbours, there was an underlying aim to make the student aware 
of his own cultural Identity. This was achieved by means of 
stufjy of the old Sagas, and of Danish history and literature. 
As a BlnoHty group under great stress. I t Is also believed ' 
that young Aborigines would gain confidence and dignity 
from the studly of their history and culture, and In reviving 
Uii 
JK2 L S K * ^ S ?J ^ f *" ^yJ^**® «'^ <=*» c«n '^ave a dynamic place In the modem world. As we l l , most Aborigines need to be mkde more 
! « ! ! ! ! ! ! J e *g«J^®'^ «"? «^ eaders of English, and In understanding 
some aspects of the complex world they have been thrust i n to . " ( l 5 I ) 
Br ief ly the educational plan suggested 1s as follows : 
( I ) to remedy some of the deficiencies In the students' general 
education 
( I I ) to provide, largely by B»ans of f i lms. Informal lectores and 
discussions, a beckground to the modem world. Visi ts would 
also be arranged to farms, factories, l i b ra r ies , ar t gal ler ies, 
local government meetings, the state parilament,and other places 
of value; with the aim of widening horizons and deepening 
understending of our society 
( i l l ) to give students a sense of their Aboriginal past In order 
to encourage a feeling of cultural identi ty 
( iv ) apart from training in the arts and dances of Aboriginal 
or ig in there would also be opportunity for learning western 
arts and crafts 
(v) to open the i r eyes once again to the natural world by providing 
some Instruction In natural history 
(v1) to provide a social and cultural education by l i v ing together 
In an educational comRRinlty, surrounded by books, paintings, 
recordings, etc. 
(v11) students would be given experience in community organization 
by being encouraged to establish and run a Students* Representative 
Counci1 
(v111)1t could be a requlrernent for both men and women students to spend 
one or two hours weekly In gardening, lawn mojUng, etc. 
( Ix) sporting and hobby Interests would be encouraged by providing 
a variety of f a c i l i t i e s 
1 ^ . Information obtained from J.W.Warburton, director of Adult Education, 
University of Adelaide. 
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(x) where members of the community were ready to undertake practical 
trade or other training,arrangements would be made at the end of 
the course.Contact would also be made where necessary with employ-
ment officers of the Department of Labour. 
I think that a course embracing the above areas is essential in 
providing representatives of Aboriginal groups with the basic tools of 
communication,an appreciation of both Aboriginal and European culture, 
and greater self-confidence in a bicultural society.They would also be 
more capable of manipulating societal resources for the general advance-
ment of Aboriginal people.Most of those who completed such a course would 
hopefully prove to be great assets to their groups of origin,providing 
guidance and leadership in social,political and cultural matters. 
An Aboriginal college such as this could be envisaged as running on 
a permanent basis ready to take in a new batch of students at the end of 
each six-month period.Thus there could be permanent staffing and full 
utilization of resources. 
Short term courses similar in nature might also be feasible for 
those Aborigines unable for various reasons to attend the full-length 
course. 
Aboriginal radio programmes 
The use of radio programmes,to promote a sense of community spirit, 
and reinforce group identity,should be explored.The fact that many 
Aborigines own radios and already listen to radio programmes means that 
a presently accepted entertainment medium can be transformed into an 
effective means of communication. 
The content of such programmes needis to be carefully designed so as 
to ensure the widest possible appeal.The programme must be Aboriginal 
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in character,must have local or community relevance,and must contain 
entertainment combined with general interest. 
Starting its life with perhaps a chatty,gossipy style to attract 
interest,such a programme could at a later stage introduce fflbre serious 
elements gradually,but still in an informal style.Yia this me4ium,knowledge 
of activities of discussion groups,conferences,etc.could be conveyed to 
the entire Aboriginal community.Also a wide range of topics - aimed mainly : 
at the womenfolk - would be transmitted.Adult education via the radio has 
been and is still a most effective means of adult education in the 
^African states and in Southeast Asia.The medium of radio has been chosen 
in these countries because it is the most widespread commxinication 
device available,Hall,writing of the situation in Tansatnia,states:"There 
are more people that can be reached through radios than can be reached 
throtigh primary schools or adult education centres of any ofiher, kind," 
•(159) *• - : %=.. . . ... 
A large-scale preventive health education campaign was conducted in 
Tanzania per medium of the radio with good effect on general health. 
"Perhaps for the first time,villages and towns have become conscious of 
the need for clearing the streets and market places of rubbish and for 
higher standards of personal and public hygiene."(l60)Kenya,likewise 
facing the problem of a largely uneducated,illiterate adult popula'tix>n 
Counted an adult education programme through r^dio and television. 
^ 9 . B.L.Hall,"Revolution in Rural Tanzania",Community Development Joarnal 
9,no.2(l97^),p.13^-
160. H.Barrett,"A Campaign for Radio Study Groups in Tanzania".Educational 
BT.nari«hftftt International,7«no.2( 197^) »P»90» 
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"Tiewers were attracted, " writes Mwendar, "by making the programmes 
attractive, stimulating, and with as local a background as possible." (161) 
Enoonraging results in this field of education have also come from 
such widely separated placed as Brazil (162) and Tunisia. Tunisia has 
developed a series of eaqjeriments since 1968 which have made it possible 
to improve sooial ed\ioation for youth and adults, to fight against illiteracy 
and to improve agriculture. In I972 Quid Ali reported that India, Togo, 
Zambia, Niger, Ivory Coast, Senegal, Upper Volta and other countries had used 
radio-clubs and tele-clubs with great success, within the framework of 
rural development activities for social education and for the education 
of women. (l63)« 
On the basis of the success of an Audio-Visual Unit established in 
Addis Ababa in I955 the Ethiopian government made plans in 1973 for the 
eonstruotion of eleven new educational radio transmitters. (I64) Thus the 
radio and television media are becoming more and more a major tool in 
stimulating the process of social change required by the demographic, 
political and economic situation of the Asian, African and Latin American 
countries* There is no reason to suppose that it should be less effective 
applied to Aboriginal Australians. Its main attraction is that it has positive 
connotations because of its entertainment orientation. And education 
need be no less effective when draped in trappings of entertainment. 
161, Mo Mwendar, "Adult Education Through Radio and Television", Community 
Development Bulletin, 15 (I963) P»13 
162, Pemambneo Hegional Council for Rural Social Service, "Educational 
Broadcasting and the Community", Commimity Development Bulletin, I4, No. 4 
(1963), p. 114 
163, Quid Ali, "Renovation of Adult Education by the Hew Media", Educational 
Media International, no. 4 (1972) 
164, M. Pritchard, "The Future of Educational Mass Media in Ethiopia", 
Educational Broadsheet International, 6, No. 2 (1973) p. 98. 
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^aall-rgoale eoonomio enterprise 
In addition to enccuraglag group cohesion, commimity devalopeiMit can 
be oonoerned with encouraging amall-ooale eoonoodc enterprise, also with lo^ n^s 
coming ft'om the Commonwealth Capital Fund for Aboriginal Enterprises, Any 
person or group of persona of Aboriginal dosoont may apply for one of these loans. 
3<»Be of tho businosstts for tdiich loans havo boen requaatad so far are i 
planting crops and grasaaai buying oattla and sheapj sharefewdag; buying 
maohinaxyt clearing land J building feaoaaj fis ing and pwamlng; raining} 
shops; tourist buslnenseat and tranapoaet buslnaasaa* 
In HeM South Wales sc»ne Aborlgina groups ara being mcourdgad to antar 
markat-gardoning, for axaispla. But in Charlevllle t ii s typs of activity would 
not be feasible slnoa the town is already kept wall supplied by two wall 
established saerfcet gardens. However, there are poeeibilitiea in connection 
with the tourist industry. Tke tourist narkat is wide open to tlum for at 
prasant no coaqpatition exists* 
Iburist bu3es travelling to Darwin do pass throttj^ h the town regularly 
but atop for only brief periods since no provision has bean mada for the 
entertainment of these ti^vellars* If their Interests were catered for It Is 
asstmed that tha 8tajM»v«r period would ba axtaadad and that even more buses would 
be encouraged to pass thro^^ tha towmhip* Tourism should be a relatively 
safe Industry sinoa It would not be affected by fluctuations in tha local 
•ooncHBio conditions - revenue oondng in from outside souroas. 
A niSBbar of Aboriglnas •» both mala BJOA female - eould beooffle Involved 
in tourist guiding and sarvidBg activities* Man oould act as giildas to 
fishing and plg-huntlng partlas and opal-^iuntlng expeditions t with tha wom«Q 
aotlng aa hostesses pn^^aring food and drinks. Guitar playing and tha relating 
of Aboriginal lagoids would provide relaxation around tha oampflra. Bosh walks 
and rook hunting axpadltions oould also ba organised. 
Profitable associated activities would be centred abound artefact 
manuAkoture, lapidaxy woxk handicrafts, and tanning hides* Hone of these 
require a h i ^ level of expertise and oould be learned fairly quickly by most. 
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with regard to handicrafts, raw iwterlals grown locally could be 
utilized. Wool could be handwoven and made Into nats, rugs, and so on, 
carrying Aboriginal designs like, for exarople, those prodiK»d by Miorlgines 
at Emabella In South Australia. In the area there are laany large stands 
of the beautiful raulga. This material Is highly accessible and could be 
carved and polished and sold at a high profit to tourists. River stones 
and the occasional opal could be polished and convened to simple forms of 
jeMelleiy. 
In connection with the tanning - If kangaroos mist be slaughtered -
then why should not Aborigines be given a mandate over this. They could 
tan the hides for their tourist sales and sell the flesh to pet-fbod 
OkRtractors. Presently such pet food coming €rom the area provides handson^ 
profits for Dutch and American-based companies. 
A^ surplus of the various manufactured products could be sold to 
metropolltaji dealers or. Ideally, to an Aboriginal co-operative responsible 
for retailing such products sent In from outlying areas. 
The type of work outlined above could be expected to appeal to Aborigines 
and would give them economic security, IndepeiideRce, and self confidence. 
If a feasibility ftud^ y were done with positive results a capital grant 
would provide for the Initial outlay In equipment costs. Aboriginal Individ-
uals or gro^^s, wishing to apply for a coseionwealth loan, can be helped In 
their application by the Aboriginal Research and Advisory Service Committee 
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set i^ within the Department of Economics in the University of Queensland 
In 1971. This coramlttee has submitted two feasibility studies, one on 
behalf of a group and the other on behalf of an Individual - as yet the 
final outcome Is unknown. 
Other aid In carrying out such an Industry development programme 
might be received through such a body as the Adult Training Foundation of 
Australia. 
The Adult Training Foundation of Australia was to establish regional 
units In Melbourne and Alice Springs early In 1972. Their function Is to 
service A.T.F.A. units with free expert consultant services on Industry 
development prograsaraes. In order to create more work for heads-of-family 
In Aborfglnal copmiunlttes. An A.T.F.A. unit can only be established at the 
reqt^st of the /U>or1g1nal ccMrmunlty, to provide free consultants and 
liwtructors for the pro;Ject they want to try? methods will be suggested 
by the A.T.F.A. consultants, and A.T.F.A. Instructors will train the men 
to do the work, and follow up to successful establlshiient of the Industry, 
Including formation of co-operatives to obtain ^»vemment loans and grants 
of money. A.T.F.A. Instructors will stay for six months. If needed; and 
th^ will live with the coisraunlty, and pay for their own food. 
f^ufhly* A.T.F.A. works In the following way. A consunlty decides It 
wants a vegetable garden and fruit orchard. They write to the local A.T.F.A. 
regional unit leader. He will bring back other A.T.F.A. men to test the water 
and soi l , and they will say how to do It , and what can be grown. He will 
explain this to the communis leaders, and answer all questions as to how 
much money Is needed. If they say, "Yes, we want to do this thing," 
be will make the application for lease of the land, and formation of a 
co-operative society to obtain government funds. When this comes, 
A,T.F.A. will take only the costs of travelling, and making the applications. 
If no government money comes, A.T.F.A. Instructors will still help as 
long as needed. 
A.T.F.A. - Industry units for Aboriginal comHinltles 
(Based on successful prograioiies In Canada) 
Fishing 
Trapping 
(Furs, Skins, 
Pet Food) 
Cattle-raising 
Fodder Cropping, 
Ve^tables,and 
Fruit Orcharding 
Co-op canvrmry and marketing. Include boats and 
nets In plant. Also store. 
Cannery rents boats and nets, and provides transport, 
living quarters, and credit for food and necessaries 
at own store. Women and children work In various 
processes of canning and net m«id1ng. 
Shooting and trapping, under government licensed 
trapllnes (to prevent competition and conserve 
supplies). Men shoot, trap, and skin. Women clean* 
tan*and dress ^trs and meat. 
A rotating herd Is omed by a co-op and haned to 
Individual faniiers fbr two years, on security deposit 
of $10 per head. Natural Increase of the herd becomes 
property of the farmer, to give him a start. Loans 
are available for additional cows to Increase the herd. 
Land, water. Irrigation plant, humus and seed 
fertilizer, plant, provided by co-op with farmer on 
share basis of gross proceeds of crops. 
Group Fruit and Cofc-op owns bus transport, advances expenses and 
Berry Picking. food, and contracts as a group. 
Tree Planting. 
Road Waking 
T1«nber Co-op owns tiwber licence, mm, and plant. Subcontract 
groups work the pulpwood cutting, logging, cartage, 
mining, etc. 
Tourist Camp Groups organize campsites, trailer grounds, caravan 
and Guides parks, fishing, hunting, and wilderness districts. 
Handicrafts Leather and woven goods, artefacts. (1^) 
riobile teams v^orking along the lines of A.T.F.A., but at government 
expense, could service numerous Aboriginal groups throughout Queensland 
making them largely self-sufficient. 
10.4.T. The cofranunlty centre within a comirunity development frairai^ ork 
A coBsminlty centre 1s a vital necessity in a programme of coiTinunlty 
developRient since i t provides a focal point ft)r activities both within 
and between groups. A penrament physical entity such as a centre, gives 
a movement a reality and a concreteness which serve to bolster a group's 
confidence and reinforces Its identity. 
Ideally, the community centre will cater for all age groups - froro 
preschoolers to the aged. I t will provide a venue for discussion groups, 
action groups, conference and workshop activities and so on. As well, i t 
l i ^ This information on A.T.F.A. was obtained frons the Christmas/New 
Year 1971/72 Issue of Aboaeiginal Htman Belations meastetter. 
Department of University Extension, University of Mew England, 
Armidale. 
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will provide entertainments and be an Informal meeting place for all 
me«4)ers of the Aboriginal coswunlty. In addition to all this, the 
coBKKflilty centre can be an education centre as well, at first focusing on 
preschool and adult education. 
An Initial project at the commsilty centre could be the setting up 
of a preschool with the ultimate objective of Its becoming more a family 
education centre like the A.F.E.C. (AboHglnal Family Education Centre) 
of ftew South Wales, for example. These exist In order to encourage 
Aboriginal families to take responsibility for their children's girowth 
and before-school education themselves. The centres are run with a 
Kfnimun of Interference and help from outside professional sources. The 
parmts bring their i^lldren to the centre and then remain. Hopefully the 
following objectives are fulfilled. The parents become more aware of the 
growth and activity of young children; an awareness Is fostered of the need 
for knowledge to aid learning, ndilch leads to an awareness of t^e value of 
regular attendance at school. Anxious to help their children, the parents 
soon see a need for fnore schooling thaaselves, and hopefully begin to 
attond more adult education programmes. The relation of schooling to 
vocation, desires, and achievement. Is discovered, n l^ch again makes parents 
more eager for schooling* and more eager for their children's schooling. 
Par^ts-la-tralnlng at these centres will perhaps ^lierve and llston to 
their children for the first time. As a natural outcome, they will hopefully 
become aware of the need for bettor medical and hygienic care, as they 
note children who are l ist less , tired and those that are alert and active. 
The most Isportant aim of these centres Is parent Involvement;Instead of 
the children being deposited at the door of soise building and collected 
later, the parents are organizing, ^serving, helping, and generally 
learning about their children's world. The children will respond 
enthusfastlcally to havli^ their parents there and Interested, and this 
Interest and witual respect will evwtually be taken back to the hvm 
siteation as well, as against the tradltlmial presdieol which Is completely 
renoved from the home. 
The advmteges of having swrh a facility within a eoraiMinl^  centre 
asapleg are many. For exm^le. indlvitals with certein skills could 
Instruct and entertein the l i t t le ones. The elderly In particular could 
be isost useful here. Persom with knowleige ef traditional dances, songs, 
legends, and o^ytholo^ could enter* l^art their knowledge, and rejoin 
their coB^nlons In some otiior part of the centre. Edueation would come 
to be seen not as sometlting set apart. Institutional laid* but as an en-
ding pi^ rcess relevant to t^ Individual throu^iMt his lifetime. 
In the early steges fairly sl^iple adult education matter can foe 
Introduced alsied at the ^omn since t)Miy will be c<»i1ng there with their 
presdieol children. Initially low-level Instruction In budgeting* 
dressROklnf, etc. eould be given depending on «^at the people want 
thef^elws. 
A yout^ centra within the same cos^lex eould concern Iteelf with 
or^nlxtng entertelnmente for s^y, pretetns and teenagers and fostering 
the fowwtlon of a variety of sporting teams. As with the preschool. 
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persons fron all age groups could Involve tliemselves In various ways with 
such activity - organizing, coaching, arranging tours and competitions, 
fjiother activity within the youtfi section would be the supplying of 
Information regarding vocations. Youngsters could be Informed of 
educational standards required for entry to various trades, training 
estebl1shniente,and higher education Institutions; the conditions of work, 
recompense, and anything else they might wish to know. They could be shown 
films In the centre on the various careers and visits of Department of 
Labour and National Service personnel could be arranged. 
Part of the centre could be used for coaching purposes. Some teachers 
are prepared to give over some of their spare time to coaching Aboriginal 
sttftiente. Hot only prliTiary and secondary school children can be coached 
In this way but also apprentices or those wishing to bring their education 
up to a standard where they could teke up an apprenticeship or some other 
form of training. Again, literacy classes for older persons could be held 
and Indeed classes for those who wish to raise their educational standard 
In general. 
The centre could be cited as a mailing address by those who have no 
fixed aboi^i persons could seek aid here in applying for pensions, etc; 
Instruction In the filling out of fon^, banking, getting a driver's licence, 
and so on, could be given; Aborigines wishing to go to the c 1 ^ , whether 
tei^rarily or with a view to settling, could receive advice on how to cope 
In an urban environment. Information would also be readily available on 
government grants, scholarships, bursaries, training schemes - In fact. 
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•nyteing which could be of use to Aborigines. In one sense then the 
community centre could be of considerable importance»en In just one 
aspect as an Inforaaticn centre. 
Ideally the centre should have a resident Aboriginal hianager and his 
family. It may be possible to obtein an Aborigine who has had some 
experience In conimjnity development or has at least been Involved to some 
extent In a community development programme. In addition to his normal 
careteker duties such a person would be expected to teke an active part 
In conmnlty development projecte and activities. 
At some stage It i«}uld be useful to add a residential section or 
hostel to the community centre complex. This facility could be utilized 
by Aborigines In transit and those coming In from isolated areas to see 
doctors, eto. These folk though transitory could st i l l benefit from niost 
of the services provided by the centre. For example, the en l^oyment 
Information service and, for those passing through to the city. Information 
on how to cope in the urban envlroninent. 
The coRiBunlty centre should contain a canteen and a shop for the sale 
of local artefacts and other products to tourists. 
The centre should be run as a nonproflt-inaklng company. It should be 
set up In trie naese of the cowiunlty after legal advice as to whether It Is 
possible to register It so as to receive tax exemption. 
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The centre would provide employment on a part-time basis for several 
Aborigines. All maintenance should be carried out on a veluntery basis. 
Though Initially the centre would be established In a fairly large old 
private residence - eventually a complex with playing fields, bowls, lawns, 
tennis courte, swimming pool. etc. should be developed. 
The community centre Is then a multi-functional entl^ with all Ite 
eoMponente having the aim of Improving the AbsHgine's prospecte and 
helping him attain a greater degree of indepenttence and competence in 
his every^y living. This typo of centre must be conceived of as an 
extrenely Informally run consuunal institution. The different sections 
must flow Into one another - that is no particular unit such as the 
presdiool or the youth centre must be regarded as a cordoned off area to 
which others do not have access. The entire centre must be the preserve 
of every man. woman and dilld In the coitiaunity. In principle the place vrlll 
be like a c^ ap with everyone knowing most of t^at is going on most of the 
time. 
lii.S. Vocational Education 
Thou^ some people. Including son» Aborigines, advocate a retem to 
the traditional wiy of llffe, for the partly Integrated W)or1g1ne at least 
this Is not a viable alternative for reasons which have already been 
posited. The fact Is that he Is caught within a market economy but has 
veiy limited purchasing power owing to generally low Income. At this 
stege the Aborigine has no real choice since he has not been equipped 
to teke an equal place In the highly competitive society in which he now 
existe. The undeniable fact is that he does exist In this capitalistic 
type society, and even if i t does leave much to be desired this is a 
poor rationalization for neglecting to offer Aborigines an education-mix 
which would enable them to compete on the same terms or to make an 
iBforwed choice In deciding on the way of life most attractive to theui. 
A gradual upgrading of his economic position by means of his own effOrte 
would surely go far toward restoring lost dignity and removing the stigma 
of what Is generally regarded as a parasitic existence. Vocational education 
at a realistic level would seem to be a viable method of achieving at least 
a degree of such upgrading. 
Earlier In this paper (10.a.'^.) I Indicated that acadenrically-
oHenteted secondary education had on the whole failed the Aborigine -
tliroagh no fault of his own. He 1s not unique in this, however. Bloom, 
Davis, and Hess note that theu^i school systems throughout the world have 
developed elementery- and secondary-school curricula and programs which 
appear to work relatively weil for a sizeable proportion of the studente. 
In fact perhaps only one-half of the entering studente are able to coraplete 
these programs successfully, ( l^ ) Ideally, the disadvanteged student 
would unitergo a co^>ensatory education programme to prevent or overcome 
earlier deficiencies In his development. No such progransne Is being l ^ l e -
raented to help large nirabers of disadvantaged Abonginal children throughout 
Queensland. 
U »^ Bloom, Davis, and Hess, Compensatory Sdueation, p.l. 
These children continue to be pushed into the academic strem and are 
measured against the sane standards as everyone else. It is a case of 
sink or swim so i t should not be surprising that the great majority of 
them do not survive the race. Rather than force these children Into a 
highly competitive educational stream where they have no hope of competing 
on an equal basis i t could be a viable strategy to providsan alternative 
stream - vocational education. 
The main argument against the provision of vocational education seerre 
to be that more and uwre Aborigines would be channelled off Into this 
category leaving even fe^ -^ er who could succeed academically and thus 
weakening toe demonstration effect even further. It seem odd that so 
many should be sacrificed for the rake cf obtaining a very few "successes" 
who have managed in spite of all handicaps to survive t^e system. Those 
who fall to male the grade according to this societal yardstick - the 
determiner of stetus and economic opportunity - are left high and dry 
since tlie type of education they have had is not such that i t would f i t 
them out for any particular occupation. Is i t any wonder then that large 
numbers of young Aborigines have been disillusioned trough their educational 
experience and remain pessimistic, disgruntled individuals. Surely i t 
would be an improveinent if there were large numbers who succeeded at 
moderate levels rather than having many failures with just the occasional 
success. The provision of vocational education would not, in any case, 
preclude the Aborigine from the academic race. Those with the desire and 
the ability could remain In that strean. 
\J40, 
Certelnly there Is ample evidence showing that the gains In AboHglnal 
education have been very slowly achieved. It would appear teat It Is in 
the arena of vocational education - the less glamourous skilled and s«n1-
skilled fields - that most leeway can be gained. One advanteoe of 
concentrating on low-level e9^ H»*t1se is that the reifards to the Aborigine 
follow close on the sacrifice of ^reatmr educational effort In ter^s of 
iiiiiediate gains such as higher wages and an Increase In human dignity. 
This contraste sharply with the long gestetion period associated with 
secondary-adademic education. 
The work of Elkln(lt^) and Bemdts(14?) suggeste teat Aborigines 
probably place a pHaary value on the present. Hausfeld contfaste the 
Aboriginal tiwe orientetlon with that of the Eurooean : 
•1«e expect the future to be better than the present. We spend 
a great deal of tltwe and effort in concerns which are expected te 
provide rewards In tee futere, and because of cur belief teat this 
Is so, we find toese activities rewarding in tee present. For 
exaHptc, we 'save for a rainy day*. We spend years being educated 
so that we can 'get a good job *^ en we grow up'. We Invest in 
insurance schemes of many kinds. (^ the national level we forego 
presiuit omsumptlon in favour of national development, kte even 
go to war to ward off some imagined distent tereat of tee future. 
Our secondary ^^hasis is In tee present and we concern ourselves 
very l i t t l e wite the nsst which we consider to be 'over and done 
witii'. As e^^^e&ed to teis I suggest teat MtorlgiMS place a prleiayy 
value on tee present, look significantly but secondarily to tee past* 
and have a miniimim evaluation of te€ future. For example, i t offers 
explanation of the fact that Abori nines are far more apt to talk 
about and consider Important, historical happenings which most of 
us would rather consider d^d Issues."(l^f) 
U7, A.P.Elkin, Jfte AMStralim Aborigines: Hota to Understand Thetm 
{%y4my : Angus and Roberteon, 1964). 
\^B. R.N.Bemdt and C.H.Bemdt. The World of ilhe First Australians 
(Sydney r Vre Sndth, 1964). 
y>% Hausfeld, "Hypoteetical Futures," p.2. 
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Secondly, vocational education riors not jeopardize the cohesion of the 
comnunity. In the sense that It does not dHve such a widte wedge as teat 
between tee academic -prodigies" and toeir families and peers. 
Job opportunities can be adapted to the needs of tee area yet such 
teat they are sufficiently flexible to permit job eiobllity between areas. 
Also tee Aborigine Is Immediately able to see the relevance of toese types 
of jobs toeveryday l i fe . Best results froni vocational training and. Indeed, 
education In general, can be expected only when what iz being taught has 
close connecticn wito the Aborigine's everyday life or his Gnvironsent. 
Speaking of the adult ec'ucation, K'ilson says: "If there Is to be any 
tangible, realisable purpose In what he teaches, i t najst be related to 
the realities cf the v«orld In which t^ ie Aborigine l ives. . . he cannot 
afford to be ignorant of, or to ignore, tee isimediate social and economic 
context of education as i t relates to the Aborigine, nor If he Is aware 
of It , can he afford to take It for granted."(170) 
As the situation stands in the Charlevllle area, there are a number of 
jobs - oteer telngs being equal * v^ f.ich Aborigines could do had toey the 
training. Tl»t$e can be divided Into tee broad categories of jots requiring 
more Intensive training as against less Intensive and those allowing of 
higli jnobility as against those allowing less. 
In tee Intensive training/high mobility group are : 
(1) the domestic oriented trades including electrical technolofjy, painting. 
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V?o, J.L.a.Wilson, "^ult EducaticMs, Ite A1r.is & !4ethods," in Aboriginal 
SduaoHon? The r«o« i^«p'e «el«,ed.T.Roper (Melbourne : Abschol,1969), 
p.138, 
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carpentry and pluBsblncf 
(11) diesel and auto pechanlcs including oxy-i*eld1ng, panel-beating* 
and spmy-painting 
(ill) radio technolo^ 
(iv) nursing. 
If Aborigifws were qualified in teese fields teeir training muU not be 
wasted in the event of even furteer ecommic decline in the area causing 
retrenclKBents even in skilled fields since these skills are required 
wherever teere are "civilized" human groups, and an /Usorigine wite skills 
to offer would at least have a reasonable choice of moving. 
In tee less intensive training/lower inobillty group are : 
(I) tourist guiding and servicing 
(II) artefact manufacture 
(iii) lapidaily work 
(iv) handicrafte 
(v) tanning hides. 
So even witoin the Hmitatimts iaposed by a depressed rural area. 
Abmigines could st i l l , given tee necessaiy aid, li^rove their own and 
teeir children's prospecte witoout their having te sever spiritual and kin 
ties in tee land of teeir people. 
The creation of a c0B|>arot1vely l«r^ group ef skilled and s«Blsk111ed 
persons would provide a s»re effective launching pad for the potential 
academic successes in tee next and following fenerations. The assuR t^lon 
here is teat there Is a certein base-line which people must reach before 
they or teeir children are able to take full afvantage of higher education. 
In tee general population there is a high positive correlation between 
fateer's occup&tion and tee educational standard atteined by offspring. 
A comparatively small number of Australian university ste<tents, for example, 
come from tee ranks of the labouring classes. People wite more education 
and training and wite higher Incomes are generally more able to provide 
teeir children wite a home environment more condwive te educational 
achievement than are tee often materially and culturally poverty-stricken 
hoB»s of the labouring group. Aborigines teen can hardly be expected to 
do any better under the present circumtences. 
Foreshortened goals must be tee aim of most programmes for Aboriginal 
develo|MHent at present since teis Is tee only realistic way of making any 
real lapact on such a vast and imtlti-faceted problem area. There are no 
short-cute In bridging tee educational gap within teis context. Each step 
must be built upon tee solid foundations of ite predecessor. Vocational 
edi^ation may well provide a firm basis for the futore development of tee 
Aboriginal people. 
Steady progress and progressive consolidation of grtwnd already made 
will ensure teat tee group will not retrogress. Rethinking plateaux may 
breed directional changes but the Improvement process must be ever-widening 
and on-going. Each new plateau opens up a wider range of possibilities 
and draws on tee newly developed skills of tee previous stage. 
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10»6. Education fOr Living 
As has been indicated earlier in this paper, before any real progress 
can be made in Aboriginal developmnt i t will be an essential prerequisite 
te upgrade living stendards and raise tee level of competence In tee 
management of everyday affairs and tee manipulation of societel Institutions 
and services• The imparting of teis "grass-roote" type knowledge mi^t be 
termed "education for livinf" since i t relates to the basic essentials 
rtqulrod as a solid foundation for moctem living and fOr more formal 
education and training. 
Education for living may roughly be divided into two main areas : 
|f) home amd social skills* and 
(i i) leisure skil ls . 
Hom and social skills Include such items as budgeting, diet, healte and 
i^iene, cooking, sewing, dressmaking, first-aid. gardening, family-planning, 
and mothorcraft - in short, general home managenent - and banking, taxation, 
voting* public services, govemsent. &n4 elenentefy history and geography. 
Leisi»« skills could include leatherwork, cane-work, plastic-work, weaving* 
soft*toy Biaking. raffia, dancing, water-colour and oil and bark painting. 
Home and social skills in pirtlcular must have priority In apy 
educational prograsise. Initially women should be the main tergete because 
of tetir key role in fapily living and influence on children. 
Thero are various ways of teaching these elemente but the s^le must 
always be as infonual as possible and Instructors will need to have the full 
HfS. 
confidence of toose concerned before any kind of orogramme Is even begun. 
Whichever of tee teadilng media is chosen - and teere Is no reason why 
several could not be used at any one time, one lending support to tee 
other - i t will be the instructor who Is of vitel significance in the 
educational process. 
The above topics could be teu#)t in a cmmmity cerire setting by 
instructors utilizing audio-visual meteods. in tee home by a visiting 
instructor, via radio (and television when available) and mobile educat-
ional vans. Classes provided by tee latter could be held either inside 
the van or tmder a nearby tree depending on what tee people prefer. At 
some stege, once teeir confidence and trust has been gained* audio-visual 
aids, wite which the van will have been ef}^ 1pped. could be used to bote 
furteer their knowledge and to Illustrate what they have already been 
told. 
Before any programme of instruction Is attempted tee various meteods 
of i^roaeh should have been fully explained to tee people so teat teey 
can make a choice as to the method or methods to be followed. 
10.7. general and Cultural Education 
As has been shown earlier in this paper the educational standards 
are en tee viliole quite low. Functional illiteracar needs te be remedied 
to enable individuals to cope more efficiently wite a society which is 
heivily reliant upon tee written word and to enable them to give more help 
to teeir school-age children. The latter Is given as a reason for attending 
lU^, 
•dult education classes by AboHglnal women In Brisbane. Some Aboriginal 
women In Charlevllle have expressed a desire to help teeir children wite 
homework but feel hopelessly inadequate because of their own educational 
handicaps. These women, though initially seeking instruction wite tte 
purpose of being able to help teeir offspring, would I feel come te 
ai^reciate education for tee benefite i t would bring te themselves and 
teoy would eventually develop wider Interests. 
The majority of Aborigines are in particular need of communication 
skills and teis aspect should be stressed in.}a general education upgrading 
programme. In eveiyday l ife In ei^loyment and self*employnent ventores 
comiunication skills are vitel to tee developmental process. Gemral 
education upgrading courses will of course be essential to teose wishing 
te qualify as apprentices or for the more ambitious te enter technical 
or higher education institotlons. 
In tee absence of a qualified adult educationist:, evening classes 
could possibly be arrtnged by obteining tee services of local primary 
ami secoi^ry teachers. Such classes could be held in a community centre 
or even in a private dwelling. There is ainple scope for flexibility in 
teis basic "teree r's" education. Again, the mc^lle van could be used 
here, Anotoer possibility would be tee meteod of programmed Instruction. 
This would be ideal fOr tee very shy type of person who prefers lurking 
alone or for persons unable for a variety of reasons to attend normal 
classes. In America, in addition te basic education, a wide range of 
courses including those in technical fields have been pro^rmmad. These 
latter may be well worte detailed Investigation with a view to teeir 
1^ 7. 
utilization within a vocational education context. 
At first i t should be expected teat women alone will take advantage 
of general education upgrading courses^  but as knowledge of such courses 
is disseminated by word of moute among the group i t could be expected 
teat more interest will be taken by a wider group. 
Education In Aboriginal history and culture Is a bone of contention 
among Aboriginal people teemselves. Some say teey want no part of It, 
n^ile others say teat It would be a good teing If they knew about those 
telngs. On tee whole, however* tee subject Is a fairly teuchy one which 
should be left entirely to tee people to decide uf«jn one way or tee oteer. 
A European witoout tee full confidence of the people "pushing" for 
cultoral education would be almost certein to arouse hostility from 
some quarters within tee group. 
General «ducat1on, however, can be tactfully pushed and would almost 
certelnly begin wite a small nucleus of concerned moteers. 
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11. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM>IENDATIONfi 
11,1 Introduction 
This final section integrates the ideas already presented and 
modifies them into an operational programme for Aboriginal development. 
The programme is set out in stages with a ranking of priorities. It must 
be reiterated that the format presented is merely provided to give some 
idea of what might be done. The Aboriginal community could well decide 
upon something very different. In any case,it is meant to be a guideline 
only - certainly not a rigid blueprint.Changes of direction as well as 
changes of content could be made at any time,as the people feel the need. 
However,the elements of the programme conform to a logical sequence -
starting at a modest level and hopefully gaining momentum and sophisti-
cation as enthusiasm is raised by concrete achievement. 
It will be noted that the immediate action phase covers only a six-
month period.This means that this category contains elements that are 
thought to be essential to launch the programme.The provision of the 
basic infrastructure is a once-and-for-all expenditure that will not 
feasibly recur within the middle-term and long-term stages.The dominant 
element in the strategy at this stage is adult education within a community 
development framework.The aim is to establish the preconditions that are 
essential to build the confidence and gain the full support of the 
Aboriginal community to ensure that the programme "gets off the grouM". 
Basing a strategy on fairly low level human resources will probably 
preclude total Aboriginal participation in decision-making in stage one. 
But it must be sufficiently significant to encourage other Aborigines to 
participate in what nrust appear to be an Aboriginal-controlled project. 
"^iie priorities are clearly concerned with providing absolute minimal levels' 
of diet and hygiene and encouraging Aborigines to develop a community spir-
it that will develop into an.effective means of furthering their own inter-
stage I : Immediate - 0-6 months 
**T'^f' 
Objectives 
(i) To provide the basic infrastructure 
for the launching of a community 
development programme 
(ii) To establish the preconditions 
for future progress by concentrating 
on the areas of greatest need in terms 
of human resource development 
Means 
a community centre 
a resource person 
informal adult education 
aimed mainly at the women-
folk.Films followed by 
short discussions: 
(a) hygiene 
(b) child care 
(c) birth control 
(d) home management 
(iii) To enlist the support of the community 
by establishing an informal framework 
of communication to explain the nature 
and ultimate aims of the programme 
(a) informal social funct-
ions at the community cent-
re such as film evenings 
and card evenings - incorp-
orating small group 
discussions 
(b) day outings to potenti-
al future tourist spots 
(c) distributioB of instr-
uctive posters and setting 
up of social services and 
education information sect-
ion at the community centre 
(iv) To involve as many ordinary people in 
the community as possible in discussion 
of future objectives and in day-by-day 
decision-making 
footwerk on the part of 
community developer and 
community leaders within 
the Aboriginal group. 
Stege 2 : Short term - 6-18 montes 
1^0. 
Objectives 
(1) Upgrading tee home environment and 
general living standard of tee 
community. This stege should see 
the elimination of poverty in the 
ccMmninity 
(11) 01versification in education to 
provide for the needs of tee 
comi^ inity 
fteans 
Adult Education Classes 
Female: hygiene, child care, 
family planning, nutrition, 
cooking, budgeting 
Hale: carpentry, house 
painting, cementing, 
gardening 
Mixed; social service 
entitlei^nte - civic matters • 
structure of government -
local, stete and federal 
(a) vocational guidance 
(b) special apprenticeship 
arrang^nte 
(c) community classes in 
letter-writing and reading 
(d) general education 
upgrading 
(e) correspondence courses 
wite tuition facilities at 
tee coBiiiunity centre 
( i l l ) Creating tee basis for self 
sufficiemgr 
(a) ensuring that tee . 
ventures selected as feasible 
run in an responsible manner 
while providing new avenues 
of ^Bployment as well as 
on-job training 
m. 
(iv) Promoting Individual and group 
confidence 
(b) encouraging^Aboriginal 
participation in decision-
making and direction of 
programme /^-r^c^'?^^^^'^°''''^^^'^'^^. 
(a) radio prograanie for group. 
(b) montely na«fsletter 
(c) group debates 
(d) sponsoring visite from 
prominent Aborigines 
(e) (focumenting achieven^nte 
and providing ideas as 
to possible develo^K^nte. 
Stege 3 : Middle term - 18 montes-4 years 
Objectives 
(t) Ensuring local job placemente 
for low- and prlddle-level 
expertise 
(11) Expanding community centre facilities 
to cater for the expected growto 
of tee community 
(a) special community 
employment facilities 
for Aborigines, 
(b) promotion of ventures 
underteken - possibly 
legal protection 
Ihe form such expansion 
will teke cannot be projected 
ex ante - the ccnmunlty 
should decide on teis. It 
may require a larger area 
with swimming pool, bowling 
greens, tennis court, foot-
ball field, and an entire 
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complex of social 
facilities with a hostel, 
kindergarten and sick bay. 
(iii) Education providing for white-
collar occupations 
Stage h : Long term - ^ -10 years 
Objectives 
(i) Complete community control 
(ii) Attainment of self-sufficiency 
As confidence is raised and 
Aborigines master certain 
areas of low-level expertise 
they should aspire to higher 
levels of education.Commer-
cial courses could be intro-
duced initially to supply . 
the white-collar staff for 
Aboriginal enterprises. 
Means 
By the commencement of stage 
^,the local community should 
have attained the expertise 
to control all strategic 
sections of the programme. 
Full autonomy should be 
attained with the community 
having the prerogative of 
enlisting the services of 
white experts as they see 
fit. 
The financial assistance 
necessary to implement the 
programme should be gradu-
ally phased out.The communi-
ty should aim to be able to 
stand on its own feet within 
five or six years. 
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11.2. Stage One 
This stage concentrates on immediate needs and establishes the 
minimal preconditions for breaking out of the trap of apathy and stagnation 
The acquisition of a community centre is an essential step.It may be 
rented,leased or purchased - with a preference for the latter.It could be 
clearly labelled Charlevllle Aboriginal Centre - or any other name upon 
which the community decided.This building should be fairly centrally 
located and should be a large house of 1^ - 16 squares. 
A weekly film night at the centre should be established and certain 
amenities should be provided such as a well-equipped kitchen,a projector 
and screen,radio,and television.These should be regarded as basic equip-
ment .A small canteen and cafeteria where people could purchase wholesome 
snacks and cups of tea should operate from the start.A free barbecue may 
be a good launching strategy.This could be combined with a short film of 
general interest (comedy or cowboy) and a short Aboriginal film. 
The centre should commence with a responsible Aboriginal family 
chosen and appointed by the Aboriginal community as caretakers.Initially, 
the community might see fit to appoint a social worker with community 
development training/Such a person would work in close cooperation with 
the caretakers.The community developer need not necessarily have had 
academic training and could be an Aboriginal who has hed practical 
experience in community work.In any case this person would only be required 
to launch the programme and could train one or more locals to take over 
the central role (roles). 
lir .^ 
The Initial eBH?has1s should be on providing entertalmient and fostering 
group consciousness so that tee Aborigines Identify with tee centre and 
become familiar with tee aims of tee progranme. Education should first 
concentrate on healte, child-care, and general hygiene. Complete reliance on 
instructive films initially Interspersed wite enterteining films should 
stimulate some interest and generate some disctssion on teese vitel aspects. 
Large illustrated placards could also be used to Instruct in a varied of 
matters. The same characters could be depicted in each series, enabling 
recognition and a degree of identification te teke place. This approach 
has had success in showing tee illiterate Aborigines of Central Australia 
how tuberculosis is transmitted.(17/) In stege one it would be impossible 
te ii^lement any classes but tee film medium would provide good groundwork 
in increasing awareness of needs associated wite hygiene and child-care 
natters, 
Stege one should Incorporate tee setting up of small group discussions 
on the value of education and should diss^inate knowledge of all available 
social services and ediKatlonal assistance. In this way by group discussion 
people can formulate clearer ideas of their educational needs. 
Som initial enquiries Into tee feasibility of a small-group enterprise 
should be set in motion. The project chosen must be realistically teilored 
to asnaence wito very limited human capltel resources - hence professional 
economic advice is a prerequisite. 
^^ /* Jim Downing's work in Alice Springs. 
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This vital stage must generate and hold interest so some club 
facilities and group activities must be fostered.Card games,fishing outings 
and concerts should supplement the film evenings. 
The community developer must get to know the community thoroughly over 
this period and encourage response and enquiries.The community developer 
must be able to assess the potential of possible activity leaders and 
foster general enthusiasm in the new programme. 
The instruction films could become the subject of informal group 
discussions.In these discussions the general awareness must be channeled 
towards possible classes that could be offered.Once an idea of the possible 
mix has been disseminated in an informal manner a rough estimate of 
potential starters could be made. 
This would appear to be a reasonable target for the initial stage of 
the programme.lt is by far the most vital stage and will probably be the 
most costly as the local participation at point may not be complete. 
Future stages would hopefully involve greater and greater numbers of 
locals so that the programme develops a true community participation 
character* 
11.5. Stage Two 
This stage of the programme aims to broaden the spectrum of job 
opportunities by adapting the education mix to the manpower needs of 
the programme, 
vrb. 
Initially adult classes may have te be confined to woteercraft, child-
care, hygiene, and family planning. The esteblishment of a child-winding 
sectton in the comaunlty centre should be considered. Adult classes in 
cooking, needlework, nutrition, budgeting, gar<ten1ng. and house-care could 
be conducted during tee duration of stege two. As many of the more pressing 
problems originate In tee home, tee cousjunity developer may advocate a 
greater role for women in tee development process. In the broader develop-
ment frwnework. Margaret de Vrles argircs that greater participation of 
women In economic and social development has teree main advanteges: 
(I) greater utilization of tee work force 
(II) the solving of home-oriented problems such as poor nutrition 
and sanitetion can be best accomplished by women, and 
( i l l ) since women have more contact wite children than do men, i t 
is teeir Influence that can facilitate or hinder the 
healtKy growto and development of children. 
Thus, even if the only purpose were te help women bec<»ne better mothers 
and hcNse-makers, i t Is essential te provide Increasing educational and 
training facilities for teem and to encourage their sharing fully in all 
tee responsibilities of community l i fe .(174 
To e<^ ni>m1ze on resources the use of a mobile educational unit teat 
would spend five to six weeks in each community witoin a particular region 
should be explored. This would ensure a wide coverage for one ItMtial 
outlay and would foster intergroup interest and give more meaning te the 
cultoral affinities created by community developraent. 
I?^. H.de Vrles, "Women. Jobs, and Development," Hnemoe and Development, 
8 no.4 (1971). pp.4-6. 
ir?. 
Regular telks could make Aboriginal parents fully cognizant of 
alternative educational opportunities for their children. This would 
ensure teat a»mjn1ty 1nves1»ffint In tee human resources who will support 
tee more demanding later stages of the programme. Is based on realistic 
expectetions of future achievement plateaux. 
This stege should see tee laut^hlng of tee pilot enterprise - say a 
tourist-oriented venture. Prior crash courses In cultural ba^ground, 
kmswledge of tee location and significance of local Aboriginal sites would 
be »«cessary for tourist guides. A variety of tour Itineraries could be 
mapped out. Volunteei^ would be required to attend short courses in 
artefact manufactore. photography, lapidary work and tenning. weaving and 
other handicrafts. Training in catering would also be essential. Those 
un(tertek1ng such training should receive financial assistance (hiring tee 
training period. 
The entire venture should be subjected to a feasibility s tu^ and 
presented in cost-benefit forw by an economist to ensure that a Commonwealth 
Capital Grant is secured. Care should be taken to Include estii^tes of the 
social and cultural benefits previously stressed. (Refer sections 9.6.1, 
p,i%; 10.S, p.ISL) fhe venture should be entirely owned and operated by 
the Aboriginal cossnunlty. "Hils project brings to^teer manpower planning, 
creation of job opportunities, investonent in human resources, and c(H!»nun1ty 
development. It also generates benefite teat accrue beyond the «>or1ginal 
iSf. 
Greater emphasis on vocational training in skills that cormand a 
market in tee Charlevllle area should result in a diminution of dependence 
on social service benefite. 
A gradual raising of living standards sakes education of children less 
of an economic sacrifice for individual families. Funds allocated for 
education will not be diverted towards more pressing needs. Improvmient of 
nutritional standards and home environment should ensure higher performance. 
Early in stage two a community radip prograsiie and a community broadsheet 
or newspaper should be Introduced. These ^dia, apart from encouraging 
group involvenent, could stress specific aspecte of tee educational programme. 
Enterteining items of local Interest should assist in holding the interest 
of y^orifines. Achievement to date should get good coverage and outlines 
of future plans should be presented. 
The c(»mun1ty centre could now adopt a larger role in preschool 
education, wite more and more entasis being placed upon parent involvement. 
Regular discussion groups could teckle tougher problems and a greater 
awareness ef what Aborigines themselves want, should emerge. Experience 
In decision-making and a greaterappreciation of tee social and political 
constrainte on Aborigines could now lead to greater IntercoismRilty inter-
action. Delegations to regional and stete conferences could broaden tee 
horizons of local teinking and give teem the necessary "voice" to carve out 
a steke In Australia's political and economic future. 
Also during teis stege teose showing most potential as future leaders 
and organizers could be asked te attend a residential course in the 
metropoliten area. This experience and the knowledge gained bote through 
tee course Iteelf and tee contect wite Aborigines froin oteer areas should 
prove to be rewarding and beneficial to the Individual himself and 
indirectly to toe home commimity. Wite teeir new insighte and practical 
experience in community developraent activities to date, such persons could 
eventually be able to shoulder responsibility fOr tee continuing tesk of 
developing teeir C0fTP?un1ty. 
11,4 Stege Three 
Stage teree should aim at providing tee jc^ opportunities to reward 
sta^ efforts underteken. Whcteer tee jobs are created by tee govemmentel 
assisted Aboriginal enterprises or witeln tee broader commimity, certein 
new legislation will be necessary to ensure that Aborigines get egual access 
to apprenticeships and semiskilled jobs. Small enterprises such as pest-
control and hoise-stumping unite could be encouraged. 
By the middle of stege three the expansion of community centre facilities 
may be necessary. If a P<oce of land were purchased early In stege three -
the clearing and development of teis land would provide employment for 
Aborigines. They could also teke a large role In tee construction of tee 
community centre cos^lex. Sudt a cf»iplex could contein a general store, 
butdiejy, service station, along wite ottmr Items i^ntloned. 
With tee fruite of tee new emphasis on education showing towards the 
end of stege three, higher levels should be attainable in tee subsequent 
period. Aborigines would now be better adapted to pursue academic courses 
and could be prepared te f i l l the white-collar openings in their own 
enterprises. 
Aborigines, by tee end of stage three, should be able te assess their 
role in Australian society and could decide on tee development path 
teought to be most beneficial to themselves. 
11.5. Stege Four 
This stege should require very l i t t l e direction as the local coptnunity 
should now be capable of making decisions concerning their own aspirations. 
The group ethos should be sufficiently matured te give the programme an on-
going character of Ite own. This should result In ?. discontinuance of 
financial assistonce. The community should have expertise enough for them 
to disp«ise wite resource i^ople on a permanent basis. 
The wider level of job skills and higher community Income should result 
in an appreciable narrowing of the gap in living stendard between tee 
Aborigines and the wider coBwunlty. 
Intelligent parasitism will be hopefully displaced by Intelligent 
management of the Aboriginal community. On attaining tee level when tee 
cowBunity Is self-sufficient the iiajor socio-economic problems of teese 
people would no longer be constraints. 
Group-achieveraent motivation encouraged by Increased control over, and 
responslbilil^ for, teeir own destiny would ensure teat human resource 
wastege would no longer be tee norm. Restoration of dignity and self-pride 
alone would be high rewarc^  to show at tee end of a ton-year community devel-
opMHit programme. 
The foregoing recommendations should not be regarded as a blueprint -
and I teink teat I have sufficiently Indicated tee need for flexibility and 
adaptebility in tee workings of any prograiEjme attempting to "develop" an 
Aboriginal group or cospunity. 
Though I have stressed the Importance of working In terms of groups 
ratoer toan in terms of individuals, I feel teat here too some words of 
caution are necessary. There is a degree of sentimentality involved when 
people (including anteropologlste) speak of "the Aboriginal family" or "tee 
Aboriginal group". Anteropologlste, and otoers, know perfectly well teat 
fission can and does occur witoin families whetoer temporary or oteerwise 
and teat an .Aboriginal group, particularly if It is composed of diverse 
elements. Is altaost certein to display this a great deal of tee time. 
Divisiveness, of whatever degree, is almost certain to occur sooner or later 
in almost any group and i t cannot be expected to vanish witoin any joint 
enterprise, no matter how well organized It may be. 
What Z really want to si^ then, Is teat community development and 
co-operative meteods have a good chance of succeeding. What we must do is 
to nako allowances and to compensate for in some wi^  toe divisive tendencies 
whore teose exist and, in consultetien wite Aborigines teemselves, devise 
w^s by which a local group can cope wite ite own divisions in a 
constructive way. On tee oteer side of tee coin i t may be tee best for 
a co-operative group te divide at some stage with Individuals or groups 
of individuals striking out on teeir own behalf. Who can tell at this 
stege what influence tee dominant Individual-oriented capitalist society 
will have over Aboriginal ways of teinking? What Is Important Is that 
Aborigines do reach tee stege where they have self-awareness and have, by 
means of education in ite various forms, the ability te make rational, 
re^listie decisions about teeir own welfare, life-style, and the future 
pate or patho teey wish te tread within tee confines of a dominant and, 
to many, an alien culture. 
An initial programme of coninunltar develoiwnent on a relatively small 
scale should be instituted in Queensland as soon as possible. The success 
of such a programme would provide just cause for further and pertaps 
larger programmes 1n«/oteer Aboriginal coswunlties. Positive resulte from 
such a ventore could ens^ entually benefit large nii!*>ers of Aborigines 
teroughout tee state. 
Hie initial copiminity dewlofMoent programme should best be regarded 
as an experiment. Resulte of tee research into Aboriginal adult education 
point strongly to the need for some form of action-research. Action-
research in toe form of an experimentel community development programne 
would Ideally be carried out under tee direction of an anthropologist 
wite experience in community development projects. I t is realized however 
teat people wite these «|ualif1cat1ons are scarce in Australia. Likely 
substitutes could be educationlste or social wokers with a good grounding 
in both coRsminlty development and anteropology. Anoteer possibility -
and this may be tee best solution in the long run, thouf^  more expensive -
is the team-work aporoach wite anteropologlst, educationist, and social 
worker or coftsuunity development consultant working together in close 
consultetlon teroughout all phases of tee experiment. 
Aboriginal people are becoming impa^int: they are asking when something 
is really going to be done, rather than just talked about. So need for 
practical work Is urg^ n^t as an adjunct te tee teeoretical. Findings from 
the practical work tould eventually become part of tee general body of 
teeory. But I would not want, in saying teis, to undereMiiisIze the need 
for continuing research into the developing needs of Aboriginal people in 
a dynamic environment. These will clearly change rapidly so toat i t is 
essential teat research estimates of tee situation keep pace wite practical 
prograimaes. Clearly acad^c researchers are going te be interested in 
teeory but i t Is doubtful whether there is a confl^t between teis Interest 
and tee practical needs of Aboriginal people. 
In (^ eensland to date, acactemic research has been given greater 
emphasis. The time has come for tee aj^lication of teeoretical findings In 
an experirnental situation so teat toeorlste will be able to get some feedback 
froB! teeir work and can discuss tois wite tee experimentel-prograwne personnel 
working witeln a dynwsic framework. Hopefully tee marriage of acadeaic 
teeorlzing and practical experirae^tetion will result in more effective 
education and community development prograuiiies for tee advancement of tee 
Aboriginal people. 
An Action-Research Project could be expected, apart frcBij tee more 
objective aims, te boost morale aisong Aboriginal people who would at last 
be able to say : Here at last someteing is acteally being done and we 
have had a part in It! 
Surely i t Is no longer a question of (to echo Lenin's words} What 
Is To Be Done? but ratoer - When? 
APPEMDIX A 
THE AGE-SEX DISTRIBUTION 
m. 
AGE RAH6E HALES FEMALES 
0 - 6 fs m 
7-15 M M 
16-20 9 to 
21-30 i i 
31 - 45 14 W 
45 and over 8 Ii 
APPENDIX B 
HAP AND NOTES ON THE LOCATION OF ABORIGINAL FAMILIES 
ih? 
As toe map of location shows, tee Aboriginal group Is fairly well 
dispersed teough some degree of clustering may be observed in tee 
centre and on the le f t side of tee raap. The residences marked L and R 
are f la te , so tee concentration of Aborigines In teat particular area 
is actually more dense than at f i rs t appears. These flats house five 
and two families respectively. 
Spatial proximity does not necessarily <tenote consanguinity. The 
five families at L are unrelated and in fact three of them do not even 
belong to the district , having come from as far away as Norte Queensland. 
The other two families at this site are unrelated but teey each have 
relatives in tee tcnirn - at K and N and at T, I , and E respectively. At 
site R, on the oteer hand, one f la t is occupied by an elderly woman and 
miscellaneous mea^rs of her family, and tee oteer by her daughter's 
family. But generally speaking, families are scattered. 
Of tee twenty-seven f»i111es living In tee twm, eleven are non-
local coming from oteer small towns in bote Queensland and New Soute 
Wales. Four families originated in New Soute Wales and three of these 
are closely related. These three are situated at 6, J , and W. The family 
at J , consisting of mother, fateer, and teree dependent children, was 
f i rs t to settle in tee town. They were toen followed by toe son and his 
family (W) and by motoer's brotoer and his family (G). The fourto family 
from New Souto Males is situated at M;. In addition to toese and the 
nonlocal families previously mentioned (situated at L) otoer families 
came from Mitchell (0 and N), Quilple (H), and Thallon (D). 
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Altoough kin ties are as yet absent between locals and "outeiders" 
toey are linked by ties of friendship. The locals toemselves are often 
split into opposing groups by internal jealousies and petty quarrels 
which may sometimes Involve nonlocals as well. But always tee Aboriginal 
group as a whole sees Itself as one In opposition te tee European 
population regardless of their dispersion teroughout a mainly European 
community. 
APPENDIX C. 
THE NOTIONAL QICSTIONNAIRE 
NOTIONAL QUESTIONNAIFg USED IN CHARLEVILLE SURVEY 
Explanatory Note 
This questionnaire was mainly concerned with ascerteining the 
potential response te adult education. As tee questions are not of 
the yes/no type a brief comment follows each question. The purpose 
of tee comment is to sua up toe general response to derive a more 
meaningful appreciation of view-points and opinions on education than 
would be possible using the ortooifox formal questionnaire. 
Question 1; What grade or stendard had you reached when you left school? 
Cowwent: I would not be Inclined te place too much confidence In the 
response te ithis question as most of tee respondents seated te be very 
vague as te what was tee stendard teey had reached. The best one can say 
is that most attended som sdhw)l Intermittently for approximately five 
years. Four respondente. including a post office e^loyee. had attended 
high school and three elderly respondente and one middle-aged person -
four in all - were I l l i terate . It can confidently be steted teat all 
adults in toe twenty and over age group had never attended high school. 
Question 2; Didlyou have any difficulties in school? 
Cowwent: Responses to tois were generally vague and Inclined to be 
anecdotel. The conclusion is teat almost all respondents had at some 
stege experienced discrimination in one form or anoteer at the hands of 
eitoer teachers or fellow pupils. 
Question 3; Did you attend school regularly? 
Cow»"t: In most cases there were large gaps in attendance due te change 
of location. Regular attendance was Infrequent. Respondente generally 
were able to namt several schools of attendance. 
Question 4; What action was teken when attendance lapsed? 
CwMKnt: Five of tee respondents reported teat they had rec^i^d cautions 
from schoolteachers, one from tee police, and seven from priests and nuns. 
It would appear teat Aboriginal school absenteeism was, and probably st i l l 
i s , accepted by most Eurt)peans as part of the Aboriginal "walkabout" 
syndrome - and hence i t is not std>ject to tee same disciplinary controls 
as oteer Australians. (See pp.79,£K) of text.) 
Question 5; Since leaving school full-time have you made any atten^t te 
learn raore about any academic subject or subjecte? 
Cowwent: Apart from a couple of exas^les of "frustrated ambition" of 
dt&lous credibility, the response was always negative. 
Question 6; Have you had any trade, in-service, or oteer training? 
Comment; l^ponse was negative with tee exception of semiskilled 
railwi^ and pastoral industry expertise. 
Question 7: What are your hobbies and intereste? 
Comnent; Apart from "drinking' " and "canfe". bote male and female 
respondente invariably named footoall, and otoer sports. Among toe 
younger males, four nominated buckjun i^ng and teree motor cars; five 
of toe older ladies and too old men named fishing; and one family 
indicated goat and kangaroo shooting (teough signs of such activity were 
conspicuously absent). There was a strong Interest in guiter playing and 
other nusic in general. 
Question 8: Do you do any reading - books, newspapers, magazines? 
Cowwent; Trashy pictorial !!«gaz1nes and comics seem to be popular 
toroughout toe entire group. Only two were serious readers - and toese 
were women. So9» read newspapers, but generally only spasmodically. 
Qu«tion 9: Do you listen to toe radio? 
CcmiBent; Response here was 100 per cent positive. 
Question 10: What kinds of programmes do you usually listen te? 
Cowwent: Country and western music was rated very highly. Women were 
very fond of serials. There was no evidence of any serious programmes 
being favoured. Commercial stetions accounted for most of tee listening 
tiwe. 
Question 11; Has tee education you have had been useful in obtaining 
ewployw»it? 
Conaent; As would be expected from tee response to question 1 and toe 
i7sr. 
high un^nployment among toe group, no meaningful responses were 
received - wito toe exception of toe postel e^loyee. 
Question 12: Are you usually queried on your stendard of education 
when seeking employment? 
Coawent: It would appear teat tee types of jc^s for which Aborigines 
are recommended require l i t t l e If any, formal education. Three of the 
young females did note teat employment bureau officers alwaiys asked fOr 
educational standard. 
Question 13: tftiat opportunities for employment are teere here for young 
people? 
Coww«it: A generally pessimistic outlook which is te be expected given 
tee decline of tee main regional Industry. 
Question 14: What level of education do you hope will be reached by your 
preschool and s<^ool-age children? 
Conment: All respondente indicated teat teey would like their children 
to go as far as toey are able. Aspirations are sanguine but hi^ly 
unriilistic. (See section 10.3.5 of text.) At least part of the reason 
for this enthusiasm would seem to be a recognition teat education is highly 
valued by European officialdom and that toere may be economic gain, in 
the ways of grante, for example. 
Question 15! Would you like to furtoer your own education or training? 
V?k, 
^^ '^"^ "t: The response was not very encouraging. The majority of 
respondente lacked motivation, givlr^ age (In some cases as young as 
twenty-five) and child-winding problems as reasons. But most were more 
direct toan this saying that teey were not Interested or could not be 
boteered. The males In particular were sceptical and teeir attitudes 
toward their own education were generally negative. In general the 
fOcklessness teat typifies socially depressed groups was in evidence. 
Qtwstion 16: l#iat asfi^ct of education would you be Interested in pursuing? 
Cemwent: Five females v^re Interested In dressmaking and sewing and home 
managenent in general, eight in child-care specifically, and twenty 
respondente indicated a desire for instruction in filling in social 
service claims. 
Qu^tion 17; What kinds of courses do you teink should be given in adult 
education? 
Cowwent: The majority of respondente had no clear conq^tion of what 
an adult education course means. In general discussion tee si^jeet areas 
mentioned in comment 16 were nominated. 
Question 18; What do you teink would be tee best way for the courses 
to operate? 
CoiaBent: Regarding location there was divided opinion as te iiheteer 
instructicHi should be held in groups in a central place or in homes. 
When presented wite tee notion of a coBMinlty centre most seem to favour 
this as a venue. There was a preference for Informal Instruction once 
a week. 
Question 19: What do you think are the main benefite associated with 
education? 
Comroerrt: Initially tee common response is - "I don't know". In the 
course of discussion i t emerges that they are quite ccmfused. f^ ost appear 
to teink that education Is "a good teing", but ite lack of eff1ca<?y for 
Aborigines seems to be Irrationally accepted. The enthusiasFi as noted 
is mainly aimed at procuring educational assistence fot teeir children, 
so tee education grant seeiris to be the end product in ten^ of benefite. 
The main conclusion that emerges is that thei?e Is almost complete 
Ignorance of the benefits teat could flow from higher education. 
Question 20: Are there any goverrwent grante or aids te help Aboriginal 
people. 
Comwent: Everyone knew about tee Secondary Grants but not one had 
heard of any of the following: Aboriginal Study Grante, tee Employpient 
Training ScheB«, tee Commonwealte Capltel Grante. 
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